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Charleston, S. C.: An 18th century farce
struck the keynote of the ceremonies .
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Church Street Front

CHARLESTON OPENS HISTORIC PLAYHOUSE WITH HISTORIC PLAY
SIMONS

&

LAPHAM
Architects

DOUGLAS

D.

ELLINGTON

Architectural Research Consultant

A 1739 map of "Charles Towne" establishes the site of
Dock Street Theater as being at Church and Queen
Streets (arrow). While Charleston disputes with Williamsburg and New Orleans credit for America's oldest theater,
she shares with no one the claim that Charleston's was
the first building specifically designed for that purpose.

ox FEBRL'ARY 12, 1736 the Charleston gentry saw a new
playhouse opened with a performance of a broad Restoration comech·, "The Recruiting Officer." T\\·o centuries
later ( :\ ovembn 2()) the Charleston gentry saw the same
play (censored) in the same spot in something like the
same setting·. Largely because of \ \'P ~-\. \1·hose Harry
L. Hopkin-; dedicated the building. Charleston 1Yas able
to restore its old l'lanters Hotel. built in 1806. and to
reproduce the theater which previously had partially occupied the site. l..:.esult of three years of community effort.
in which c\-cryhody from the mayor to Federal Theater
and A rt groups and \\'I' A labor participated, the project
\1·;is in ch;irgc of the firm of Simons & Lapham, Charlestun's ace restorationists. and Douglas D. Ellington.
\VPA's own architectural consultant. Besides the theater, the lmilcling as reconstructed contains a restaurant,
to he leased to some caterer who can reproduce the old
cuisine: eight modern apartments; a green room which
can be used for lectures. recitals, and small dramatic
productions: and a foyer which may be hired for cntcrta i 11111 en ts.
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technique of restoration in Charleston differs ;;;ubstantially from that in vogue elsewhere in that it is
"freer" and tends to preserve, externally at least. the
cumulative effects of age and use. In this instance, little
was done to the exterior beyond repairing the brickwork and balcony, installing new sash and frames, and
giving the repaired wall areas a thin color wash to duplicate the soft rose of the old stucco. Internally, how. ever. the structure \\·as entirely rebuilt. Occupying the
exterior corner of the plot. the old L-shaped hotel actually
consisted of four buildings of varymg ages, all in aclvanccd
decay. The short leg of the L was gutted and reinforced-becoming the stage (left) for the new theaterwhile the remainder was replanned for new uses. only
the lobby retaining its original dimensions. All exterior
\Valls and foundations \Vere reinforced. while floors. partitions, and roof were entirely rebuilt, largely of steel
and concrete.
Not shown here is the third floor, which has been
converted into a series of eight apartments with independent entrances at right and left of main lobby. Lobby.
Green Room, Theater, Dining Room, and Foyer appear
on subsequent pages.
THE

Second Floor Plan

Plrnto b:-,i Frances Benjamin Johnston

So convincing is the handiwork of Messrs. Simons, Lapham, and Ellington, that only
the concrete slab of the balcony betrays the fact that
the old facade is little more
than a stage drop for a modern fire - resistant structure.
In the center is St. Philip's,
whose steeple long served
as a lighthouse, and {right)
the Gothic Revival of the
Huguenot Church.
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CHARLESTON

Entrance to Boxes

Main Sta irway, rebuilt

feature of the Lobby is the stairway, a painstaking ferroconcrete replica of the original; ince the
railing was missing, the architects copied a cast-iron and
mahogany contemporary. The magnificent Adam doorways on the landing, lead ing into the econd-ftoor boxe .
are originals from the Mitchell King mansion, built
in 1805.

CENTRAL

Stairway before restoration

1
Ji

TIIE entrance, with its cast-iron balcony
and recessed porch (left), dates from
1835 when the hotel was remodeled.
Though the balcony is typical of the
period, the columns are anomalous; of
rusticated brownstone-a rare enough
material in Charleston - their carved
mahogany brackets only add to their
generally exotic character. All this the
architects wisely left untouched except
for necessary repairs. The lobby itself.
dating from the same period, was restored to its original Greek Revival.
However, by using Adam woodwork
and plaster detail on the balcony and
second-floor levels, the arch itects carried
the sequence one stage farther back:
from that to the late Renaissance of the
Theater proper is only a step, stylistically speaking-1780 to 1730.
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RESTORATION
SINCE painstaking research revealed
no data on the original theater itself,
the reconstruction took place along
lines indicated by
contemporary
structures elsewhere-particularly in London. The
seating of the
Charles II theater
differed from that
of today; the tiers
of boxes - proximate equivalent of
modern balconieswere considered most desirable, while
the "pit"-the modern "orchestra"was only fitted with rough benches.
This seating principle was followed
in the Charleston project.
Although all modern theatrical
equipment is present, it is concealed
by an interior as archaeologically
precise as research could make it ;
even the lighting fixtures were based
on carved and gilded originals. The
woodwork is a specially-selected natural cypress, the curtains all a deep
reel velvet, the plaster sand-finished
in a warm tint. All scenery, curtains,
and costumes were clone by the S. C.
Federal Art Project.

Research study for Restoration theater

Transverse section (left) and longitudinal section (right). The eighteenth century
"'<.;C architect was prevented by structural limitations from using the balcony; hence

Dress rehearsal for Restoration drama

"'

the boxes. The coved ceiling-a copy of that of contemporary St. Michael'spermitted indirect lighting, a fireproof projection booth in the cornice (right).
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CHARLESTON

Small Stage, Green Room
WHETHER the original Dock Street Theater had a Green Room
is a moot question: but in its present incarnation it has one. fitted
with a superb Palladian window (which leads directly onto the
main stage), doorways, mantel, and wainscot from the Charleston
Museum's collection of historic woodwork. Herc the architects
have used a soft gray-green for wall color and an off-white plaster
cornice and ceiling. The doorways have been only cleaned and
waxed, giving a "pickled pine" effect; the wainscot and mantel
(right) have been painted wall color but in a deeper tone.

Mantel, Green Room

first-floor Dining Room, with its
courtyard (right), gives Charleston a
much needed dining place with "local
color" for her tourist trade. Connected to the second-floor Bar and
Kitchen by means of dumb-waiter
and separate stair, it forms a separate
unit, to be leased to a caterer "-ho
can "reproduce the old Charleston
cuisine." The Dining Room's unusual woodwork, all original, is
painted a grayed blue-green; plaster
walls and ceiling are a soft yellow;
doors are mahogany.
THE
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Deta ii, second-floor Foyer

Before and after views of the second-floor Foyer

IN the restoration of the Planters Hotel ancl reconstruction of the Dock Street Theater, the architects were constantly faced with gaps in the architectural history of
the buildings. Thus their work ran the gamut from
restoration of the Lobby-where only the stair rail \Vas
missing-to complete reconstruction of the Theater-whose general character could only be con jecturecl. In
the Foyer (above) they met still another design prnblern; existing detail was clearly Victorian yet records
showed the room to elate from 1835 ; but, since no
original Greek Revival detail was available, they moved
the elate still farther back and installed the Adam detail
from the King Mansion.
Aside from working and mechanical drawings, l\Iessrs.
Simons & Lapham turned out over 100 detail sheets
covering all aspects of the \vork. Built with \VP A labor,
the project represents an i1westment of over $350.000.
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Main entrance to the new Caspers plant
(above) with block plan (right, above) and
general view of office and manufacturing
sections (right, below).

CHICACO:

NEW

PLANT

(I) Office (2) Manufacturing

STREAMLINED FOR

A RECENT ADDITION to Chicago's famed "city within a
city" Central l\J anufacturing District. is the new plant
for Caspers Tin Plate Company designed by A. Epstein.
A medium-sized structure for light manufacturing
(lithographed metalware), the Caspers plant reflects the
increasingly important trend in industrial architecture
toward "restyling" the factory to meet standards already
acceptecl in other building types. In planning, construe-

EFFICIENCY

tion, and equipment, the Caspers plant reflects the drive
towarcl these new standards. Organized in two principal
units-manufacturing and clerical-the plan is further
~ubdivicled for a rational fl.ow pattern: the first floor
provides for shipping, receiving, and storage at the rear,
manufacturing in the center, and secondary manufacturing operations as well as personnel accommodations
along the front under the offices. The construction is
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A.

EPSTEIN

Structural Engineer

"Art marble" and carpeted floors,
linoleum covered and painted walls
and a wide use of patterned fabrics
give the public areas and executive
offices a degree of sophistication not
usual in suburban "plant offices."
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Lobby
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First and Second Floor Plans
simple and as modern as building codes would allow :
steel frame with brick curtain walls, Robertson Keystone
floor and roof system in the office portion, sound and
temperature insulation in the offices. Efficient daylighting is achieved by continuous strip windows in the office
portion and by wall- and monitor-type windows in the
shop; daylighting is everywhere supplemented with controlled lighting. Complete air conditioning is provided
for (though not yet installed) in the office while unit
heaters are used elsewhere. Cnusual attention has bet>n
given by the designer to details generally ignored in
industrial work-to brick, terra cotta and metal dt>tail.
to interior finishes, equipment, and landscaping: even
so, total cost was held to $276,000 or 14.Sc per cu. ft.

General Office
Executive Office
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IOWA SCHOOL

ADDITION MAKES NEW USE OF CANTILEVER
OREN THOMAS
Architect

l'UBLIC BUILDIKGS are seldom as uncompromisingly
functional as this recent addition by Oren Thomas to the
consolidated school at Elkader, Iowa; except for a few
bits of stone "trim" on the facade, there is literally no
architectural detail in the building. Faced with a limited
budget and an open-minded School Board, Architect
Thomas obviously made his choice : he gave up plastered
partitions for glass-block exterior walls, furred ceilings
for air conditioning, "finish" for fire resistance. In many
ways, the result suggests new standards of performance.
Although the plan was largely determined by conditions at the site, it has several important features which
spring from the structural innovations employed. In the
first place, structural bearings are independent of partitions. Columns are placed at the edge of the normal
side aisle of the school room, which permits of a cantilever condition at the exterior wall, and three equal
spans bet\veen these points, rather than the usual short
center span for school buildings at corridor. This, in
turn, permitted a continuous locker and borrowed light
condition at the corridor partition and also a continuaton of the exterior glass without consideration of bearing. This system of construction proved economical on
account of uniform two-way slab construction with the
cantilever at outside producing a negative bending moment over the outside support to offset the positive
moment of the continuous span.
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First Floor Plan

Library Charging Room
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Typical Classroom

In terms of equipment, the Elkader structure is adyanced; it is completely air conditioned, although cooling
was omitted since the structure is not in use during hot
weather. It has the first of the new public address
systems designed by RCA for school buildings, in addition to which the auditorium (see next page) is wired
for sound. The daylighting is excellent, glass block
masonry eliminating the old bugaboo of orientation:
this is supplemented by use of an absorbent color on
front walls, reflecting color on side and rear walls. All
floors are rubber tiled; only the ceilings are plastered.
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IOWA SCHOOL

Detail, opening to Lighting Gallery
General View, Auditorium

Except for the lighting fixtures, the auditorium
shows the same stern functionalism displayed
elsewhere. An unusual section provides excellent sight lines, while a fully equipped stage
provides for theatricals or talking pictures;
spotlights for the former are arranged in an
ingenious gallery (above) while a projection
booth is located at the rear. (See plan , page
29).
Longitudinal Section, Auditorium

Toilet (above) and Corridor (below)
Detail, Typical Pier

Although at first glance merely a repetition of the ornamental piers of the old
building, the piers actually serve a novel
purpose - that of housing return air
ducts and serving as plumbing stacks
for the laboratories. While not loadbearing, they are an integral part of
the glass and masonry curtain walls.
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"OAK HILL": MODERN ECLECTICISM IN THE BLUECRASS
IN THE HEART of the Tennessee bluegrass, on a 100-acrc farm
once devoted to race horses, stands "Oak Hill", home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Hancock Cheek. Designed by the Nash ville firm of
Warfield and Keeble, "Oak Hill" does-despite its elaborate eclecticism-achieve what the owners most desired: simplicity and spaciousness in the traditional Southern pattern. Credit for this the
architects share with the landscape architect, Robert S. Sturtevant.
whose planting is simple and authentic. (Aside from a garden.
more or less formal, ante-helium landscaping was casual ; except
for door side boxwoods, "foundation planting" was unheard of.)
Design of the house itself pivots around a central mass of Natchez
inspiration, flanked by two one-story wings showing \Villiamsburg
influence; the cast-iron treillage on the galleries is from the New
Orleans Garden District.
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Rear Elevation
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First Floor Plan

LOST DESICNER

3 JOBS

LESS CO;\IPLICATED actually in roof plan than it looks,
the residence for Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Jackson in St.
Louis shows the influence of the Midwest's Frank Lloyd
\Vright without being in any sense a slavish imitation .
And like ·wright's work, this house has caused a diversity
of comment. Said Architect Armstrong, in this regard:
"I consider it one of my most satisfactory buildings to
elate, but a great many people in St. Louis can't stand it.
It has definitely lost me three jobs so far." For a climate
such as that of St. Louis, wide eaves are particularly
effective as a protection against strong sunlight. The
interesting lean-to effect of the porch roof produces a
maximum of air and light on one side, and cuts off glare
on the west. Diamond-shaped louvers at the ridge of the
gabled roof over the second floor provide ventilation for
bedrooms. while triangular winclows, ingeniously placed
beside the chimney, act as exhausts for hot air which
flows up the stair well. A simple plan establishes a nice
relationship between working and living areas, and allows easy circulation. Location of principal first-floor
rooms was determined by the view from the plot, while
prevailing night breezes influenced the disposition of
second-floor rooms. For economy of woo'.\ framing, the
house was designed on a 16" module, ancl this proved
successful as well in the matter of scale. The exterior
finish is of wood and brick; the roof is woocl shingle.
The cost for the house was $12,000 and the landscaping
amounted to $500.
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ARMSTRONG
Architect

A night view of the living room taken
from the terrace shows an effective use
of simple materials. The rectangular
window is nicely scaled to the size and
shape of the room.

By day the same window reflects the
terrace and lawn. Here the wide eaves
are not covered by shingles, but form
a trellis for vines,

The eave detail on the porch provides
a wide overhang of dark wood which
cuts down the reflected glare.
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THE STEEL SECTIONS SHOWN ABOVE ACT AS FORMS
fo r poured-in-place concrete beams on which rest lightweight concrete precast slabs. The slabs are laid in a

stagger arrangement (see diagram) on the steel form s;
concrete beams are then poured (above, left) to form a
monolithic structure of slabs and supporting beams.

Precast Concrete Slabs are Used for Floors and Roof

Section A-A

~
~

Plan
Section B-B

THE STRUCTURAL action of a patented
system of precast, lightweight concrete
slabs supported by poured-in-place concrete beams, is now being tested at the
Research Foundation of Armour Institute of Technology.
Devised by
Eugene A. \Vhite of Chicago, the system involves the use of slabs . 5'-9" Ion;;
and 13" wide, each of which is de igned
to act as a unit with the poured-inplace concrete beams. Design of the
system hinges on the assumption that
slab and upporting beams act a a
monolithic structure, and that they may
be designed in acco1·dance with usual
T-beam procedure. From Armour Institute's tests on floor panels and a
10' x 1O' test panel there is indication
that the as umption is valid.
Specially designed pressed-steel sections, of sufficient rigidity to support

the lab during construction, provide
forms for the beams. l\Iesh reinforcing
from the ends of each slab is extended
into the beams to join beams and labs
securely. The reinforcing also act as
stirrups in the beam. Dowel holes in
the cente1· of slabs, into "·hich stirrups
are in erted, provide additional union
between slabs and beams. Slabs are
prefabricated of lighh1·eight aggregate
to exact peci fication s in steel forms.
A tight-fitting longitudinal joint between slabs results from accurate control of lab dimensions.
\Vhen used for roof construction the
longitudinal joints arc filled with plastic
cement. The steel beam section acts as
a purlin to which the preca t slab is
attached. Weight of a standard 2-in.
floor slab is 17 lbs. per sq. ft.; a roof
slab weighs 13 lbs. per sq. ft.

Experiments Yield New Facts on Structural Action of Steel Members
to good tructural design is the recently ascertained fact
that tre ses travel along paths determined by the form of the structure
and arrangement of its loads. By learning the habits of stresse , design by
form as much as by calculation and
theory is possible. Of less immediate
use to builders, but destined for future
results is the conclusion that the measurement of strains by the "rosette"
method will provide a powerful and
adaptable too\ for the study of structural
action. These two conclusions were deduced as byproduct findings in experiments on knee-shaped steel frames
carried out by the Bureau of Standa1·ds
for the AISC. The principal re ult of
the te t-that knee frames as commonly
FUXD.\ i\[ENTAL

designed are adequate for the intended
purpose-actually is of less permanent
usefulness than the accidental findings.
[In the a-called "rosette" method
of strain measurement, diameters are
drawn on a hypothetical circle taken
at any point on the knee brace. Hence
the name "rosette." Strain gauges
placed on these diameters indicate the
amount of strain under loads. By
loading the knee brace at points on
the diameter equidistant from the center of the circle, the direction of maximum stress is found. J
·

Study of Iron Atoms
Results in Lightweight Steel
IN CREASED knowledge of the atomic
behavior of heat-treated iron is re-

sponsible for the production of a lightweight steel without attendant decrease
in strength, Dr. John John ton, Research Director for U. S. Steel, recently reported to members of Philadel'phia's Franklin Institute. This progress
in the understanding of molecular activity in making steel is of particular interest to the building field because of the
extensive po sibilities for lightweight
steel in structural design. High-tensile
steels. such as stainle
steel, already
important in the construction of trains,
buses, etc., are now available in sheets
only 2/ 100-in. thick. At present, the
main object of the steel industry-according to Dr. Johnston, is to improve
the fitness of steel at no greater OYer-all
cost to the public.
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NEW MATERIALS AID THE BUILDINC DESICNER
Combines Properties
of Rubber and Cement

Plastic Material
Resists Corrosives

HECE'.\'TLY
announcer! i:; Ccrete, a
product which comhines the properties
of both cement and rubber, developed by
F. Hulse and Company, Ltd., \Voodlesiord, Leeds, England. Ucrete is available in hoth powder and solution form.
and can be made into mixtures which
vary in property according to the outstanding ingredients. A greater percentage of solution produces a flexible.
resilient material with properties of insulation ancl resistance to abrasion,
\\·hereao more powder in the mixture
gives a greater factor of hardness. Advantages claimed by the manufacturer
for this ne\V material arc not only that it
is \\·aterprooi like rubber and sets like
cement. but that it is not dependent on
evaporation. is dustles:;, docs not form
brittle objccb \1·hcn moldccl, and has
good \\·earing and adhesive propertie.s.
It can be used for bricks, rooting, tiles.
door handles, \1·aimcoting, caulking for
\\"OorhnJrk. layers for tcnni,; courL;,
roacb and paths. etc.. according to the
manufacturer.

SYNTHETIC PLASTICS, oi recent invention and increasing importance, are continually demonstrating the variety of
their use. Just announced for distribution is a ,;prayable. corrosion-resistant
plastic which acts as a protective coat
for concrete. steel. and wooden structures. Developed hy the A.merican Concrete and Steel Pipe Company of Los
. \ngeles. " ..\mercoat" is said not onh·
to be inert I "·ithin a temperature range
of 50° F. to 150° F.) to corrosive agencies. but also to bond to the base material. .\!though not designed to resist
abrasion, as a synthetic plastic it has
strength am! resiliency enough to give
it considerable resistance to the abrasive
actions oi solids or liquid,;. Tt is claimed
to have a tensile strength of 200 lhs. per
sq. in. In addition to its resistance to
corrosion ..\mcrcoat is said to be inert
to the destructive action of ,;ea water,
and is repellent to barnacle types of
growths when applied to ships' hulls.
Three solutions comprise the protective
cm·ering-a prime coat, an enamel, and
a .;ea! coat-hut since the coatings are
quick-drying. the spraying application
can be considered a continuous process.
It is nominally applied to a thickness of
1/64" but coatings of anv desired thickness from 1/100" to i/16" may be
sprayed on.
Its efficiency does not
depend on thickness of coating. according to Amercoat's manufacturers.

Asbestos-Cement Tile
Needs no Protective Coating
.'\SllESTos-cL\IENT siding, Trafford
Tile. has been introduced in this country hy Keas bey & :'If attison Company, .\mhlcr, Pa. Trafford Tile is a
composition of asbestos fiber and Portland Cement, requiring no protective
coating over its natural gray finish; it
is fire- and weather-resistant. Available in lengths of from 3 to 8 ft., in
areas of from 11 to 29 sq. ft., the tile
should be of intC:'rcst to huilcling designers faced \Yith the demand for large industrial units of skeleton construction.
AX

Inexpensive Adhesive
Bonds Metal Sheets
A NEW BONDING material holds in
place the copper sheets used as ,,·all
decoration in the Board of Directors'
Room at the New York World's Fair
Administration Building. This product
was developed for the American Brass
Company by a self-stylecl "unemployed"
dabbler in adhesives, Benjamin Albrecht, in the cellar of his home in
Rowayton, Connecticut. The product is
inexpensive: 25 gal. cost approximately $7.50, and will cover 1,000 sq. ft. of
wall surface. Although there is a wide
potential demand for effective metalholding adhesives, the inventor maintains that manufacture by the formula
-the secret and as yet unpatent<>d
property of Mr. Albrecht-will continue in his cellar.

Beaded Channel Drain
Protects Against Seepage
IJE\"ELOl'EJJ by I{cpublic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, Triple Drain is
a ne\\· roofing product. It is said to
be proof against leakage from driYing
rain or capillary attraction (syphonagc
or seepage). Triple Drain's beaded
channel makes a tight fit at the m·erlapping edge and creates a vacuum action. Any rain passing this pouch is
carried by gravity into the center drain.
Available in three types of metal-steel,
copper-bearing steel. and Toncan IronTriple Drain comes in gauges of 26.
28, and 29, and lengths of 5 to 12 ft.,
with a covering width of 2.f in.

Cane Fiberboard
Has Abestos Cement Surface
xow IN production at the Celotex
Corporation's Metuchen, N. J., plant is
a new insulating board. The product
consists of a core of cane fiber surfaced
on one or both sides with a fire-resistant
layer of asbestos cement.

ELABORATE SCAFFOLDING OF Ultramodern design supports plaster
casts of the Classic friezes which will
adorn the New Civic Hall at Birmingham, England. Thus, it is hoped, the
British architects will be spared the
"disappointment sometimes permanently suffered when they see ·~heir
completed building" with detail out
of scale. (Recently Nazi architects put
up a full-scale plaster model of entire
facade of a building to get Hitler's
o.k. on design.)

Architects Urged to Design
Bomb-resistant Buildings
ONE STEP CLOSER to American building
designers came the boom of \\·ar \\·hen
last month \\-illard K. Smith, editor of
.Yews and Opinion, bluntly ach·ised architects to take heed of \\·hat is now
happening in Shanghai and :\Iadricl.
Because in the event of war ::\ e\\· York
would not be i1wulnerahle to aerial attacks, architects should consider the
possibility of bombardment in designing
new buildings for that city. Evidently
alarmed to the point of comment by
the recent explosion of a bomb that
penetrated t\\·o floors below the roof of
a Shanghai department store, Mr.
Smith in his article advocates roof reinforcement for repulsion of explosh·c,;
and as a mounting for anti-aircraft
guns. Hm1· serious the matter would
be in case of an aerial attack on the
metropolis is borne out by the statement that very few roofs of New York's
present high buildings could support
such a gun. because its weight at recoil
is 30,000 lbs.
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New Screen Mounting Eliminates Rigid "Frame"
THE INVENTION of a means of enlarging the visual field of the motion
picture screen without actually increasing its size was recently announced by
Ben Schlanger,
ew York theater architect. For two years Mr. Schlanger
and Jacob Gilston, electrical engineer,
worked on the problem of eliminating
the artificial black border which frames
the present motion picture screen
(above, left) . Finally, by an arrangement of diffusing and reflecting surfaces behind the screen (diagram, right)
they were able to create a shadowy
border around the picture which simulates for the spectator the peripheral
vision of reality (above, right). Because the only light used to produce
this effect is that of the projection
beam, the picture edge blends into the
surrounding field.
The intensity of
light and color on this field constantly
changes with the light and color of the
projected picture. Light from the projector falls on the margirial area of
the screen and, penetrating it, is diffused and reflected by the concave surfaces behind and beyond the screen
edge. No attempt is made to create
on the extended field any definition or
duplication of forms occurring on the

marginal areas of the screen. In addition to automatic synchronization of
light on these areas with that on the
contiguous field, the invention makes
possible the control of light on side
walls of the auditorium. For successful re ults, says Mr. Schlanger, side
wall s shou ld be o designed as to reject
or receive, to a proper degree, light
from the screen. This is accomplished
by splaying the wall surfaces at angles
wh ich direct the light into the unused
space between screen and audienc·e.
Not only does the "Screen Synchrofield" (for which patent claims have
already been allowed by the U. S. Government) enlarge the visual field for
the spectator, but, according to Mr.
Sch langer, it increases the effective
area of the screen for image placement
Panoramic
in fi lming the picture.
views will be enhanced by the apparent
extension of sky and horizon. Especially effective will be the use of
"Screen Synchrofield" in connection
with the showing of colored fi lms. The
artificial hardness of brilliant colors
wi ll be softened when sur rounded by
the subdued tones of the colors on the
peripheral screen.
The essential of this invention is the

BY MEANS OF A CONCAVE
mounting fo r the screen (below) ,
Mr. Schlanger eliminates the hard
and arbitrary frame within which all
action formerly took place, achieves
instead an image which merges with
its periphery (above).
--1
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Cross Section
diffusing and reflecting surface. It can
easily be installed in existing theaters
or incorporated in the design of new
theaters. Cost of installation is estimated by Mr. Schlanger at from $150
to $500, depending upon size of procenium and medium employed-that is,
plaster or composition board.

Movies Soon to Have 3 Dimensions in Both Sight and Sound
DEVELOPED
from
the
three-dimensional sound system of Bell Telephone
Laboratories, "stereophonic" movies
made their unofficial debut at a recent
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers in New York. On this
new type of film two sound tracks are
squeezed into the space on the film
usually occupied by one track. These
two independent sound systems feed
two loud speakers which a1·e so arranged
that the sound from the screen is given
direction and depth. Stereophonic movies,
however, will not be commercially distributed for some time.
"Stereoscopic" movies, also 111 the
process of development, make use of

polarized lig ht to produce a visual threedimensional effect. In making these
movies two cameras with simi lar lenses
a1·e used. Scenes are "shot" with the
cameras spaced at di tances similar to
the spacing of human eyes. The two
films are fla hed on the screen simultaneously from a projector whose optical system is like that of the cameras.
Because the audience wears glasses with
lenses of Polaroid, a synthetic substance
which cuts out all light except that
which vibrates in one direction, only
one picture is apparent. (For detailed
report of Polaroid, see RECORD, March,
1936, page 243.) One lens of the
Polaroid glasses is blind to all the light

the other one can see, so that each eye
sees one picture. This is the same princi pie as that used in the old stereoscope
whose views of Niagara awed past
generations.

New Camera Catches
80,000 per Second
USING a continually operating film system with revolving lenses which give
1,000 exposures per second, German
General Electric Company has developed
a new high-speed camera, which, by
additional subdivision of the exposure,
both vertical and horizontal, achieves
the almost incredible total of 80,000
exposures per second.
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LICHTINC: NEW STANDARDS INDICATED# NEW EQUIPMENT FOLLOWS
McCandless Urges Study
of Building Illumination
CA:\IPAICNS for better lighting conditions, carried on for the past few years
by electrical companies, have focused
the attention of building designer and
public on the importance of light to
life. That all too often this necessity is
neglected by architects in design of
structures-residential as well as commercial and industrial-was the thesis
of a recent talk by Yale's noted lighting
authority, Stanley McCandless, before
members of the New York Architectural League. Reason for this neglect,
baldly stated Mr. McCandless, is ignorance.
Because light is a tool by means of
which can be obtained visibility, comfort, composition, and atmosphere, it
should be a major consideration from
the inception of a building design. This
is of particular importance, says Mr.
McCandless, in relation to exterior
design of structures; floodlighting has
produced some grotesque results. When
given a direction, like sunlight, light
gives shadows which show the modeling
of the form. The aspect of a floodlit
building at night should be that of an
architectural entity, according to Mr.
McCandless, not that of a floating tower
or detached block of masonry.

Columbia Initiates
Building Illumination Course
AS A DIRECT answer to the need for
education in lighting, clearly stated by
Mr. McCandless, comes Columbia University's announcement of a basic course
in Illumination of Buildings. Planned
primarily for architects and designers,
the course includes discussion of such
topics as coordination of light and architecture; lighting for seeing; incandescent and gaseous light sources; light
standards and control; color in lighting;
commercial, industrial and residential
lighting; stage lighting, decorative and
exterior lighting; and modern trends
and future possibilities. Realizing that
the best source of information on so
complex and fluctuating a subject is the
lighting industry itself, the university
asked a number of specialists to conduct
the classes.

Surveys Show Importance
of Light and Color
A RECENTLY concluded survey by
members of the Illuminating Engineers
Society, lighting conditions of nine typical New York City public school classrooms were studied. The IES report
condemned the use of cream-colored
walls, long a standard in the school
room, and recommended in their place
various combinations of colors whose
IN

effect on students is salutary. Several
color schemes were suggested by the
IES : blue-green upper wall, slightly
darker lower wall; buff upper wall,
gray lower wall. (For similar use of
color in classrooms, see RECORD, November 1937; page 39.)
Reports from lighting bureaus in various sections of this country show that
the average illumination in school classrooms is only 20% of what it should
be. Although the recommended minimum for artificial illumination in
schools is 20 foot-candles of light, the
existing lighting in classrooms covered
by the survey averaged only 4 footcandles. As a direct result of these surveys, experiments in lighting were conducted at Tuscumbia, Alabama, to determine the effect of improved lighting
conditions on scholarship performance.
From these experiments it was found
that the percentage of failures was considerably lower among pupils who
worked under modern lighting conditions than among those subjected to the
effect of existing lighting.
[Two groups of 34 students each,
all in the same grade and with equally high grades were selected for the
Tuscumbia test. The two teachers
were switched back and forth so as
to provide equal instruction. Group
A had its classes in a room where
existing lighting was retained. Group
B sat in a room relighted according
to modern standards. At the end of
three years the score on failures was:
Group A, 11; Group B, 2. In a
similar experiment at Lebanon, Pa.,
children in a well-lighted room showed
28% more improvement than those in
a poorly lighted room.]

Proposed Mercury Lamp
Will Rival Sun
MEANWHILE, in the field of electrical
research, developments have been going
on apace. Recent experiments have led
to the discovery of a law which relates
candlepower per unit volume to watts
per unit volume of arc stream. In addition, scientists have found that there
exists a constant ratio between watts
per cm and lumens per cm. Knowledge
of these two important relationships
brings nearer to realization the general
commercial use of very high power mercury vapor arcs. By measuring the arc
stream of lamps already in practical
laboratory application, the wattage required to operate a mercury arc lamp
of any desired per-unit brightness, can
be determined. It is possible at the
same time to simplify the study of materials, the object of which is to produce
a lamp capable of withstanding the extreme temperature of 14,000°-hotter
than the sun's surface-and the abnormal pressure of 1,100 lb. per sq. in.

Still in the laboratory stage, however,
is a lamp with an arc stream whose
brightness approximates that of the sun.

[A new water-cooled quartz mercury arc lamp by Westinghouse
(above) has distinct possibilities of
application not only to problems of
floodlighting and headlighting in general, but also (and significantly) in
anti-aircraft protection.
Such mercury arc lamps, at present comparatively easy to produce and operate,
are capable of intensities in the arc
stream which are eight or ten times
as great as those of the tungsten filament lamp.l

Lensless Fixture
For Auditorium Use
SPECIFIC types of buildings require special lighting, manufacturers of
electrical equipment have occupied
themselves in solving the problem of
obtaining the best kind of light for a
particular purpose. Two developments
along this line concern auditorium and
store illumination. Based on the principle of collecting light from a lamp
with a reflector which redirects most
of the light to a focal point, the Rambusch Downlighting fixture is intended
especially for use in auditoriums and
theaters. The reflector is set into the
ceiling of the hall in such a way that the
narrowest part of the light beam coincides with a small opening in the ceiling. No lenses are used, as the reflector
distributes the light at angles of from
30° to 60°, depending on the installation.
Made of metal spinnings of the size and
shape required for the particular installation, the Rambusch reflector may
have an inside finish of aluminum for
white light, or of pure gold plate for
a warmer light. By setting reflectors
flush or nearly flush with the ceiling,
interference of stage view from hanging fixtures is eliminated.
SINCE

(Continued on ne:r:t page)
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California's Fair has
Extensive Landscape Program
of the earth-a di stinct liability to landscape architects-must be
leached fr om 100 ac res of black sand.
dredged fr om San Franci sco Bay to
make Treasure I land, befor e planting
operations can begin fo r the Golden
Gate E x pos ition. H ow best to accomplish
thi s is Yet to be determined ; but charac teri sticall y Califo rnian is the proj ect
of enri ching these 20,000.000 cu. yds.
of sand with 100,000 yds. of rich topsoil fr om the Sacramento ri ver delta .
A thousand vari eties of growing things,
including 4,000 trees and 40,000 shrubs
- all indigenous to Pacific climates and
nations but present withi n Californi a's
»ta te houncla ries- will be transplanted to
the island. The pro ject calls fo r propagation of plants fr om seedlings as well ;
fo r this purpose a n "electric hotbed"
in Balboa Park, San Diego . is being
used. A thermostatic contro l keeps the
so il at a constant temperature of 60°
and thu s doubl es the r ate of growth.
From the stock in these beds. whi ch are
electricall y heated by hi ghl y-resistant
cabl es la id among the root , cuttings are
taken everv 17 clays, moved to other
beds, then to outdoo r locati ons. T o keep
the plants pest-fr ee. they a re chemically fe el, without mu lching of any kind .
Strategems u eel to g uarantee maximum
perfo rmance in 1939 a re various : ome
spec imen a re kept tri mmed of their
bl ossom so that strength will go into
structural g rowth; others too large or
not sufficiently well-furni shed to accord
with plans, are "topped" and induced to
put new roots high on their stem . Trees
are held boxed at Balboa P ark and in
the Bay r egion until time for their transpl anting . During its ·'rest" period, the
tree is sprayed peri odicall y and fe el with
a solution of one ounce of ammonium
sulphate for each square fo ot of box.

TH E SAL T

PREFABRICATED AND NON-METALiic, this new line of duct parts was
recently introduced by Cincinnati's
Philip Carey Co. Coming in wide variety of shapes and sizes , "Careyduct"
ha s a strength and friction factor comparable to metal, while having the insu lating value of asbestos. Absence of
metal materially reduces transmission
of noise from the mechanical equipment.

New "Storlite" Combines
Direct-Indirect Feature
DES I GNED especi all y fo r store lighting.
vVe ·ting house's Storlite, a d irect- in cli rect light unit, not onl y g ives a general
ceiling illumina tion, but proY ides a maximum of li ght on merchandise. White
thermoplas ti c louver s, of a hig h translucency, a re mounted in fo ur concentric circles on a hinged fra me. These
louver s, and the outer reflector of alumi num, give a wi de range of light, and
are not visibl e at the nor mal angles of
sig ht. The u pper porti on of the outer
reflector is left open so as to direct
light to th e ceiling . Stodite, in two
model , S tandard and DeLuxe, is sa id
to have a li ghting intensity on merchandise two or three ti mes that of
ordina ry units.
Standardized Voltage
Promises Longer Lamp Life
T H E T REN D toward a standa rdi zed voltage of 120 fo r electri cal equipment, a
long-felt need, shows signs of a growing
popularity. N ot only has this standardization value as a means of in suring
uniformity of li ght and life of lamp, but
it would also put new life into other appliances and devices. A lthoug h iri the
earl y years of the industry several voltages were necessary- the nature of the
lamp filament prevented the man ufacture of a product with standard voltage
rating-there is no longer any such
need. With the advent of the threephase, four-wir e network, the trend
toward a standardized voltage of 11 5
ll'aS upset , and the use of 120 volts increased. In four years the relative number of 120-volt users has jumped fr om
33 to 46 percent. This rate of change
is considerably more rapid than usu::d ,
as the practice is to rai se the voltage
piecemeal over a pe1·i od of time.

N. Y. Savings Banks Impose
Strict Building Requirements
in the campaign for
improved building construction, more
stringent minimum requirements for sixstory apartment houses were recently
adopted by the Group V Mortgage Information Bureau, comprising savings
banks in the boroughs of Brooklyn and
Queens, New York. Of particular interest to designers- in view of the 1936
Bronx a partment collapse in which 17
men were killed-are the stipul ations
that architectural supen rision shall be
furni shed and that each building shall
have a building superintendent on the
job during the entire time of constructi on . Also included in the rev ised speciAS A F U RTH ER STEP

fications are stricter requirements as to
size of floor beams, and the prohibition
of use of second-hand steel, and secondhand brick, because of its misuse by
builders and its impro per cleaning and
laying.

Association Plans Drive
For Increased Cas Use
I N I TIATI NG a pr ogram which IS intended "to benefit the public, the building industry and the a rchitectural profess ion," the A merican Gas As ociation
will soon ann ounce deta il s of a demonstrati on of gas-equipped homes. In cooperation with local architects and builders, the gas industr y plans to erect model
homes and moderni ze existing homes
with up-to-elate gas equipment. Inqui ries
which come a - a result of this progr am
will be referred to local a rchitects and
builders, as the Associa tion will furnish no house plans to pros pects.
T hrough its newly establi shed H ome
Ap pliance Planning Bureau, th e Association will advise the building profesion on all matters perta ining to gas appliance install ation . A lthoug h the gas
industry has until lately occupied a back
seat by reason of the prominence of the
nation's electric companies, figures show
it to be no mea n competitor. The 1.500
gas companies in the U . S. se rve 80,500,000 persons th roug h 16, 500,000
meters, and annual revenues aggregate
$770,000,000 an nually.
Traveling Exhibit Shows
USSR's 5- and 10-Year Plans
AX EX H IB I TION of H ousing a nd Ci ty
P lanning in the USS R , recently shown
a t Avery H all, Columbia University, is
now on a tour of the country. Desig ned
by A lan :\fa ther , New York a rchitect,
and edited by T albot Faulkner Hamlin,
librarian of Columbia's School of A rchitecture, the exhibit purposes to illustrate
"the dyna mic and rational qualiti es of
Soviet architecture and city construction." It includes photographs and plans
depicting the results of both First and
Second Five Year Plans in housing and
town planning, as well as photographs of
Pre-Revolutionary Russian a rchitecture.
Also illustrated is the hi storical development of Soviet architecture, 1918-1937,
in which selected works of the "Constructivist, F ormalist, and Functionali st"
schools represent the desig n tendencies
which caused the redirection of official
architecture along its present lines.
Sponsors for the exhibition are William
Lescaze, Carlton S. Proctor, Isadore
Rosenfield and Simon Breines . The
American Russian Institute, 56 W . 45
St., New Y ork City, is responsible for
reservations and rental of the exhibit.
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THE MUSEUM'S OLD AUDITORIUM

(above), converted into a soft-lighted
entrance hall (left), has gray walls and
cobalt blue columns. The renovated
Classic Court (below).
Brooklyn Museum's Complex Program Housed in Renovated Quarters
new program rated from crafts; examples from the
in community activity, a new building same period are logically arranged so
might have seemed imperative; but such as to give a complete picture of a para project \\·oulcl have required considerticular civilization. In remodeling the
able funds-and funds the :\[ useum had
old building, the :\Iuseum has added
not. Xothing daunted, Director Philip
many features symbolic of its ne\v funcYoutz obtained a \ V PA allotment and
ti on in the community. There is a hall
\vent to work on the old familiar strucfor symphony concerts, organ recitals,
ture. His new program called for more
and dance programs; a cooperative
than structural changes: it invoked the
dance studio; a restaurant; a public
very function of the mw;eum in comreading and print study room; a special
munity life. Room after room filled \vi th
Egyptian reading room; and special
Greek vases, Egyptian vases, Etruscan
facilities for the stuclv of textiles.
Yases, Chinese vases, drew clust, not
So successful has l;een the :\Iuseum's
visitors, Dr. Yontz found.
program in connection with children
Various cultures are now rearrangecl
that an addition to the present structure
in chronological rather than topical oris shortly to be erected to house a special
der, so as to lend verisimilitude to the
Children's :\Iuseum. Plans for this haYe
pageant of history. Arts are not sepaalread\' been clra\vn hv \\'illiam I .eseaze.
FOR BROOKLYK :IIUSEtnr's

Modernization of Architectural Competitions Proposed;
that architectural competiexpect,; to work out sound methods of
oYercoming objections to competitions.
tions are the best method of selecting
designs and architects for the erection
To this end it wishes to secure, for ultimate use in \\' ashington, the official
of buildings which involve expenditure
of public funds has led to the formation
o-.upport of organized groups. Assurof a .N' ational Competitions Committee
ance has been made that, if there is
for Architecture and the Allied Arts.
demand enough, a bill making competiTo accomplish its purpose - Federal
tions the accepted form of procedure for
legislation favorini; competitions as the
selection of architects for public builclmethod of selecting architects for pubings, will be introduced into congress
lie edifices-the Committee intends to
under the aegis of Congressman Otha
collect information from this and other
D. \i\T earin.
countries on the conduct of competiAISC opens competition
tions. This is no startling innoYation,
To stimulate interest in a safety profor already in such countries as England, France, Italy, USSR, and Swit- gram for prevention of traffic accidents,
the American Institute of Steel Conzerland, the competition system is accepted procedure. That there is need struction is sponsoring a competition
for the design of an elevated highway.
for such procedure is clear from the
:.J otification of intention to enter the
controversies which arose over selection of designs for the Oregon State competition should be made immediately
to the Institute, 200 Madison A venue,
Capitol (RECORD, August, 1936; pages
76-80) and the Jefferson :\Iemorial New York City. Information and details of the competition may be obtained
(RECORD, June, 1937; pages 24-26).
from V. G. Eden, Executive Secretary,
By formulating recommendations for
at the above address. All drawings are
the satisfactorv conduct of competitions
for a variety ;f problems, the committee clue on :\farch 31, 1938.
THE BELIEF
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Competitions Under Way

Fellowship offers year of travel
Competition for the annual T. H.
Steedman Memorial Traveling F~ellow
ship in Architecture, $1.500 in nine, is
announced. It is open to architects between the ages of 21 and 31 who have
worked at least a year in the office of
a St. Louis architect.
Registration
blanks are obtainable on written request
from the Secretary, School of Architecture, \\'ashington University, St.
Louis, Missouri. ancl must be returned
no later than January 29.
AIA announces LeBrun Scholarship
A nationwide competition for the
1938 LeBrun Travelling Scholarship
has been announced by the N cw York
Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects. The scholarship, valued at
$1,400, is open to men between the ages
of 23 and 30 who have practiced architecture for at least three years and have
neyer receiYed any other travelling
scholarship.
Nominations must be
made by Institute members before January 15, and sent to Oliver Reagan, 101
Park .·'\xenue, .N'ew York City.
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NEW

PUBL I CATIONS

Ceneral
Glass in Architectnre and Decoration.
By Raymond McGrath and A. C. Frost.
Architectural Press, 9 Queen Anne's
Gate, Westminster SW l, England.
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Fm1damentals. By William H. Severns. John Wi ley & Sons, 440 Fourth
Ave., New York City. Price $4.
Housing and Town Plamiing Lecti,res
at Columbia University, 1936-37. By Sir
Raymond Unwin. Sub-committee on Research and Statistics, Central Housing
Committee, Washington, D. C.
Municipal and Comity Parks in the
United States, 1935. U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
Period Infl1tences in Interior Decoration. By Walter Rendell Storey. Harper
& Bros., 49 E. 33 St., New York City.
Price, $3.
The Modern Flat. By F. R. S. Yorke,
and Frederick Gibberd. Architectural
Press, Westminster SW l , England.
The Modern House. By F. R. S. Yorke,
Architectural Press, Westminster SWl,
E ngland.

I. Vancouver, Canada

2. Cachan, France

Structural Materials &. Parts
Bethlehem Open Web Steel Joists.
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
Hard Facing With Haynes Stellite
Products. Fourth Edition, Revised.
Haynes Stellite Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Modern Interiors with Carstenite. Algoma Plywood and Veneer Co., 1234
N. Halsted St., Chi cago, Ill.
Penmetal Adj1tstable Furring System
for Damp Proofing Brick Walls. Penn
Metal Co., Inc., 40 Central St., Boston,
Mass.
Philippine Mahogany . Philippine Mahogany Manufacturers' Import Association, 111 W . Seventh St., Los Angeles,
Cal.

3. Havana, Cuba

Electrical Equipment

4. Singapore, India
NEW BUILDINGS IN DIFFERENT
parts of the world show a surprising similarity in design. Architects
for these various projects are: (I) City
Hall : Townley and Matheson of
Vancouver; (2) "La Belle Image" ,
Ecole Maternelle ~ Cliollet and Mathou,
government architects; (3) Mediumrental housing development: Capablanca and Santana of Havana; (4)
Low-cost housing scheme: L. Langdon
Williams of Singapore.

Bryant Snperior Wiring Devices, Catalog No. 37. The Bryant Electric Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn .
Commercial and Industrial Lighting
Equipment. Bright Light Reflector Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Remote Control Switches. Automatic
Switch Co., 154 Grand St., New York
City.

AirConditioning &. Insulation
Adsco-Corning Filler Insulation, Bulletin No. 35-67. American District Steam
Co., orth Tonawanda, N. Y.
Trane Air Conditioning Manual. By
William Goodman . The Trane Co.,
LaCrosse, Wis. Price, $5.

CHANCE OF ADDRESS
The RECORD publishes changes of address
only on request, making no attempt to keep
a day-to-day account. Only organization in
the country with facilities for this is Sweet's
Catalog Service, whose painstakingly maintained list undergoes an average of 23
changes per day for every working day in
the year.

William A. Mitchell, architect, is now
located at 309 South Avenue, Summit,
N.].
Samuel M. Kurtz, architect, has opened
an office for the practice of architecture at 1170 Gun Hill Road, Bronx,
N.Y.
Jones, Roessle, Olschner & Wiener, architects of Shreveport, Louisiana, have
opened a branch office in the James
Building, Ruston, La.
John Porter Clark, architect, announces
that he is no longer affiliated with the
firm of Van Pelt & Lind, and that he
will continue the practice' of architecture at his same location on North
Palm Canyon Drive, Palm Springs.
Andrew R. Morison, AIA, and Cornelius L. T. Gabler, AIA, have formed
a partnership under the firm name of
Morison & Gabler, architects, 616 Murphy Building, Detroit, Mich.
Dudley E. Jones and Lucian Minor
Dent, architects, announce the formation of a partnership for the practice of
architecture at 1011 Sterick Building,
Memphis, Tenn.
George G. Miller, architect, formerly of
Miller & Goldhammer, announces the
removal of his office to 67 West 44
Street, New York City.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• January 12-15-Annual Conference,
Am erican Institute of Decorators, Chicago, Ill.
• January 17-19-Annual Meeting, Society of Landscape A rchitects, Williamsburg, Va.
• January 24-28 -Annual Meeting,
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, Hotel Biltmore, New
York City.
• January 24-28-Fifth International
Heating and Ventilating Exposition,
Grand Central Palace, New York City.
• January 24-28-Winter Convention,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York City.
• Janua ry 24-28 -Annual Meeting,
Am erican Society of Refrigerating Engineers, Hotel Roosevelt, N ew '( ori,.
City.
• January 25-26-Midwinter Meeting,
National Warm Air Heatin g and Air
Conditioning Association, Hotel Roosevelt, New York City.
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the new

TWO GROOVE ADJUSTABLE Texsteel sheave

The Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., originators of variable speed sheaves, for Texrope V-Belt
Drives, and pioneers of their application to fans
and blowers, now offers, at low cost, a new two
groove Adjustable Texsteel Sheave ... in addition to the already introduced single groove
Adjustable Texsteel Sheave and, for greater
capacities, the Vari-Pitch Texrope Sheave.
It takes but a moment to adjust these sheaves
to larger or smaller diameters, thus effecting a
variation in speed of 25% to 33%. This means,
that by a simple adjustment, a greater or lesser

fan speed is obtained, and consequently the
volume of air is precisely controlled to meet
seasonal changes, or variable existing conditions. Improved design has greatly increased
the strength of these sheaves and so insures
silent operation permanently.
The Texrope Division of the Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co. can now supply a complete range of
sizes in variable speed sheaves for every kind
of heating and ventilating application.
For additional information and prices write
for leaflet No. 2278.
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Inexpensive, yet effective .....

DOUBLE· COURSING
Introduces t:l.e new vogue in side wall const:ruction !
Wide shingle exposures-far wider than were usual
in the past-with charming deep shadow lines that accentuate and emphasize, actually COST LESS when this
fully proven method is used. But there is no sacrifice
of QUALITY.
The exposed shingles are of the highest grade, edge·
grain reel cedar. Only half as many are needed. Under·
neath are shingles of a lower grade more economical
in price, protected from the weather . . . on the outer
course lOOo/0 edge-grain No. 1 Certigracles. The result
is a more suhstantial, effective wall plus the high heat
insulating value of this low-density but extremely
<lurable wood.
Economy in construction, with greater latitude in
handling from the architectural point of view, and definite assurance of long-time perfoJ·mance, are matters
of interest to architect and client alike.
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WEATHER EXPOSURES
12'' for 16" Shingles
14" for 18" Shingles
16" for 24" Shingles

Two Nails to o Shingle,

J;..._ __...,_~H-l noiled 2" obave BuH-line

and 31\i" from edge
Building Paper
Outer-Course V2" lower
than Under-Course

This luuulbook preparecl b y a wood
technologist mailecl free on request.
100 pages cletailing rises, application
ancl technical clata. Write-

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU

""ct'••c,.,.,, _;_,
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No. I Shingle Top Course

A RC H I T EC T U RA L

Seattle, Wash., U.S. A.
or Vancouver, B. C., Canada.

REC 0 R0

The Certigrade label on every bundle is
your assurance of correct grades guaranteed by official inspection. F. H. A.
makes it easy to pay--advise your client.

Here's a New

PITTCO METAL SASH
which broadens the possibilities
for effective Store Front Design

T

HIS new member of the Pittco
Metal family presents a variation of the 1\·ell-knm1·n l'\ o. 1 o Pittco
Sash which the architect will find
extremelv useful in designing store
fronts of' beauty and effe,ctivdness.
As illustrated, the new Pittco Sash
includes a beaded face member
which overlaps the facing material
used on the front. This results in two
desirable alh antages. First, it increase-; the attractiveness ancl display

value of the show window ... because
the double bead of the new face
member combines with the bead on
the sash unit itself to form a wide,
effective frame for the show window,
setting off the merchandise displayed
in a pleasing manner. And second,
it adds to the durability and continued good looks of the front by
protecting, with its overlap, the edges
of the facing material.
You will find this new Pittco Sash

m
of;6. . PI TT SB U R.G H~.;fJ~R£
ff~~~· PLATE GLASS COMPANY·~ ~dY~

a worthy addition to the present line
of Pittco Metal units, which has won
the enthusiastic approval of architects throughout the countrv. \Ve invite you to send the coupon' for complete information and detail clra1\·ings of various applications of Pittco
Store Front Metal.

·-------------------------,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
I
2100A Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
I
PJemic send me, without obligation, your
folder containing full information on Pittco
Store Front l\lctal and detail drawings.
Name ___ _

JYfal,ws

<~f

\YALLHIDE PAINT • WATERSPAR ENAMEL AND VARNISH • SUN-PROOF
PAI'iT
• FLORl!IDE
POLJSIIED PLATE GLASS
MIRRORS
PENNYERNON
WI:\"DOW <;LASS
Dld'L\TE SAFETY CLASS
PITTCO STORE FRONT METAL
Distributors 1if 1'C GLASS BLOCKS a11<l CARHAHA STRUCTUHAL GLASS

I

Street__

1

City

__________________ State

~-------------~-----------'
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A new, harder

MILL POLISHED

Greater utility - and uniform
appearance for r!!:.J. equipment - are
assured by the use of this new Mone/ sheet

H

ARDER, stiffer, more resistant

denting: That

corrosion. That is why, more than ever before, Mone!

is one characteristic of the new Monel 35 sheet

is the ideal sheet metal for kick plates, push plates,

-the property that makes this form of Monel * more

cove bases, and for food service, clinical, hospital and

useful than ever. And the second important character-

laundry equipment.

t0

istic of Monel 35 is its uniform mill finish: For it pro-

Where lasting beauty and uniform appearance are

vides absolute assurance that all equipment, regardless

of paramount importance, remember-"Monel 35".

of when or where fabricated , will have the same iden-

And for lastingly leak-proof roofs, safe, sturdy ceilings

tical silvery satin appearance - standard finish pro-

-Monel sheet and Monel tie-wire respectively. Write

duced at the mill.

for further information on Monel for architectural re-

Yet none of Monel's well-known advantages are
sacrificed. Specify Monel 35 and you build into your
clients' equipment the same sound qualities for which
Monel has always been famed-strength, roughness,
complete freedom from rust, and stout resistance to
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quirements. Address:
THE INTERNATIONAL N I CKEL COMPANY, INC.
67 Wall Street
New York, N. Y.
• Monel is a registered trade-mark applied to an alloy contai nin ap roximately two-thirds Nickel and one-third co per.

T~is alloy is mined. smelted, refined, rolled and marketed
solely by Internationa l Nickel.

VALUABLE
FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUilDERS
Here is an interesting hook you will find very help-

Send for this time-saving hook. Send for actual

ful in planning heating for residential projects. It

performance records of approved Anthracite

suggests the adaptability of Anthracite heat to

equipment. Use the personal service of our trained

budgets of any size. It shows how homes can he

field men, on Anthracite problems. Simply write

made most attractive to clients. It suggests new

to ANTHRACITE I

possibilities in basement planning, in new or old

Chrysler Building,

DUSTRIES, I

C.,

ew York.

homes.
This hook is the first of its kind. It stresses no
This Seal of Approval
appears on A 111h.racite
equipment only after it
has passed the most rigid
tests in the heating field.

manufacturer's product. Herein you find a complete review of all that is newest, most efficient,
and most economical in modern Anthracite equipment. It tells how an inexpensive thermostat, and
an Anthracite furnace or boiler, provide real automatic heat- and foe]jng periods as much as 12
hours apart. The hook describes magazine -feed

C?-e11/11/.Jrlvama

boilers that need no fueling attention from 24 to
48 hours- even days at a time. It describes modern

ANTHRACITE

automatic Anthracite burners that need no fueling attention all season long, and automatically

COAL

remove ash to sealed containers.

'F H £
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For Instant Information
on Heating Equipment made by Burnham,
look in Sweet's.
Boilers for coal, gas and oil. Slenderized
Radiators. Air Conditioning Unit.
For complete information send for
catalogs.
Burnham Boiler Cor poration
M 01111/ac tu,-ers of H eating Eqttipment
Since 1873
IRVIN GT ON .

NEW

YOR K

ZAN ESVIL LE. OHIO

•RESISTS DECAY
• REPELS TERMITES
•RETARDS FIRE
l:is mark will be used by wood treating
plants applying Du Pont Chromated Zinc
Chloride by approved methods. It means
that the lumber thus treated is capable
of outlasting 3 to 10 installations of ordinary wood.
Du Pont Chromated Zinc Chloride is known
as a "salt." It is clean, odorless, paintable,
safe to handle and can be readily worked.
Wherever wood construction is planned
for industrial or domestic buildings such
as houses, mill roofs, schools or warehouse floors, the recommended use of
Chromated Zinc Chloride will prove an
economical investment.

The MOSAIC Steps Out
liililiililiililiililiililiililii
liliililiililiililiililiililiili
liililiililiililiililiililiililii
A New Hendrick Crille

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC.

Destined to be one of the most popular
Hendrick patterns, the new Mosaic is winning extensive popularity.
Its simple good taste assures an atmosphere
of dignity for interiors with which it is used.
Its 63 % open area promises ideal conditions
of heating and ventilating.
The Mosaic, like all Hendrick Grilles, is furnished in any desired commercially-rolled
metal.

GRASSELLI CHEMICALS DEPARTMENT

W rite for illustrated literature.

Send for a copy of Standard Treating
Specifications

WILMINGTON

~

DELAWARE

"••.u.S.PAT o,~

Hendrick Manufacturing Co.
19 Dundaff Street, Carbondale, Pa.

SPECIFY LUMBER TREATED WITH
CHROMATED ZINC CHLORIDE
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O ffices and Representatives in principal cities. See phone book.
Mfrs. of Mitco O pen Steel Flooring, M itco Shur-Site Treads
and Mitco Armorgrids, Hendrick Per fo r ated Metals and Screens.

Return

0

this

for this book of todaJ•'s complete line of H & H

0

Coupon

To HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION, Hartford, Conn.

developments in Wiring Devices ... hundreds of new
listings in quickly gee-at- able form. Combined price

Send your new Wiring Device Catalog "W" to
(

lists and index in separate color section for handy

ame ) _

( Company '

reference. Bright, soil-proof cover identified at a

(Address)

glance. Every wanted wiring device made most con-

( City & State)

veniently available to you . . . Use the Coupon!
:.._

_____ - ----- -------- - - - - - - - -·
10
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"Cherchez la fe mme" - and wm her approval of your plans through

the generous use of R epublic *ENDURO Stainless Steel.
Laundry tubs of gleaming END URO St<1i11/ess Steel brighten the laundry - are the
pride and Joy of houuwives.

Suggest a brig ht, cheerful kitchen with a lustrous sink and drain,
work and back boards of clean, sanitary, stainless ENDURO. It will not
cost as much as you or she might think-and , even though it does mean
a few dollars more than the cost of less durable, less attractive materials,
it will be more than worth it to the home owner and to you in the
increased satisfaction produced.
ENDURO- the same perfected stainless steel that is b eing widely used

throughout industry wherever sanitation, cleanliness, beauty and long
life are desired - is available in a variety of products and shapes for
*Tnucau Copper i\ Iolybde11 11111 Iron resists
rust - insu res lon g ltfe t111a" low cos/ for
d u cts a nd p."pi ug.

Roofing, j/ashit1g eaves troughs, conductor
pipes, etc., will last years longer when ma de
of ToP1ca11 Iron. See Sweet 's.
1
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building purposes. See Sweet's for detailed information and write us for
names of fabricators and manufacturers.

Display is intended to express an idea-to make it " visual" so
that it may be understood at a glance. See pages 52-59.

3

.LJJ I

I. Photomontage in Spanish Pavilion at the Paris Exposition
showing use of motion pictures in education of children.
Enlarged photographs of children are at right looking toward screen. The projection camera is in silhouette, 2
inches from wall, and is connected with screen by white
tape. 2. "Schools continue in spite of Revolution": demonstrated by montage in Spanish Pavilion at Paris Exposition . Figure at left is shown safeguarding historic buildings. 3. Display of Provincial Spain consist ing of photo
enlargements, cut-out map and baskets.

52.
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DESIGN
TRENDS

Display Presentations
for Architects and Other Designers
By HERBERT MATTER

temporary or permanent (a museum is its ultimate form), has primarily an educational aim. This aim
is achieved by arresting attention and by expressing an
idea, vi ualized so as to be understood at a glance, or by
introducing a conception or product shown as a ingle
view or in a sequence of views.
Di ·play design demands of the architect and des igner
the adoption of several methods of design expression.
The faculty of eeing and the capacity of the average
public to gra p shapes, images, colors, and ideas will
determine the character and method of display. The
mental reaction of spectators is still another factor considered by the display specialist.
\ Ve can summarize the better known vi ual method s
of display technique as follows:
1. I so type 111ethod, developed by Dr. Otto N eurath,
Director of the International Foundation for Visual
Education, which makes use of pictograph symbols for
indicating an idea. Neurath would assemble, in expositions and mu eums, education pictographs, model , photograph , and other exhibits with motion pictures as
elements of an informative whole. For examples, see
page 58.
2. Photography se rve to visualize salient ideas or commodities. In the hand of the designer these can be preented " ·ith single emphasis or the display may have
sequence developed step by step to the theme. P hotography offers a realistic picture and is most readi ly
under tood. It offers possibiiities for expanding exi ting limit of illu tration.
ee pages 55, 57.
3. Delineated poster design is a form of artificial
illu tration. It consists of linear pattern on flat surfaces .
It is a method that permits a control of thought created
by the designer. Drawing and photography are sometime combined.
(Continued on page 54 )
orsPLA Y,

I. Advertising display
for tennis by Hans
Fischer. 2. lsotype illustration developed by
Dr. Otto Neurath shows
pictograph symbols for
coniferous and deciduous trees. 3. Display
and spectator seating,
Spanish Pavilion, Paris
Exposition, 1937.
4. Window display for
scarves by Hans Fischer.
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Photography Creates a

New

Display Technique

DISPLAY must serve, above all, as a medium for conveying
thought from author or sponsor of an idea to the public.
The alient thought is given emphasis by clearly undertood interpretation, by pecial lighting, and by organization of display material.
Principles which apply to display technique may be
summarized as follows:

• Present an idea with a ingle view where po sible or
with a sequence of ideas related to a theme.
• Combine multiplicity and
crowding.

clearness; avoid

over-

• Satisfy many interests; avoid monotony.
• Do not word what can be visualized.
• Introduce movement in order to arrest attention.
• Develop the display with a sequence of optical and
representational images, unified or leading to the salient
subject.
Photography has special advantages as a medium for
display. It permits the suggestion of reality and is easily
understood by the average spectator. It is a natural
language since the subjects presented are from life and
because "photographic method" implies truth. In addition, photography offers possibilities for expanding its
existing limits.
The photomural presenting a single view of an object
or a scene is given far greater scope if several associated
views are combined to compose the mural; this is known
as photomontage. It makes possible the unification of a
many-sided subject with a result that may be more forceful than the single view.
New materials have opened the way to a recent and
contemporary display technique. Products of metal.
glass, plastics, and wood veneers have been u ed in the
construction of display and as a part of the exhibit.
Photography, as an instance, can be shown on transparent
Lumarith (a cellulose acetate) or on glass with diffu eel
illumjnation from the back. Such displays are far more
brilliant and create more attention than when shown on
opaque surfaces. Photography on similar tran parent
·urfaces can be used so as to be viewed from two sides.
(Continued on page 56)
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GIGANTIC FRAME FOR OUTDOOR DISPLAY. The display space
is flexible and can be used for large and small pictures, conforming
to the subdivision of squares. In the frame illustrated the theme
(physical activity or health) is shown in the large view of an athletic
figure. A sequence of smaller views appears at the bottom, representing a meditative boy who ponders, craves, and finally demandsmilk. These smaller views are the incidentals and may be changed
from time to time. The photographic display is on a transparent
membrane so that it may be viewed from either side. Emphasis can
be produced by spotlighting parts of the exhibit.
Desig11s by Matter.
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Presentations

+-a
DISPLAY WITH BACK AND FORTH
MOTION . Dual contrasting photographs are shown one at a ·~ime . One
view after the ot her is blanked out
by the shuttle movement. The introduction of motion is intended to
a rrest the attention of spectators.
The idea presented is stressed by conLJcs1{111s by .\l atte r

a

(Co11ti11ued fro111 page 5-1-)
Move111c11t i11 display is intended primarily to raise the
attention-arresting value of an exhibit. It may also be
used to create contrasting images or a variety of views.
Illustrations of such use of movement are shown on pages
56 and 57. The proposal was recently made to have all
exhibits, moving and changing, within a room of an
exposition. The exhibit ca e that can be operated by the
pectator is an older and nevertheless successful version
of this trend.
It is now the task of designers to employ the third
dimension and to make d isplays an integral part of the
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area \\'here spectators gather. For outdoor display we
already have the skywriters who fill an increasingly important role in advertising. Projection can be made on
clouds of moke or gaseous vapor, uti lizing color and
fo rm to create impression. Messrs. Beaudoin and Lods
devised such a grandiose spectacle in Paris 1ast yearvisible from all points of the exposition. Sound effects
and illumination were combined to prod uce a display
composition. Smoke was released and sent to a considerable height for screens on which light in color was
projected.

DESIGN
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DISPLAY WITH REVOLVING IMAGES,
proposed as a method applicable to a
variety of designs. The figure is shown at
left-hand column at the moment when it
is in a correct position. The figure is animated by revolving through the series of
positions shown in the adjoining columns.
Color is used to distinguish the elements
and relationship and to attract attention.
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rr
lsotype

Exhibition

Technique

exhibition principles, first developed by Dr. Otto
Neurath, are the same to whatever purpose the method
may be applied. It is a method of representation which
is understood by the poorly educated and by individuals
educated only in certain fields; this means in the end all
people, since no single person is informed in all fields
of knowledge.
A suitable basis for such a common education and information is visualization of all important problems. For
this purpose visual aids are used which are self-explanatory.
The ideal exposition and museum is one which houses
educational pictographs, models, photos, and other exhibits with motion pictures, transparent views, and drawings as elements of an informative whole. Correlation
between different exhibits and different parts of the
exposition is built up by visual coordination.
ISOTYPE

I. Interior of display museum with different ceiling heights
and different methods of visual presentation including
charts, cases, devices operated by spectator, transparent

charts illuminated from behind. 2. Detail of transparent
chart. 3. Display case , spectator-operated. 4. Plan
and section of museum with movable walls and partitions.

Movable wolls, movable ceilings, movable windows
According to Dr. Josef Frank's scheme

4

3
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Static Display
Presentations
With Sequence

Photos by Ber/iner-Bild-Bericltt

NEED FOR HOUSING demonstrated by a sequence of
posters. The theme of the exhibit is: mankind requires
housing with open plumbing, abundance of light, recreation facilities , schools and common laundries. The theme
of the second illustration shown on reverse side is: the
eye needs light; fresh air is necessary for breathing; the
ear requires quiet; the body demands healthful activity.
At lower left appears the answer in the form of a proposed multi-story apartment with an abundance of windows, fire safety, and wide open spaces.
The exhibit was designed by Professor Xanti Schawinsky
of Black Mountain College, North Carolina. Professor
Walter Gropius, now of Harvard , was the architect for
the proposed housing project.
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STEEL FRAME permits adoption of continuous st eel sash .

Richa rd J. Ne utra , A rchite ct.

How America Builds 19 J 7-J a·
Influences

on

the

Trend

of

Building

Design

By RICHARD J . MEUTRA

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS have more significantly
influenced the generic development in design of
buildings than artistic skill of the arc hitect.
Richard J. Neutra was one of the first to di scover
and adopt novel structural systems and materials as
part of the designing equipment of the architect.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES-new materials and processes-well advertised by active distributors, have markedly influenced the trend of formal design in America.
The design so furthered may not fully measure up to the
true possibilities of the e discoveries.
In previous writings the author has endeavored to
show that these technical innovations, commercially campaigned for, have more significantly influenced the generic development of design than has the initiative of outstanding designers. Although America can justly boast
of ingenious designers and creatively independent think• H O W AMERICA BUILDS. 1927. Stuttgart, Germany. It is now a
decade since this book was published. The following years have shown
decisive prog ress in the development and acceptance of new construction
methods and new materials.-(Ed.)
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ers among its architects, there nevertheless remains the
anonymous and powerful drift stimulated by technical
progress.
Frank Lloyd Wright, John Root, Louis H. Sullivan.
and Irving Gill should have a profoundly deserved credit
for clarifying the problems of contemporary building design in the turmoil of academic eclecticism and its " good
taste. " It is for the younger generations to participate
in the intricate renovation of architectural education and
in the conscientious organization of an architectural practice of widening scope.
The approved training schools of architecture, while
abandoning archeological instruction ba eel on Vitruvius,
Palladio. and Vignola, are to some extent still clinging

DESIGN
TRENDS

Upper left: House built of waterproofed plywood with
collapsible glass partitions. Richard J. Neutra, Architect.
Lower left: Glass walls with light-steel frame made possible by cantilever and wide spacing of supports. House
in Los Angeles. R. M. Schindler, Architect. Above:
Precast concrete wall units for walls of house and for
paving. House in Richmond Shore, California. William
Wilson Wurster, Architect.

~o an educational procedure that breeds individual aspirations and a belief in a type of superarchitectural genius.
The great improvising individualist, however appropriate
he may have been to certain past generations, is an
anachronism in the modern \\·oriel. The Italian Renaissance gave birth to this type, exemplified by Georgia
Vasari. father of "fictionized history." Today's development obviously requires a new expression.
The sociu-L-cunomic setting of the post-miclcllc ages aud
the prnto-industrial era had indeed produced a professional man in architecture with an activity and a slant
on life entirely different from ours. This may seem selfevident. HO\vever, the pseudo-educational method of
inducing sixty young college students, sitting in competition side by side, to develop in a few hours sixty original
independent sketches of an intricate project. such as a
municipal library, produces in these unprepared men
the feeling that such an approach to architectural solu-

tions is still possible or even appropriate. It is neither.
In reality the present possibilities in the field of design,
\Yhich urgently require an enthusiastic and new-spirited
generation of professionals, are principally twofold:
1) Cooperative, painstaking, basic research.
2) Efficient evolution of Jllost recent, technically refined precedent.
I am inclined to mention the first of these as of major
importance. The second, ho\\·ever, offers a vastly larger
employment market to the graduate of a training school.
and, if properly understood, need by no means be contemptible routine or devoid nf creative elements.
The extensive American mass market of building m:iterials, supplies, finishes, installations, has hardly a counkrpart on the European continent, which is severely cut
up and divided by a multitude of customs-boundary
lines. Hen· the market permits an easier-spreading
migration of "design particles", so to speak, and that
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At left: Prefabricated bathroom, showing combined
plumbing for bathroom , kitchen , and porch. Steel C raft
House by Richard J. Neutra, Architect. Above, upper:
Steel skeleton of standard parts , designed to resist latera l
forces of earth shock and wind pressure. Richard J . Neutra ,
Architect. Above , lower: Expanded metal studs cut to
length by torch , joined together by weld ing to produce
strong and light building frame .

broad exploitation of structural schemes which effectiveiy
support industrialization of building operations. However, as this privately managed industrialization is quite
departmental in character, a true integration of the manifold Jiving forces invo lved in building design is indeed
rare. How to bring about such a workable coordination
is a problem, perhaps more puzzling in the United States
than in other countries with fewer technical offering .
Although engineering inventivenes may be applied
successfully to the de ign and economical production of
elements, the standards developed rarely interlock.
Standard unit dimensions of wall -forming or covering
slab and panel , tock sizes of steel ash, stock width
of insulation boards, sheet gla s, glass bricks, flooring materials, etc. are strangely lacking in interrelation. Attempts, like those of Bemis Industries, Incorporated, to
develop a common denominator of dimension, still remain
largely theoretical. Prefabrication of houses has long been
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predicted and attempted; now actually gaining weight as
a popular issue, it will act as a catalyzer even outside of
its own realm. It demonstrates for the entire field of
building the new and exacting interdependence of halffinished industrial products which have superseded the
"raw material" of ancient building design.
But in most instance manufacturers still seem to fit
their brand new products not to each other. but to an
ob olete pecie of wood frame or ma onry shell. The
very same lack of inter-adjustment hampers integral accommodation for heating, plumbing, mechanical, and
electrical installations. This. to be sure, is easily explained
by commercial considerations. Even such a progressive
development as the one- or two-piece copper bathroom
designed by Buckminster Fuller for the Phelps Dodge
Corporation and incorporated in one of our projects,
must also cater, to a degree, to the "alteration market."
h must generally attempt to take into account applica-
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HOLO!NG STRIPS

/fij~~~=~~5 PLY-{'
PLYWOOO

PREFABRICATED PLYWOOD HOUSE by Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. Walls and roof are of built-up units of waterproof plywood.

3 PL Y-j "PLYWOOIJ-(}f)TSIOE

Section Through Wall
Typical Wall Section

THIS NEW HOUSE by the Forest
Products Laboratory incorporates the
latest findings in the use of plywood
made up with synthetic-resin adhesive. There is provision for moisture
barriers within wall, floor, and roof
panels. Mineral insulation within walls
provides heat and sound insulation.
Plywood floors have '/s" hardwood
veneer as wearing surface.

Lility to obsolescent structural frames still customary in
the locality of the presumed sales transactions.
Similar commercial relationships of the progressively
new to the disappearing old, I have found, are effective
ii! all industrial regions, from Japan to Czechoslovakia.
This phenomenon, indigenous to each of these regions,
constitutes a severe impediment to rational design, which
may as quickly result in a so-called "International Style."
Spirit and spread is probably less international in this
style than in the Baroque or in the Classic, which operated from Petersburg to Buenos Aires and from Copenhagen to Colonial Hongkong. The merely formal stylistic
practice and ambition of those periods was essentially less
dependent on the technical substratum and on avail-

DESIGN
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.3 PLY-f PLYWOOO

Roof Panel

ability of materials than our present approach, which
programmatically subjects itself to an economical and
technically logical application of industrially produced
elements pertaining to construction, installation, and finishing. The world distribution of this "New Raw Material" is at the moment more than ever retarded, because
it is controlled by patent rights, monopolies, inimical
tariff politics, particularistic lmilcling routine, and legislation.
For the time being, at least, stylistic superficialities
have a more marked cosmopolitan range than the harmoniously coordinated nianufacture which typically
underlies the new building design and which could furnish it with truly convincing power.
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Reviews of New Books
THE M ODERN HOUSE IN ENGLAND. By F. R. S. Yorke.

Published by The Architectural Press, London. Handled
1n U. S. A. by Architectural Record. Price, $5.
THIS book by the author of Th e Modern House is of
equal interest to th e architect and to the layman. It is
the only book devoled exclusively to modern 110us s
built in England that has so far been published. In the
houses ·with which it i concerned planning is more fr e
than in the houses of the past, and construction is en livened by new materials in the hands of a new generation
of architect . Its pages illu trate vividly the contribution the mod ern architect i making in the phere of
modern living. in evo lving a new and rational dome tic
architecture, free from th e ties imposed by academic
styl e . Almost all th e house included in the book were
built within the pa t two year .
Back in 1920 VI/. R. Lethaby wrote concerning dome ·tic architecture: "The chief obstruction to our having
better houses has been the uper tition that they should
be builr in a style. There i a great difference between
being built in an imitative style-Elizabethan, Jacobean ,
or Georgian-an I being built with style. A motor car
is built with thought for 'style', that is finish and elegance.
but it is not built to look like a sedan chair or a stagecoach. To be concerned with style imitations and what
the American call period design is not only irrational
in itself, but it blocks the way to any possibility of true
development."
The houses illu trated include examples in brick,
frame. and concrete. The architects represented are not
all of them English in origin since inclusion 1s made of
work by Walter Gropius, Mendelsohn and Chermayeff,
Howe and Lescaze, Lubetkin, and Marcel Breuer, a
working partn er of F. R. S. Yorke.

PARKWAYS AND LAND VALUES. By John Nolen and

Henry V. Hubbard. Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. Price, $1 .50.

is Volume Eleven of the Harvard City Planning
Studie . Th e automobile is largely responsible for the
growth of parkways. With autos and other transportation, great possibilities for decentralized habitation and
recreation w re made available.
How far can it be proved that the parkway justifies
itself economically? That is the question discussed in
thi volume. It resolves itself into two questions: ( 1)
What is a parkway, what does it cost, what benefits
does it produce, who reaps these benefits and in what
proportion?; (2) How can these benefits, through
equitable asse sments, be made a source of income to the
community at large to offset the costs of the parkways ?
THIS

REPORT ON PROGRESS OF THE WORKS PROGRAM.
March, 1937. Works Progress Administration. Harry L.

Hopk ins , Administrator. Washington , D. C.
THIS is one of three recent public documents which, together, give a comprehensive view of the economic and

From "The Modern H ouse t"n En glaud" b:y F. R. S. Yorke

social problems of the United States created by industrialization and urbanization. The others are "Tech11ological Trends and ational Policy" and "Our Cities,
Th eir Role in the National Economy", both published by
the ational Resources Committee. Among the function
with which the Works Progress Administration is invested is that of coordinating th e execution of the work
reli ef program as a whole. In th e present report. therefore, Mr. Hopkins covers the activiti es of all Federal
agencies participating in the works program , of which
there are 14, ranging from the Department of Agriculture to the War Department.
The report is primarily of interest to students of relief.
T-fowever, it has a certain uggestive value fo r architect
engaged in city planning. This is particularly true of the
brief but first-hand discussion of causes of un employment.
O ne of the objective of city planning has come to be
stability of employment by such a balance and grouping
of industries as will insure continuous production with
the least disturbance of labor at any stage of the business
cycle.
Unemployment is to a considerable extent local in
origin and to that extent it must be cured locally. But it
is local by metropolitan unit not by the paroch ial units
of local government. A system of local government
which comprises 182,000 taxing juri sdictions is too antiquated to deal with unemployment or with any other
major urban problem. If city planning is coexten ive
with the welfare of the city or of the metropolitan district , it must first of all concern itself with mod ernization
o{ local government before much can be clone to bring
about a sound industrial structure within the city or di trict.
Although unemployment is of local origin to the extent
that it is clue to local unbalance of indust ry. its fundamental causes are national. It is a link in a chain of
phenomena, including business cycles and urbani sm itself,
conn ected with techn0logy. H ence, the Federal Government i evolving a program for dealing with unemployment which promises to include not only relief for the
(employable) unemployed and unemployment insurance
but also control of the purely technological causes of unemployment.
Meanwhile, the mitigation of unemployment, currently
estimated to have a range of from 4 million in prosperity
to 15 million in depression, is a local city planning resronsibility as well as a Federal obligation.
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Building Volume and Cost Trends
By CLYDE SHUTE,
& Research

Division,

Manager, Statistical
F. W. Dodge Corporation

TOTAL
BUILDING 37
EASTERN
STATES
PLANNED BY ARCHITECTS OR ENGINEERS AND BY OTHERS

i

I'

FIRST TEN MONTHS 1937

CLASSIFICATION
Commercial Buildings
Industrial Buildings
Educational Buildings
Hospitals & Institutions
Public Buildings
Religious & Memorial
Social & Recreational
Total Non-Residential
Apartments & Hotels
I & 2 Family Houses
Total Residential
TOTAL BUILDING

I'

ARCHITECTENGINEER
PLANNED

PLANNED
BY OTHERS

Thous.
Dollars

%

Thous.
Dollars

162,816
160,643
161,249
57,575
74,434
26,803
52,678

62
58
93
88
86
82
75

98,860
118,601
12,495
8, 127
12,364
5,819
17,443

12
14
18
25

261,676
279,244
173,744
65,702
86,798
32,622
70, 121

696.198

72

273,709

28

969.907

173,601
273,913

89
45

22,366
331.995

11
55

195,967
605,908

11

447,514

56

354,361

44

801.875

I , 14 3 ,7 I 2

65

628,070

35

1,771,782

~~~~I :Ii

%
38
42

7

TOTAL
Thous.
Dollars
(000 Omitted l
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I
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I

1
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Construction Cost Index: A Guide for Determining Construc·
tion Costs by Use of Charts, pp. 66, 67.

for the charts displayed on the next two
pages have been secured from E. H. Boeckh & Associates, Incorporated.
The United States awrage for each type of construction for 1926-1929 is used as the base period, or 100,
because prices of both labor and materials showed greatest stability during these years.
Six general construction types will be presented, at
the rate of two per month, because the quantities of the
different building materials and the amounts of the different classes of labor vary in each type of building. The
six types* to be shown will appear in the following
order: (1) Brick. (2) Steel. (3) Frame, (4) Brick
and ·wood, ( 5) Brick and Concrete, and ( 6) Brick
and Steel.
Sixteen representative but ,,·idely scattered cities will
be shown monthly for each type displayed because material prices and labor rates arc different in the various
localit. ies a1Hl do not change at the same time in all cities,
nor to the same degree.
The index numbers indicate the relationship of the
current or reproduction cost of a building at any given
time, in any given place, to the 1926-1929 United States
average cost for an identical building.
The plotting of the data provides readers with a quick
and efficient method of construction cost comparisons.

Dollar

250

Commercial Building - 37 Eastern States
Architect Planned vs. Others
r---;-~-r-:-,,-;-r-,-;-.,.,-,--,

THE BASE DATA

*The first two types were presented in December, 1937; pp. 75-77.
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Diagrams showing construction volume.
Data and charts for this page are provided by the Statistical & Research
Division of F. W. Dodge Corporation and are based upon Dodge Reports
for 3 7 Eastern States.
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CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX *
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Brick and Wood Buildings

CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX*
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Buckingham: Housing Laboratory
By OSCAR FISHER

ONE OF Henry Wright's last designs, executed with
automobile manufacturer's assembly technique, pro·
duces without subsidy a planned community described
authoritatively as "one of the most significant of
all that have been constructed in America to date."

ocT OF ,\ \\ELTER of hou,;ing experimentation and housing discu,;sion. there has gradually come a realization that
only a small fraction of our population can be properly
hou,;cd on a ,;uhsidy basi,;. Better housing for the great
majority of A.merican families ,,·ho are neither very poor
nor \Try rich can onh· be achieycc] in \\·hat may be termed
the ""\111crican \ray''-production hy priyate enterprise
of a c()nstantly irnprm·ing product \\·ith a con,;tant lo\\'ering of co:;h. The aim of the lmiklers of Buckingham is
to riro,·idc home,; which \1·ill fit the purcha,;ing pmycr
of the unlmilt-for 90 percent of Americans.
The Committee ior Economic and Social Progress,
Inc .. which ,;pon,;ored the Buckingham project, believes
that "t1,·enty-ninc million families could not haw been
put on \\·!web in the L'nited States had the automobile
industry \Yaited for companies, individuals, or government to supply them because they were sorry that people
had to \\·a!k. It \\'as only because a vast demand existed
for production at prices that could be afforded by the
mass buying population. Good roads, built by government. han.'. aided private capital to develop the automobile industry. Government encouragement to private
housing should be of this type."
To unlock tlie door holding back private capital from
the crmstruction field the ,;ponsoring committee formulated the follm1·i11g program:
1. That a group of home building companies be formed
with an an·ragc capital of $1 .000,000 each, at least t\vo
to function in each metropolitan area.
2. That a free flow of long-term mortgage money be
prm·ided at Io11·cr interest rates and based upon larger
percentage loans.
3. That planned communities should be built as
demonstration,; (Jf the practicability of the Committee's
program.
Builders of Buckingham

Buckingham. the first project to enter the field under
the Committee's sponsorship, is being built by Paramount
Conmmnitics. Inc. The Committee's function is aclvisorv
and its assi~tance is available to any home building
project. It docs not. however. participate financially.
The site planning and architectural design of Buckingham was done by the late Henry \Vright, assisted by
A.Han F. Kamstra and .\llJCrt Lueders.
A.Ilan F. Kamstra, AL\. Tcclmical Director and Vice
Presirlcnt. \\·orked 1\·ith Henry \ V right and Clarence
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Stein on Chatham Village, Hillsicle, Radburn, and Resettlement .·\clministration 's Dound Brook and Greenbelt projects. Kamstra says that he learned on Buckingham to buy shrewdly as well as to hold the reins on
design and construction.
Albert Lueders. A.. L\. Director of Architecture, worked
with Stein and \Vright for 17 years. He learne([ from
them \\·hat not to do and is applying that knowledge in
Buckingham.
:\Ir. A.Ilic S. Freed, chairman of the Committee for
Economic and Social Progress, Inc.,* is also president
of Paramount Communities, Inc.
Bringing his experience from the efficient automobile
man uiactu ring industry (Paramount l\Iotors Corpora t ion). :\Ir. Freed discovered that home building \\·as not
actually an inclu,;try, but an agglomeration of guilds each
operating indepcndcntly: finance unrelated to planning
and construction; architects and builders unconnected
11·ith material manufacturers; and real estate and 111an:1gement in close contact with housing consumers, but
not \\·ith the designers and builders of shelter.
:\Ir. Freed's first task was to preach reform of this
archaic sy:;tcrn. To give his preaching validity he entered the field and he is now in a positi()n to say, "Do
a,; I do," rather than "Do as I preach." He insists that
although Buckingham is Imver in cost than recent government housing, it is not "]my-cost" housing. Its importance lies in its economics and improved quality
made possible by large-scale operation.
Buckingham is intended as a physical pattern for rental
housing in the large middle income group.-that is,
familil's earning from $1.500 to $3,000 a year. The com11nrnity is planned for 2.000 families and is to cost $8,000.000. There is no subsidv of anv kind involved. The
( ;onTnrncnt's participation. is limited to insurance of
the mortgage by the Federal Housing .\dministration.
The profit rnotiye operates as in c1·ery business undertaking.
·X-Other memlH'rs of the Ccmmittcc are:-T. ,V. Appleby, President Ohio
.:'\ation:tl Liie 111sura11ce Co.: Emmett: _\I. Ba nm, Yice Pre~ident, IIickevFreeman Co.: \Yilli;lm J. Baxter, Presidc:nt. International Economic
..;earch Burea11; John D. Bigger~;, Prc:--ident, Libhcy-Ov,rcns-Ford Glass
Co.; ~Iurton B(){lfish, Executi\·e \'ice President, United Statco; Building &
Loan Lc:lgtw: Sat!i Cuhn. l'residc!1t. City Stores Co.; \\'allace B. Donham, Dean. l[ary;::rd School r,f Business .:\dministration; Thomas S.
I l(llclen, Yice Prc ...;ident. F. \V. Dodge Corp.; Arthur C. Holden
Jf, Iden. -:\TcLan;.rhlin ;~nd ..:\":-:nciates: Charles R. Hook. President, Americar:
Holling- .:\Iill Co.: Charles F. Lewi.". Dircct<Jr, The Bul1/ Foundation; F". \V.
L(J\'eioy. Pre ...;ident. Eastm:tt1 Kodak Co.; Lee Pressman, General Counsel
C.1.0.: Paul J. Torchiana. Yice President. Collins & ..:\ikman Corp.; H.
\\'herrett. Prc-..ident. P1t1"lnirgl·: !'hi:: Class Co.
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SCP• SMALL CHILDRENS PLAYGROUND

As a laboratory for testing theories and bringing
remedies into sharp focus in the attempt to provide
economically sound housing for the forgotten 90 percent,
Buckingham can serve as an excellent example. If we
are not to be satisfied with building a few scattered Utopias which it is impracticable to reproduce in great numbers, it is to projects like Buckingham that we must turn:
here are the physical and financial patterns of the future;
here is the beginning of a new kind of business-the
building of homes as a manufacturing enterprise.

r!'-

= =-- ===200

The completed part of Buckingham, a pioneering pattern
for rental housing of the future. Traffic within the community is slowed down for safety by angular street plan ,
an improvement on the curvilinear plan often used unnecessarily. Arrows point out buffers.

Community Plan

The project will cover about 100 acres when completed. The area now built covers approximately 30
acres with a building coverage of about 20 percent of
the site. The remainder is devoted to landscaped parks,
play areas, and streets. The play spaces for younger children are scattered throughout the project. A large play
area, a community building, and a school are to be situated near the center of the complete community, where
they may be reached with ease and safety from any part
of the development. Stores are conveniently located at
the point where a business zone has been established.
The street system in the area now completed for 622
families is planned for convenient and safe circulation.
Heavy traffic is shunted around the community. Local
traffic is slowed down by means of narrow angular
streets. This is accomplished without recourse to costly
curved roads or the now popular cul-de-sac streets.
Parking bays in the streets provide an innovation
which preserves the full street width for traffic and an
orderliness not otherwise possible. The parking bays
grew out of the n.e ed to provide for the Washingtonians'
habit of parking outdoors rather than in garages; they
have advantages, however, for daytime u e in any locality. The borders of the community have been provided with buffers, to prevent the intrusion of undesirable influences. The walks were laid out to take care
of surface drainage, as well as for circulation.
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Plan of Buckingham when entire project is completed; a
neighborhood unit of 2,000 families almost completely
self-contained. "Through-traffic" is shunted around the
community. Local services and recreational requirements
are provided at points of greatest convenience and safety.
I. Proposed School Site and Playground; 2. Shops; 3.
Community Center.
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PhottJ bJ, F. S. Linco/u
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Plan and view of one of the convenient play-spaces for
younger children. Tenant-owner consultations revealed
their proper design and location after the project was
occupied. The combination of builder-owner-management
in Buckingham made such adaptability of plan possible.

\Vhen compared with the ordinary allotment plan,
Buckingham's spaciousness serves to demonstrate the advantage of this type of development. There is 10 percent
less area in streets than in the typical gridiron plan. Instead of giving- each house a yard of limited utility, the
building area is concentrated and the open spaces are
merged into large areas. Under most existing zoning
ordinances this kind of comprehensive planning could
not he achieved in residential districts. The desirability
TABLE A.

of revising present zoning laws to permit such development in residential neighborhoods should be considered.
According to many observers the project when completed will be the nearest realization of a planned neighborhood unit in the United States. Because it is rental
housing, neighborhood control can be continuous, a difficult problem in groups built for sale. Mr. Charles F.
Le\\"is, builder of Chatham Village, said when speaking
of Buckingham: "This skillfully planned project promises
to be one of the most significant of all that have been
constructed in America to elate."
Experiment, geared to production with a \vatchful eye
on the market, was the key to the designing and building of the units. Most of them are two stories in height
and their design follows a simplified Georgian. Flexibility of organization is demonstrated by the shift during construction to a higher ratio of smaller apartments.
\Vhen applications for apartments started pouring in,
it \Vas found that there was a greater demand for the
three-room units than had been anticipated. Whereupon
Mr. Freed, accustomed to sudden shifts in assembly-line
production, made the change without permitting the increasing cost of the project to deter him. Similarly, it
was found that the dining space in the living rooms
proved more popular than in the kitchens, hence later
units \\·ere so built. One three-story unit with cantilevered balconies, a flat-roof deck, and panels of glass
brick was built as a feeler of public reaction to nontraditional design. I ts roof deck and balconies proved to
be popular and will help to guide the design in the remainder of the community. A group of buildings around
one of the commons was painted white. Variations in

Area in square feet
Block Area

Sections

Gross
Area

Streets

Coverage

Net
Area

Building
Area

Land Area
Per Room

%

Streets
Gross

With
Streets

Without
Streets

Number
of
Rooms

Number
of
Families

Net

---

Section One

1,125,729

174,880

950,849

15.53

192,466

672

553

18.22%

21.55%

1,720

524

Section Two

179,732

11, 119

168,613

6.19

34,725

580

544

19.32%

20.59'10

310

98

1.305,46 I

185,999

1,119,462

12.72

227, 191

643

556

17.40'10

20.11%

2,030

622

Totals and
Averages
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entrance details lend restrained individuality and serve to
identify other groups. Striking out in all directions without too bold experimentation. this project encompasses
within a small space and a short time the experiences
and pioneering steps of an emerging home-building industry.
Construction

Construction started in :\farch, 1937. By December,
622 families were living in Buckingham. ·with the experience gained in the building of this first unit, construct ion can now proceed even more rapidly. The
quality of construction is superior to housing far above
its price class.
In the field of materials, precedent has been m;,vle
\vhich. if expanded, may be a more vital step forwanl
than prefabrication of houses. Prefabrication in fact,
rather than as a wishful fancy, can develop through largescale lmilding like Buckingham. The first steps to be
taken \\·ere direct buying and packaging of materials in
complete units. This permitted economies in handling,
breakage. and installation. Repetition of operations and
cont im1ous use of construction equipment and forms accomplished iurther economics.

Exterior: \Valls are 8", made of brick and hollow tile,
and are dampproofc<l on the inside. Cinder blocks arc
used where nailing is required. The construction is as

I. Mechanical ditchdigger breaking ground in March 1937.
2. Laying hollow tile wall between apartments. 3. Floor
slab ready for concrete. 4. One building after another
was raised from floor level to floor level in regular progression. Concrete for floor slabs was poured from control towers. 5. Roughing for two adjoining bathrooms,
showing an economy of connections. A single vent serves
two W. C.'s. 6. Braising a joint in the water supply lines.
The piping is made a one-piece job, which should last as
long as the building itself.

2
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C-J':ter-- --

~ecder

--

Roof framing, showing bracing and ties. The second
floor ceiling is hung from the ties.

'"::ou'king

Section through typical exterior wall

4
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Plans of typical apartments. Left and opposite.
2-room apartments
7.72°/o of project
3-room apartments
. 67.35% of project
20.11 '% of project
4-room apartments
3.87% of project
5-room apartments
.63°/o of project
6-room apartments
.32°/o of project
7-room apartments
The "Ford unit" is what Mr. Freed calls ·rhe suite
shown at bottom left; it is the most popular unit
and can be easily reproduced in large numbers in
any type of planned-community development.

nearly fireproof as practicable. Exposed wood on the
exterior \Vas kept to a minimum for fire protection and
low maintenance. The roof is constructed of wood rafters
with the second floor ceiling hung. The roofing is slate.
Copper gutters and leaders drain to dry wells. Vv ood
double-hung windmvs are rot-proofed, primed with
aluminum paint, metal weatherstripped, and operated
with sash balancers. Full screens are supplied. Cast
stone is used at the entrances for trim and in some units
for sills and lintels. Entrance porches where they occur
are of painted malleable cast-iron.
I11terior: The floor system is concrete T-beams, reinforced concrete and hollow tile slabs. Forms for concreting were reused continuously. The finished floor is
oak block laid on hot mastic. There are no bearing partitions. Partitions are 3" gypsum; 4" hollm\· tile is used
between apartments. The second-floor ceiling is hung
and is insulated with rock wool. The tile for bathrooms
was bought directly from factory, and packaged for each
bathroom. This practically eliminated the usual 10 percent breakage cost. Inside doors throughout are flushfaced and have metal bucks. The three-coat plaster job
is finished with casein paint. Trim is enamelled. Kitchen
cabinets are metal.
Plumbing: Bathroom fixtures are pressed steel. Copper
tubing \vith a braised joint fitting was used for the water
supply, a quality job not ordinarily utilized in small

Kitchen with dinin
space. In later-buil
units the dining space
were included in livin
rooms. Smaller fami
lies preferred mu
tiple-use spaciousnes
to small enclose
spaces. (Right) Bat
room with presse
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house construction. The large scale of the project and
cooperation with the manufacturer permitted its use at
a low cost. Pipe spaces are formed bet\veen bathrooms
1\·ith 3" hollow tile partitions. Sixty percent of the units
are equipped for both gas and electric ranges; forty percent are equipped with gas ranges.

Electricity: All exterior wires were put underground at
the owner's expense. The extra cost (three times the
cost of overhead) was justified by the improved appearance. Transformers are above ground. Circuit breakers
were used instead of fuses in each apartment. Sheradized
conduit was used throughout.
Heating: The heating system, originally planned for onepipe steam, was changed to hot water for economy of
operation. Part of the project has circulating pumps.
Area "A" operates on gravity. Each unit has its own
boiler and oil burner. The system is designed to maintain a constant temperature of 68 °. It is operated automatically by thermostatic control from the outside temperature, which regulates the flow of hot water from the
boiler. Hot water is supplied from coils in the boiler.
Landscaping: Landscape plan is by H. E. Van Gelder.
The open areas are grass with trees placed for shade and
as enclosure of the housing plot.
Money

Rental projects have many advantages over those built
for sale because of their long-term investment character. More favorable financing can be secured. With a
general understanding of their economic soundness, they
will receive even better terms in the future. The excellent record of the few examples extant in the United
States proves their desirability from the investment
standpoint.
Organized to earn an income return by renting decent
dwelling accommodations to families of moderate means
the City and Suburban Homes Company of New York
has paid dividends continuously for the last 37 years at
an average annual rate of 4.65 percent. The \Vashing-

·eel
fixtures,
tile
oor, and wainscot in
:>lor.
pecial packaging of
~+hroom tiles, with
~livery in room-unit
!ts, constituted one
f many purchasing
:onomies at Buckgham.
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ton Sanitary Improvement Company paid annual dividends of 5 percent continuously from 1897 to 1923, and
from 1923 to the present time, including every depression year. 6 percent per annum. The vVashington Sanitary Housing Company has paid 5 percent per annum
continuously through the past ten years. Six non-cooperative apartment projects built in 1'\ e\v York City
under the :\ ew York State Housing Board ha vc all been
consistent clivideml-payers in good times and bad. Chatham Village in Pittsburgh opened its doors in January,
1932. It had 98 percent occupancy in six weeks. and has
never had less than that. It has earned and paid a substantial dividend during each depression year.
Long-term planning, quality construction, lmv maintenance design, market analysis and neighborhood control are the factors in which rental projects have definite
superiority. Large-scale development, with its economies
and other advantages, is more feasible in rental 110using. These ac!Yantages, however, are not yet reflected
in the financing of such projects. The present system
of umlcrcapitalizecl home building companies depending
upon an insecure fl.ow of mortgage credit cannot possibly make for an efficient industry. The total cost of
financing on stabilized investment housing should not be
more than 4 percent per annum. The level payment at
Buckingham is 7 percent per annum. comprised of 4y;
percent mortgage interest, y; percent FHA insurance and 2 percent amortization. The effective interest
rate is 5 ;1 percent. Contrast this \vi th the situation in
Great Britain where, with no government aid, 4 y; percent is the maximum effccti ,.e interest rate. One percent
reduction in interest or amortization makes possible a
10 percent reduction in rents or carrying charges.
:.\Iortgage insurance is costing the first 524 families
in Buckingham on the average nearly $1.50 a month, only
slightly less than the cost of the electricity they consume.
Y ct FHA-insured mortgages are not absolutely essential
to the financing of large-scale rental projects; there are
various other \vays in \\·hich they are likely to be financed
in the future, when im·estors and lending institutions

Table B. Annual Income, First 400 Tenants

come to a full realization of the sound investment character of this type of planned-community project.
Buckingham's construction and controlled environment
can last for 75 years, yet it must be completely written
off in 22 or 23 years, thus requiring this generation to
pay unduly increased rents for the housing of future
generations.
Tenants and Rents

The tenants of Buckingham are a cross section of the
large middle income group. Housing democracy is actually being established. There is no segregation of economic
levels, of Park Avenue pattern or of our institutionalized
poverty housing. In fact, a deliberate effort bas been
made to scatter higher and lower income families
throughout the community. The median annual income
per family is $2,482-about 77 percent earn $3.172 per
year or less.
The fact that families of somewhat higher income
moved to Buckingham proves its desirability. That a
greater mm1ber of families of lower income have not
been able to take advantage of the reasonable rentals
is evidence that there are not enough Buckingharns.
The awrage family in Buckingham pays under 25
percent of its income for rent.
Costs

Though it is too early to giw final cost figures. the
estimates that have been released by the management
and shown in Table E (page 77) indicate roughly a construction cost of $1.181 per room. The maintenance 1s
estimated to cost $47.54 per room per year.
Management

Buckingham has been promoted, planned, built, o\\·ncd,
and managed by one organization, resulting in a high
degree of flexibility and integration. The influence of
one operation on another is immediately reflected in planning and execution. This interdependence is an important part of the story of Buckingham.

Table C.

Tenants
Mean
Family
Income

76

Percent
Families

0/
10

Range
of
Rents

Apa rtments

Cumulative

Type

Number

%

Rental Income
Monthly

Annualiy

$1,375

4

i .00

1.00

100.00

$1,745

43

I 0.75

11.75

99.00

Simplex
2 Room

48

7.72

$35.00-$36.50

$1746

$20,952

Room

412

67.35

$41.00-$46.50

17,842

214, I 04

4 Room

126

20.11

$51 .00-$56.50

6,943

83,316

Room

4

.65

260

3, 120

i2, 156

114

28.50

40.25

88.25

$2 ,65 7

65

16.25

56.50

59.75

$65.00

$3, 172

85

21.25

77.75

43.50

$3,673

44

I I .00

88.75

22.25

Duplex
5 Room

20

3.22

$65.00-$82.50

1,455

I 7,460

6 Room

10

.63

$77.00-$87.50

810

9,720

Room

2

.32

$80.00

160

1,920

622

100.00

$35.00-$87.50 $29,216

$350,592

$46.97
$14.37

$563.65
$172.71

$4, I 01

24

6.00

94.75

11.25

$4,607

11

2.75

97.50

5.25

$5,750

10

2.50

I 00.00

2.50

$2,482

400

I 00.00
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Total-all types

Average Rent Per Apt.
Average Rent Per Room
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Average
No
Rooms
per
Family

3.26
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TRENDS

Photo by F. S. Lincoln

A street in Buckingham. Urban conveniences combined with spacious parking
areas create a new and improved pattern
for rental housing.

TABLE D.
Percent Income
Paid for Rent

Total
Families

/'o

4

1.00

10%-15/'0

44

11.00

15%-20%

134

33.50

20%-25%

106

26.50

Less than 10%

25%-30/'0
30% and over

Total All Classes

83
29

400

*Based, on Analyo;;is of 1st 400 Tenants.

DESIGN
TRENDS

20.75
7.25

I 00.00

TABLE E-Estimated Capital Requirements, Sections One and Two
Land Improvement
Structures
Physical Improvements
.
.
.
.
.
.
Total Carrying Charges and Expenses during Construction
Total Cost of Project Excluding Land
.
.
.
.
.
Cash Reserved for opening expenses, working capital and other
necessary outlays
Total Capital Requirements Excluding Land
Capitalized Value of Land
1,325,078 sq. ft.@ .248 per sq. ft.

$155,000
2,398,585

$2,553,585
62,025

$2,615,610
23 ,075

$2,638,685
328.000

$2,966,685

TOTAL CAPITALIZATION

TABLE F-Estimated Income and Expenses, Sections One and Two
Number of Rooms, 2030
Earnings:
Room Rentals
Stores
Garages
Total Potential Income .
.
Less Vacancies Assumed
Gross Income Expectancy
Operating Costs
Per annum .
Taxes
.
.
Social Security and other Taxes
Total

$349 ,932
15,000
6,960
$371,892

28,890

$343,002
$96,510
22,000
2,500
121,010

Cash Available for Debt Service
Annual Fixed charges

$221,992
150,500

Cash available for Income Taxes, Dividends and Surplus

$71 ,492

JANUARY
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~ocal street showing recessed parking-bay in use. Adequate street width

1s preserved for local traffic , while orderliness with economy is promoted.

With. owner-builder-management control the plan can
contmuo~sly adapted to suit the changing needs of
t~1e commun~ty . An example may be cited of the provisions for children's play spaces. Their design, location,
and extent are being determined as the project becomes
occupied and.where the need for them becomes apparent.
In a housmg democracy, such as Buckingham aims
to be, a mutually satisfactory relationship must be maintained between the management and the tenants. Hence
a lease has been devised with a provision for cancellation by either party on 30 clays' notice.
. The majority of tenants come from America's biggest
mdustry-Government. A sincere effort is being made
to determine tenant needs and preferences and to pro1~ote e.conomy in this manner. This is clone, not by questionnaires, but by the sensitive barometer of the tenants' pocket; for instance, Venetian blinds and extra
clothes driers are provided reasonably at the tenants' expense. All the tenants voted for them. Provision has
been made for replacement of all fixtures within a normal
period. For example, the cost of replacing kitchen ranges
every even years is included in the monthly rent.
Qualities that wi\l simplify management are embodied
in the plan of Buckingham. Environment that is controlled, with community services and facilities for recreabe

(For a full report of management of Buckingham see Real Estate
Record National Edition for January ! , 1938.)
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tion, will be an influence for a pleasant community atmosphere.
Labor

The building of Buckingham has convinced the management that labor relations in the home building field
need radical revision. Mr. Freed maintains: "The itinerant, non-union labor, that eats only when it doesn't
rain, that enjoys proper family relations only when building is done in its own areas, the labor that knows no
contir.iuity of employment, and certainly no economic
secunty, cannot be the answer. On the other hand union
labor, working but a few hours at a time at high 'hourly
rates o~ pay (though their annual income is pathetic),
squabblmg over jurisdiction, preventing all forms of
progress, resisting even the simplest form s of efficiency
producing machinery, cannot be the answer. The $2-anho~Ir man working but a few months each year can
neither produce a home economically for the 7Sc-anhour-man in other industries, nor for himself with his
own low annual income. An illustration was supplied by
the recent rejected application of a $1.75-an-hour bricklayer fr.on~ a Resettlement Administration village becaus~ his 1.ncome was too low and too irregular. The
solution •v11! probably come when large building companies operating continuously are able to make longterr~ contracts with their labor. Labor would exchange
a high l~ourly rate and low annual income for a higher
annual mcome and greater economic security."

DESIG N
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I. The balconies and roof deck of this
modern unit proved popular. Miss
Fola La Follette, sister of the Senator,
occupies one of these suites. Nontraditional design did not deter tenants who were anxious to obtain ·~he
accommodation features offered in
these apartments. 2. Exterior of stair
hall. Glass brick is correctly used
where light is desired and operation
of sash would be an inconvenience.
The stair hall is ventilated by grilles
in the bulkhead.

DESIGN
TRENDS
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Photos by F. S . Lrnco/11

I, 2. Two views of a "U" court with brick painted
white. A unit group of five buildings surrounding
a court, capable of being reproduced as a single
investment project, or multiplied indefinitely in
larger developments of either gridiron or irregular
plan. Groups are here given individuality and an
intimate character not usually achieved in
large projects. 3. View of a street on the
periphery of the project where buffers have
been provided to exclude outside influences.
4. Detail of a simple cast-stone entrance.

3
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Raymond Kenny of the Resettlement Administration, Allie S. Freed, Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Miles Colean on a recent inspection tour of Buckingham. Mrs. Roosevelt
said: "It is a delightful development-well
planned-gives one a feeling that there is a
possibility of doing many things on a community basis that would make life easier for
the individual family."

4
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Photos b\• F. S. Lincoln

2

I, 2. Views of typical area developed as a park
in Buckingham. The spaciousness attained is far
above that of the usual single-family house development. It is pleasanter than the ordinary
series of yards of pocket-handkerchief size. 3.
Living room interior.

3
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EDMONDS ART STONE CO.,

I NC.

"Members of the Cast Stone Institute"
2135 Queens Chapel Road, N. E.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

J AN U A RY

I 93 8
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cotnNIAL''

''lJNITf.Il

cnost

another land111ark of beauty for Arlington.

,\RT of the charm of Buckingham is

P

the soft tone and texture of the "United

Colonial" brick which was selected.
Brick bespeaks of substantiality anll

After much research antl investigation,
Buckinghalll an(l United Clay arrived at a
load bearing wall using "United Colonial"
face brick as a veneer backed with a com·

this "United Colonial" brick not only

bination of "Speedtile" and "lJnited"

looks well now but time will not erase

back-up ti\e. This decision was reached

its attractiveness.
Just as Lee's mansion,

because it n1erged attractiveness with all
in

its hillside

setting as one crosses into Arlington County
is a landmark in brick seen frolll

the~' ash·

ington side of the Potomac, so •'United

the sturdy fireproof qualities of hollow tile.
The section of the wal\ below illustrates
in detail the u1ethod of construction used.

Colonial" brick at 11uckingha1ll will be
I

I

1 . 4" Brick -- -1"

One of the most important considerations
given to the Buckingham development
was the question of wall construction.

I
I
I

Back up Tile

2. First Floor Joist

3. 4"

Brfrk -

I

I

8''

I
I
I

Speecltile

4. 12" Speedtile

I

I
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SMYSER-ROYER
CAST IRON VERANDAS
CO TO BUCKINCHAM TOWN

UC~INGHAM
Smyser·Royer cast iron vera11das HSed
011 operation - buill dwelli11gs add a
trote of charm to simple design .
Buckingham Co11111umity, Arlitigto11, Va.

Smyser-Royer ca t iron verandas meet a variety of
needs for all types of construction. The cost is
moderate. Each de ign adaptable to your specified
dimen ions.
Write for complete catalogue and prices.
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS : YORK, PA.
PH ILADELPHIA OFFICE : ARCHITECTS ' BUILDING
17TH AND SANSOM STREETS

SMYSER-ROYER COMPANY

SUPERIOR Bright and Matt

CEMENT

Glazed Wall Tiles
installed in BUCKINGHAM
bathrooms and kitchens
are the product of

AN

ENDURINC

DEVELOPMENT

"After careful study we selected Hy - Test
Mason ry cemen t for t h e mortar for our brickwork a nd we ma de no mistake."
-Allie S. Freed .

SUPERIOR CERAMIC CORPORATION
ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.

16
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CEMENT CO . ,
Philadelphia, Penna.

KINGHAM SELECTS PETRO
''B. est. . ~ 'T!
:1. es·1·''
. record
h·

v

H

OW do oil burners perform in actual service? What are their

comparative combustion efficiencies-how much heat do they
generate-on how much fuel?
These are the kinds of "brass tack" questions the sponsors asked
themselves before specifying the equipment for Buckingham Community,
Arlington, Va.-questions they then proceeded to answer by actual
performance tests on all makes of competitive oil burners under
consideration. They went out after facts-and got them.
For all the buildings in this famous community project, the oil burners
selected were Petro.

Petro Oil Burners, Models P20 las shown), P21 and P22 have
been specified for all the dwellings in the Buckingham Community,
Arlington. Va.

Each Petro Oil Burner is a "miser"
that has the knack of squeezing
every drop of fuel oil heat-dry!

"'n.:cy

AMft

L&Rn~~T

PETROLEUM HEAT

&

POWER COMPANY, STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT

PETROf!iNOKOI
0
DOMESTIC ••• COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS

ORGANIZATION EXCLUSIVELY DEVOTED TO OIL HEATING

BUCKINGHAM
WORKED AS

and

READING

HARDWARE

..

IN OBTAINING

DURABLE

HARDWARE

• It was a thrilling experience to work
with the owners of Buckingham toward a goal
of beauty-with durability above all.

Locks constructed to endure more than ordinary use over a long period of time. Entrance
Door locks with protecting faces to guard
against the manipulations of thieves and with
sturdy working parts of bronze and cadmium
plated steel to assure long life. All other locks
of equally high quality each with functions and
finishes appropriate to the room door on which
it is used.
Door plates and knobs of genuine bronze
attractively finished in chromium and soft silverlike colorings in harmony with the beautiful
gray-stained tones of the doors.
Since 1852, Reading has been manufacturing
fine hardware and lawn mowers, and in Buckingham we feel we have achieved the utmost
in helpful cooperation with an owner who insisted on hardware of character and durability.

READING HARDWARE CORP.

Established

General Offices, Reading, Pa.

18 5 2

New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

San Francisco

Manufacturers of Builders· Hardware and Lawn Mowers
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WHAT'S INSIDE?
In a watch, it's not the
beauty of the outer case,
but the precisely-machined springs and balances that assure splitsecond accuracy in timekeeping.

In plumbing fixtures,
"what's inside" is equally
important. In Speakman
1·alves, it's not the external beauty that insures
continuous trouble - free
operation, but the precision alignment of renewable working parts.

Speakman fixtures selected for
BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY

OUTSTANDING
features of

SPEAKMAN
SHOWERS and FIXTURES
1-Attractive designs
2-Renewable valve seats
3-Swivel discs
4-Long life washers
5-Monel Metal washer
screws
6-All wearing parts renewable
1-Extra large waterway
areas
8-Pressure-testedheavy
brass castings
9-Precision workmanship
10-Durable, high lustre
chromium plate finish

In the $10,000,000 Buckingham Community project at Arlington, Va., you will
see Speakman showers, shower and bath
combinations, lavatory and sink fixtures.
All are designed and constructed to
give years of satisfactory service. They
have many features of internal construction and design-renewable valve seats,
swivel discs, encased washers, monel
metal washer screws, large waterway
areas and accurate machining-features
the home owner will probably never see.
Yet these are the very features that assure
trouble-free service for years to come.

In the complete Speakman line, you will
find fixtures for every purpose-every
purse. Each and every item is backed by
Speakman's 68-year-old reputation for
quality.
We invite you to investigate the outstanding features of the Anystream SelfCleaning Shower Head, the Mixometer
Valve, the Si-Flo Flush Valve, the Graceline Sink Fixture and other Speakman Showers and Fixtures. Write today for complete descriptive literature.
SPEAKMAN COMPANY, WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE.

Quality .fixtures since 1869.

PEAK MAN
SHOWERS· SHOWER HEADS· BATH
LAVATORY

FIXTURES • SINK FIXTURES

FIXTURES• SI-FLO !SILENT! FLUSH VALVES
INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES

SHOWERS AND FIXTURES
JAN UAR Y

I 938
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FURTHER CONCRETE

"MALTA"

EVIDENCE

FOR MODERN CONSTRUCTION

OF

QUALIFYINC

ARLINGTON , VIRGINIA

BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY, INC.

The Malta Manufacturing Co.,
Malta, Ohio
Gentlemen:
I wish to take this opportunity to express our appreciation of
the fine spirit of cooperation your company has shown in the provision
of window frames for our project.
As you no doubt know, the decision to place our contracts for your
product was made after a great deal o~ deliberation. In all modesty, we
wish to express ourselves as being thoroughly satisfied with our decision
in choosing your product.
There may be other manufacturers of window frames who can,and do
produce a product that equals yours, but we are thoroughly confident
that we could not have secured from any manufacturer a higher standard
of quality, combined with the service that you have given us. In a large
project such as Buckingham, service is of equal importance with quality.
You have successfully achieved both of these, in our estimation.
Very truly yours,
A. s. Freed, President
December eighth 1937
Buckingham Community, Inc.
Modern Building Is
FOR FREE

Better When MALTA SUPREME FRAMES Are Installed

MALT A

SAMPLE WRITE
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OHIO

COMPANY

BUCK ING HAM '<~,OMM UN ITY
"',,.

,,,,',

G·E KITCHEN APPLIANCES
MAKE APARTMENTS EASIER TO
RENT ••• HOMES EASIER TO SELL
After exhaustive tests and careful
.
by the. engineering sta ff o f t h e proJ· comparisons
G
ect, eneral
Electric Triple-Thrift R f .
Electric Automatic R e rigerators and General
for installation in th anges have been selected
e tremendous B k ·
uc mgham
Community development.
In selecting
the General Electric
. Ref ·
·
t h eir first choice ' th"is staff of en . rigerator as
the first choice of ·11·
gmeers reflected
mi ions-and G
1
Refrigerators ar
enera Electric
General Electric ~ now popularly priced. All
anges now are e .
d
the famous Hi-Speed C 1
with
. h
a rod Cooking U .
w h ic are faster ' last 1onger and are economical.
nits

qm~pe

Let us send you complete detail
Electric kitchen
s about General
.
.
app 1iances and th G
Electric
Unit Kitc h ens which
.
eneral
.
mak e
easier to rent and h
.
e apartments
omes easier to 11 A
General Electric Com
A
. se · ddress
Section CR-1 Nela pany, pphance Division,
'
Park, Cleveland ' oh·10.

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
JANUARY

1938
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l'UEL·
WATER TUBE
STEEL HEATING

BOILERS
Give Buckingham Economical Heat.
Fifty-five International "Fuel-Saver" Water Tube Steel
Heating Boilers have been installed in Bucking ham, the new
model housing community near Washington. Selection was
made after a thorough study of the relative merits of various
types, on such points as fuel economy, heating efficiency and
low upkeep costs. Developers
everywhere are following the
trend to the water tube principle
in a welded steel boiler, as expressed in the International
"Fuel-Saver."

INTERNATIONAL
BOILER WORKS, INC.
East Stroudsburg, Penn.
General Sales Office
101 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Insure Tenant Satisf action in Buckingham....e

The forethought and careful planning
of Buckingham Community is reflected in
the details that assure the maximum comfort and convenience of its tenants.
The Baxter Steel Equipment Company
takes pride in the fact that Buckingham
kitchens are equipped with Baxter Steel
Cabinets. In such a development as Buckingham, low maintenance costs are as
important as original cost. Because of
their rugged construction and trouble free
operation Baxter Cabinets were selected as
standard equipment.
Price and quality placed 10,000 Baxter
Cabinets in the three major Government
Resettlement Projects at Berwyn, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.

FOR 1938

SEE SWEET'S CATALOG
Page 26/112
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Compan~
Indianapolis, Indiana

Baxter Steel Equipment

AT THE BUCKINGHAM PROJECT. • • •
Over 70,000 W alseal brazed joints insure pe1manency and ti·oublefree hot and cold water piping. A Walseal joint is stronger
and will resist corrosion better than eithe1· the pipe or fitting.

Joint-Jilrer!Jraze-RJnq

Walseal Fittings and Walseal Valves are threadless bronze
fittings and valves with the brazing alloy-Sil-Fas-incorporated as a ring in each opening. These modern fittings and
valves were designed to improve copper and brass piping.
The use of W alseal in the Buckingham Project proves that
the braze-welded job on plumbing piping is obtainable at no
increase in cost.
Wherever a large number of similar types of bath and
kitchen units are to be installed, the use of Walseal Fittings
and Walseal Valves is the surest way of making tight, nonferrous joints at low cost.
Write for Catalogue 46 and booklet giving detailed information on "How To Make A Walseal Joint."

WALWORTH Drainage Fittings ...
Cast Iron Screw Fittings •.• Malleable Fittings ••• Cast Iron Soil Pipe
••• Soil Pipe Fittings ••• are other
Walworth Quality Products used
on the Buckingham Project in the
waste and vent piping.

VALVES
FITTINGS
and TOOLS
Backed by
96 Years' Service

JAN U ARY

I 9 38
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AIRCO appreciates this recognition
by the builders of Buckingham
AIRCO considers it a real privilege to parllc1pate,
through th e use of its products, in this valuable and
far-reaching contribution to the progress of housin g
in America-the Buckingham project.
And AIR CO also values thi s additional confirmation
of th e establish ed merit of its products, because selection was mad e after "very care/ ul study of the materials
market ."
AIRCO Gases, and AIRCO W elding and Cutting
Apparatus and Suppli es, thrive on comparisons, for
their exceptional quality, and th e ir many time-labormoney savin g features, make th em stand out in any
com p any.

Typical views of the
domestic water piping
being installed in the
62 buildings of the
Buckingham hou s ing project. WALSEAL Threadle ss
Bronze Valve s and
Fittings are being
11 s e cl
practically
throughout, assuring
permanently leakproof waler systems.
The brazin g of th ese
fittings, totalin g ap-

proxi ma tel y 80,000
joints, is being don e
entirely with AIRCO
Ox yge n and Acetylene and AIRCO-DB
Apparatus.

In addition, there i th e service that goes with
AIRCO products-the cooperation of a trained and
cxperi encerl engineering staff, available to all custom ers, for in struction in how to get th e maximum
ben efit from th e u se of AIRCO products, and for
solvin g special weldin g and cutting probl ems-a serv ice worthy of the name.

AIR REDUCTION
SALES COMPANY

General Offices: 60 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.
THE NATION-WIDE WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLY SERVICE
OFFICES and DISTRIBUTING STATIONS in PRINCIPAL CITIES

;t/~ Q,;J, C~ ~ GAS and ELECTRIC ARC WELDING a,nd GAS CUTTING
94
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World's Largest Manufacturer Offers

UNRESTRICTED CHOICE
of Heating & Air Conditioning
Products
Born out of research in great
thermal laboratories ... backed by
half a century's experience . . .
American Radiator offers to the
architect and builder the world's
most complete line of heating and
air conditioning products.
Some of them are illustrated
here, as displayed in the amazing
Comfort-Exhibit in the new showroom at 40 West 40th Street.
American Radiator occupies a
dominant position in the housing
industry. A staff of heating experts is always ready to assist you
with plans, and recommend correct equipment for any heating or
air conditioning installation.

JANUARY

1938
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modern, money-saving

SealexLinolenm

IGH in tenant appeal - low in cost and maintenance! Sealex
Veltone Linoleum was a logical choice for kitchen floors in
Buckingham Community homes.
The universal appeal of its rich marbleized design ... its perfectly
smooth sanitary surface which is so easy to clean .. . its quietness
and resilience underfoot .. . no wonder Sealex Veltone Linoleum
helps get leases signed quickly! And owners certain ly appreciate
the economy of Sealex Linoleum. Moderate in first cost, it never
needs refinishing!
Installed by authorized contractors, Sealex Floors are backed by a
guaranty bond fully covering your investment. Write for details.

H

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC., KEARNY, NEW JERSEY

SEAL EX LINOLEUM
TRADEMAHK REGISTERED
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HIGH FIRED

flathtoom
f}ccejjotlej

D"" Buc K I N G H AM
On Buckingham, as on all jobs,
BAY

RIDGE

sories

are

bathroom

guaranteed

accesagainst

crazing. BAY RIDGE specializes
in making high fired colors to
match

various

shades

of tile.

BAY RIDGE SPECIALTY CO.,
Potterie~

Trenton,

INC.
N.

J.

New York Office

FIR REZO DOORS
as used in
BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY PROJECT

For information
as to \\·here thc,;e
can he ohtai ned 111
your Yicinit\'.

write

M & M Wood
Working Co.
KENTON STATION,
PORTLAND, OREGON.

Sa/es Headquarters
1625 ECKINGTON PLACE, N. E.

•

WASHINGTON, D. C.

A complete line ol gypsum and related building products
GYPSUM PLASTER-GYPSUM BLOCK
GYPSUM WALLBOARD - GYPSUM LATH

JANUARY
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BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY- an excellent example of modern low-rental housing developments. Located ju toutside of Washington, D.C., at Arlington, Va. Every building is insulated with Johns-Manville Rock Wool Home Insulation.

Johns-Manville Rock Wool da

YEAR-ROUND COMFORT and FUEL SAVINGS
to Ibis ouldolcdU.9 housing proiect

M

ODERN building materials play a leading role
throughout Buckingham's 62 multiple-family dwellings that are
completed or under construction
in Arlington, Va. Johns-Manville

APPLYING Johns-Manville Ful-Thik
Rock Wool Home Insulation in an
open attic.
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Rock Wool Home Insulation is
one of them, and its benefits are
important to both the owner and
the tenants.
Laid in full thickness over all
top-floor ceilings, Johns-Manville
Rock Wool makes rooms warmer
and easier to heat even in bitter
winter weather. On hot summer
days rooms are up to 15 ° cooler.
You'll find that better builders all
over the country are using JohnsManville Rock Wool Home Insulation in their houses for these
reasons.

We have just completed a thorough investigation of 90 homes,
in different parts of the country,
that have been insulated with
J-M Rock Wool from one to ten
years. You will be interested in
a report of this test, which shows
convincingly that J-M Rock Wool
gives exceptional service under
all conditions and lasts as long as
the house itself.
A copy of this performance re port is yours for the asking.
Write Johns-Manville, 22 East
40th Street, New York Chy.

~
..." JOHNS-MANVILLE
··~

Rock Wool Home Insulation

TO BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY

G

ENERAL ELECTRIC extends its

heartiest congratulations to the
many men whose vision, skill and untiring efforts have today resulted in
one of the country's outstanding low
cost housing developments-Buckingham Community, Arlington, Va.
It was an honor and a privilege for
General Electric to assist in equipping
this project, and to make available the
facilities of its Home Bureau.
The consul ting services of the Home
Bureau are available to architects,

builders, realtors and home owners
without charge. Home Bureau engineers and experts have access to General Electric's many years of experience and research, and they welcome
all kitchen, wiring, lighting, heating
and air conditioning questions. If you
are faced with a problem in any of
these fields, let the Home Bureau
and its staff assist you in solving it.
Address all inquiries: General Electric
Home Bureau, 570 Lexington Avenue,
New York City.

GENERAL f/j ELECTRIC::
J A N U A RY

I 9 38
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HERE IS HOW WE SOLVED IT
'A 111'.I\ up-t11-1Lite mP.tlrnd of hilllfJiDIJ mme th;i11 thirtv
tl11rn'.iii1Hl wimlrnv~ 1111 the Buckin1Jlli1Tn Crn111mmitv,
11itli []11iqm ~iash Bal;inces iw;tP.ad of the usual 11P.ighh
nece'.;'.;itated a revolutionary cha11r1e in thr'. tvpe of
WP.atl11'.!' strippirnJ.
111 oddition, '.iP.veral thrmsand rloms WP.re tlrnrrmqhlv
WPi!l lH'.r-prouf P.rl.
Thi' 1m1fide1m'. uf l::i1qi11eers in selectimJ the AC[LJRATE
METAL WEATHER ~iTRIP CfJ. fur this exi:P.ptim1ol
opr'.rntion. plau:'.s us at the h'.iHI in thE industry.
We <111noumr~ several nEw and exceptionally effedive
weatherproof brnss sndrlle~;."

7. W. Kammet:et:
AC:l:URATE METAL WEATHER STRIP C:O.
~Iii

East 21ith Street,

New York, N. Y.

Jhe Same Storlf
;\ GAI:\' and again as in thousands of

f l buildings-UNIQUE Sash Balances in
modern window construction.
lines tell the reasons:

A

few

W eathertight and better window construction
Narrow mullions and narrow trim
Maximum light and more wali space
Perfectly balanced sash and troublefree windows for the life of
the building
The Unique Sash Balanee makes all this
possible at no added cosl and a saying
in many cases.
LITERATURE SUPPLIED ON REQUEST

lJ;\'IQFE \\'IXDO\\' BALAXCE CORP'X
:\'cw York, X. Y.
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ALL

BUCKINGHAM
BATHROOMS EQUIPPED
with

e

Color in the Buckingham bathrooms contributes charm
and individuality. A safety bottom tub with rim seat and

a 21,4 gallon capacity lavatory illustrate how Briggs
Beautyware provides comfort and economy of space.

W

CREATING A NEW SENSE OF PERSONAL LUXURY FOR THE FAMILY

ITH sparkling beauty that immediately attracts

• The pleasing effect of the colortul .b11ggs beo.utywo.re
bathrooms complements the attractive exterior of this
and all other Buckingham rnansionettes at Arlington, Va.

the eye, Briggs Beautyware bathroom, kitchen and

service room fixtures add a note of distinction and
utility to every home. A high-luster porcelain enamel,
acid-resisting finish in single or two-tone color combinations on a pure ingot iron base, guarantees long life
and enduring beauty. Complete, practical specification
and model data covering a wide range of fixtures is a
further incentive to always specify Briggs Beautyware.

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PLUMBING WARE DIVISION

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
• Striking a new note in multiple home unit construction,
Bucldngham e3fahlishes a practical pattern for heHer living
through the use of Briggs' smart, modern plumbing fixtures.

JAN U A RY

I 9 3 8
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Fine Finishing

Lime
for Fine Job s

Used throughout on
Buckingham Community
Project
The
NATIONAL LIME & STONE CO.
FINDLAY, OHIO

172 pages, I I by 12 inches. Cbth. 294 illustrations, including exterior and interior views, details,
plans, models. $6, postpaid, in United States.

Reprints
of the story on
11

BUCKINGHAM
Available for distribution to those interested.
While they last, copies
will be mailed without
charge in the order of
receipt of applications.

This book is the pictorial presentation of the work of an
American architect-born in Europe-who has practiced
chiefly in Japan and who has more than 400 buildings to
his credit there. It contains many residences, including a
number of summer cottages, as well as schools, factories,
office buildings, public buildings, etc. Among the builc:iings shown are the Tokyo Golf Club, the Architect's own
residence, the French Embassy at Tokyo, the Russian
Embassy and Consular Buildings, and the factory of the
Toyo Otis Elevator Company.
Raymond is notable for the freedom of his approach to
all the problems involved-engineering, design and construction. He says, "I use new, modern materials, without
disguise, because they are more economical and efficient
than old materials. The finding of the very simplest form
for everything is the only true solution."
THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
119 West '40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Address Librarian

Enclosed is $6.00 for which send me a copy of Antonin RaymondHis Work in Japan, 1920-1935.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

NAME

119 WEST 40TH ST., MEW YORK, M. Y.

ADDRESS . . . ... . . .... . ....... . . . .... . ... .. .. ... .. . .. . ••..• .. .

..... . ..... . .. . .. .. .... . ..• .... . .. . • . .•. .. . • • . .•...•. .

CITY end STATE ...... . .. . .... ... ... . • . . . ........ .. ...... ... ..
AR 1-38
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J 0 U R N A L I S M catching up with A R C H I T E C T U R E

Ponder for a moment the extensive
subject of architecture. Reflect on
the events occurring daily which
ultimately will affect your future
and the future of the buildings
you design. Reflect also on the
trends under way which will do
the same thing. And then, in terms
of design. try and translate these
events and trends into desirable
standards for different types of
buildings.

IUILDIH

llEWS
DfSIGI

--

___,,..,,_ .. __ .,
.... -.......... _..

--·-·
__--.-_ -- ---···

.................

--,·

...

loOH............
HIO .. Cfl-O.. Ooloo•"'•'•""'''""'·
,.,_._,...,.

.....,_.,...,., __ ,,..._,.,c..,, ..__,,.,,._ .. _

llENDS
.........
IUllDl•G
No wonder authorities state that
TYPES _._. ...·---~-..
.. ........
architecture is going through a
period of transition; no wonder
schools are changing curriculums; no wonder
editors are researching for approaches which will
enable them-and you-to keep abreast of these
kaleidoscopic developments.

It was in pursuit of the latter that Record editors hit
on what we believe was a significant truth; jour-

""·--~

...............,~...

To bring order out of this chaos, to enable
journalism to catch up with architecture, the
Record adopted a few months ago what in
magazine circles is being called "the chronological approach." How this operates, what it
means to you, is briefly reviewed below.

"THREE MAGAZINES WITHIN

TRENDS

NEWS

This section concerns itself with

PUBLISHED

BY

A MAGAZINE"

DESIGN

BUILDING

events relating to architecture.
New buildings, new products and
news of a professional, social or
economic nature are reported
as events only. They may foreshadow trends but only the passing of time will provide the
perspective necessary for them
to be recorded as such.

nalism was Jagging behind architecture! Accelerating developments
were taxing the capacity of journalistic techniques evolved in calmer,
less eventful days. They were appearing on the horizon so fast that
editors and readers alike were deprived of that all-important requisite
to comprehesion-perspective. An
isolated event, for example, would
be given, in text and in picture,
the emphasis of a bona fide trend,
and often as not what was only a
trend would be presented as an
accepted standard.

This section also embraces the
entire field of architecture, but
is restricted to trends. Recurring
events of a similar character
presage a trend. When investigation reveals that one is under
way, and that it is important,
someone is promptly given the
job of analyzing it for Record
readers.

F.

w.

DODGE

BUILDING

TYPES

With the passing ot time, trends
may spend themselves or may
emerge as standards for certain
types of buildings.
Editors of
this section first determine those
building types most important to
the majority of Record readers,
and then interpret current desirable standards for those types.

CORPORATION

JAN UAR Y
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BUILDING

HOTELS-A

Reference

Study

Economic Aspects of Hotel Design
By R. STAHLEY SWEELEY

LOOKING BACKWARD on the awesome
total of $159,439,200. which represents hotel construction contracts
awarded in 1929, the total of $16,841,300 for the first 11 months of 1937
seems paltry indeed. Between these
figures, however, which are based on
work in the 37 Eastern states, further
examination reveals a slight but
steady improvement since the low
point of 1933 when the total was a
little more than $5,000,000 worth of
contracts.

Analysis

A recent survey suggest that the
larger part of this work was divided
a fo llows:
1. Resort hotels. With winter sport
becoming increasingly popular, there
appears to be a wide trend toward
winter vacationing. Reflecting this
comparatively new tendency are a
number of hotels projected solely
or partially for the purpose of
accommodating winter sports enthu iasts. Hotels of this type are
often remote from urban center , their
location determined by the terrain.
Planning must be comprehen ive: elements like shoe repair shops, diver e
amusement and entertainment areas,
photo development rooms. and the
like, many of them unnece sary in a
centrally located hotel, must be included. Comparative isolation also
makes necessary more complete proTREND

IN

HOTEL

visions for the storage of large quantities of supplies, both perishable and
imperishable.
A large portion of the total work
in 1937 was located in the Southeastern states.
2. Jl odemi:::atio11. Alteration and
additions have also accounted for a
considerable portion of the hotel
construction of the past year. P ublic
areas have been primary objects of
modernization, but the work has been
extended to guest rooms and mechanical in stallations.
This field will
probably continue to absorb an important part of the total volume.
About 37 percent of the total hotel
business is clone in three states- ew
York, Illinois, and California-and
preponderantly in the large cities of
these states. It is also interesting that
while the hotels of 300 rooms or more
represent less than 2 percent of the
total number of hotels in operation,
nevertheless they account for almost
40 percent of all receipts. It is not
surpri ing. therefore, that a large percentage of modernization work has
been confined to the commercial
hotels of the large cities, where, in
addition, competition i particularly
keen and where innovations are constantly sought.
Revenue and Expense

A recent survey of the United
States Department of Commerce

CONSTRUCTION
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states that lightly more than 80 percent of all hotel revenue is derived
from room rentals and the sale of
meals. Curiously, ervice i reported
to be of primary importance from the
guests' standpoint, while the quality
of the food served is apparently a
matter of secondary concern. From
this, it should follow that the largest
possible proportion of hotel space
must be rentable.
Further, the
quality of service is certainly largely
dependent on the plan and on the
mechanical installations.
Among the minor departments of
a typical hotel which are operated for
profit, statistics reveal a uniform inclusion of the following: guests'
laundry, cigar stand, valet, barber
shop, garage, commissary, delicatessen or food shop, baths, beauty shop,
newsstand, candy or soda shop, in the
order named. These normally show
a profit ranging in size from 51 percent for the valet -department to 18
percent for the cigar stand. On the
other hand. the telephone department, included in practically all hotels.
generall y shovvs a loss.
In regard to the supplying of heat.
light, and power,* hotels now in operation are divided as follows:
( 1) 76 percent manufacture steam
and buy electricity:
(2) 18 percent buy both steam and
electricity;
( 3) 5 percent manufacture both
steam and electricity.
The hotels in Group ( 1) have a
normal net cost for heat , light, and
power of $.23 a room a clay against a
net cost of $.33 for Group (2 ) and
$.262 for Group ( 3) . This does not
mean necessarily that it i cheapest to
manufacture steam and buy el ectricity. For the hotels of Group ( 1)
are smaller than those of Group ( 2)
or ( 3) and have a lower average
room rate.
Careful consideration
mu t be given to the local rate and
fuel ituation before making a cleci ion as to the type of equipment to
be installed.
Since a complete and detailed ti-eatment of hotels is impossible within the
space of this study, a bibliography is
included for further reference.
*A comparison of operating costs, and revenues,
based on these classifications, is presented in
" Normal Hotel O peration" by John Courtney,
Department of Hotel Administ ration Cornell
University.
'
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Planning Today's Hotel
Standards 1n
By F. H. RANDOLPH and C. I. SAYLES
C. I. SAYLES,
Assistant Professor of Hotel Engineer·
ing, Department of Hotel Administra·
tion, Cornell University; and Manager of
Star Lake Inn, Star Lake, N Y.

F. H. RANDOLPH,
Professor of Hotel Engineering, Depart·
ment of Hotel Administration, Cornell
University; and experienced Hotel En·
gineering Consultant.
T 11 E 110TEL is a business whose organization must be planned as carefully as an automotive assembly plant.
Its chief functions are the sale of
rooms and food. However, service is
of paramount importance and is receiving distinct emphasis.
Architects may take pride in the
fact that the best designed hotels attract the greater percentage of the
desi rah le public. From the guest's
standpoint. sen-ice is the deciding
element in the selection of a hotel.
Yictor F. Lucle,,·ig determined this
from 357 anonymous guests selected
at random from numerous hotels.
His findings. reported in Bulletin 6
of the Department of Hotel Administration at Cornell universitv, arc
shown abridged in Table I. •
Of particular note is the emphasis
laid on personal service, and the
neglect of "modernity." However.
those \vho support contemporary concepts of design need not be dismayed.
for their case is strengthened by the
conclusions reached. In the first place,
although an attempt was made to secure representative replies, the average rate paid by this group of guests

TABLE 1 PERCENTAGE OF TIMES
EACH FACTOR WAS MENTIONED AS
IMPORTANT
IN
HOTEL
SELECTION
Food Quality
Personal Service
C ourteou-.; ~et·YiCl'
Cleanlincs:"
Ouiet ..... .
PriYacy ..

0
19
9
6
3

Subtotal
Equipment
Comfortable e<1ui1ime11t
Surroundings ....... .
Radio in room .. .
)f odernity

37

Subtotal
Social
Rermtatiun. vrcstige
Type oi patronage ..... .

21

Subtotal
Economic
lbte-Fnnd

18

Subtotal

17

Site

14
4

·'
()

11
7

14
3

Parking ~pace ..
C'n11\-entio11 headquarter:-: .. .
Lncati011
........... .

Subtotal

TOTAL

100

2000

1500
(/)

::E
0
0

I

a:

01·

PLOT
ROOMS
vs CU AGE ~L
x = 41y +. 13y' + l.N)J2y>

1000

Where

·~ 11-~-

500

I0

yr

hundreds f rooms
x, m1ll1ons of cubic
I feet '

0

0

~0~~~.1..._~~5n,oo~o*.~ooo;;;:;-~--1-,1no,nonoon,~o~oo"°~~L---;1•5,n.ooo;;;:!-,,o~o~o,--~..L.--=20~.ooo="'~.o~o~o,.-~~
CUBIC FEET

Figure
1rn:-; $3.31 per day, the implication
clearly being that the hotels patronized were relatiwly up-to-elate.
In the second place. the very factor
so strongly emphasized, that of service, is a direct result of modern planning, for without the telephone, internal communication svstems, the
properly arranged front -office, high
speed elevators advantageously located, wisely selected storage and service facilities, and a host of other
items, good hotel service could neither
be provided nor maintained. And so,
the intangible value of service becomes the concern of the architect, the
engineer, and the operator, all working closely together within the boundaries imposed by cost.

Classifications

Hotels may be classified as:
(a) Transient commercial.
(b) Residential or apartment.
( c) Combined transient and residential.
(cl) Resort : either all year round
or seasonal.
Aside from trends in specific community needs, the public's preference
in certain large metropolitan areas,
is definitely for residential hotels.
This is necessarilv so where wealth
is concentrated and residences are

being forced farther and farther from
business centers. This does not imply, per sc, that all communities need
residential hotels.
An apparently opposite trend is
found in the seasonal mountain re-·
sort. Xot so long ago, one large
frame building supplied all of the
needs of a vacation-seeking clientele.
The present trend indicates that a
central recreation and dining building surrounded by a group of cottages i ~ nmv the preferred arrangement. This is as close as the resort
can come, financially. to fulfilling the
guest's desire for quiet, privacy. and
freedom from fire hazards, which are
inherent in the more modern city
structure.
The size of a first-class hotel, centrally located, is largely determined
automaticallv. The minimum size of
an available.hotel will be fixed by the
ground rent of the space it occupies.
the maxirnum size bv numbers of
potential guests avail~ble. Between
these two extremes, in the long run,
is not so wide a margin as might be
supposed.
Space

The cubage of the hotel as related
to rooms. is illustrated in Figure 1.
Xotice, by way of contrast, that the
cub.ic footage per room for the smaller
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Lobby, Hotel Shoreland, Chicago

hotel is less than for the larger
hotel. The hotel of 500 rooms (and
under) has about 5 ,000 cu. ft. per
mom. while the large hotel of 2,300
rooms has about 10,000 cu. ft. per
room. This is because the larger hotel
has more public space per room, more
adequate service areas, and in addition may ha \'C engine rooms where
ib myn power is made.
Rooms

borne in mine\ that the kevs to Rooms
400, 401, ancl 402 shoulc( also unlock
the common vestibule door opening
into the hall, and that the common
door should hear the room numbers
of the doors concealed by it. The entire matter of master keys, sub-master
keys. and grand master keys had best
be taken up \vith one of the large
concerns manufacturing locks.
Two rooms \\·ith a connecting bath
are no longer easily sold. not even
in resort hotels. Connecting rooms
are still \\·anted, but each should have
its separate bath. In the future. it
may not be surprising to see a few
rooms each equipped with two complete bathrooms.
(;nests arc not too particular about
the size of the room. provided it has
adequate closet facilities. In this respect, men are rapidly becoming as
critical as \\·omen. \\'here stavs arc
of long duration and rates are" high.
the size uf the room becomes a matter of more concern. Tn resorts. a
room 12' x 18'. unbroken by projections. is consiclcrccl yen· desirable. 111
general, the partition~ oi the room
should he hni lt around its desired
complernent of furniture. T\\·in becls
arc generally preferred. The following areas arc suggester!:
Sin~de roon1s ........

Today. guests are rcqrnnng fewer
~uites than formerlv: roughh·. half as
man\·. ln order t~> obtain the most
fkxihle arrangement. the architect
and hotel man are building suites
which. fundamentally. are separate
i.;-ne~t rooms and which may Le sold
as such if their use in suites is not
\1·arrantcd. Figure 2 shcrn·s a clcsirahlc arrangement, hut it shonlcl be

Figure 2

Double roon1s
Parlors . . . . . . . . . . .
Sample roon1s .......

142-156
170-236
180-225
244-2!>7

sq. ft.

sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.

These arc not. oi cotFse. stanclarclizecl
sizes. Space for clothes-closets ancl
hathroums is additional.
Dining Areas

Trnhty's social habits are to some
extent ];ringing into demand the more
formal types of public rooms. The
grand hallroo111 of many a hotel, so
long the despair of the operator, is
finding a gradual return to favor.
The hotel is certainly being used more
widclv for outside social affairs than
befor~. although much of the activity
is centered around the bar. Herc emphasis is so longer laid on ceiling
height : the emphasis has shifted to
providing adequate ycntilation. In
general. ceiling heights hayc been
gradually dropping in the public
rooms of hotels and in guest rooms,
as well. the 111inimum being about 9
it. for bars and cafrs. I 0 it. i or lobbies. and 8 ft. for gut>st rooms.
Except for special occasions, h(rn·nTr. a formal atmosphere is not
wanted hy the ayerage guest of todaY. The formal di1:ing room is freqn~ntly deserted in favor of the coffee
shop. grill. (Jr cafc. \\"here 10\nT prices

prevail. The place of the formal dining room is being taken by banquet
rooms for private parties, or by roof
gardens where dinner dances and
floor shmYs may be held. Just 1.vhat
type of food service facilities sboukl
be provided is a reflection of the
community and its preferences.
The space devoted to these various
dining rooms. together with the
capacity in persons served per scat
per hour, may be determined arbitrarily as follmYs:
~Leal..:;
~<.·rve<l
Sci. ft.
per ~eat lJer honr

\Vaiter service dining rooms
Banquet rooms . . . . . . . . . . .
Lunch rooms and coffee
shops \\·ith counter service
Same, with table scn·ice
in additiun . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cafrtcrias . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fountain tea rooms. . .

14
10

1.1y;

18
16
15
15

Kitchens

The sizes of the kitchens to supply
these dining rooms are determined as
follcm·s :
Kitclwns ior food sen·ice only-45% oi
total dining room space.
Food and drinking facilities-45% of total
dining room space.
Hotel lunchroom kitchens :
( 1) Complete preparation and cuoking
facilitics-40% of dining and counter
space.
( 2) Complete preparation, cookinp:, and
drinking-43% of dining and cuuntcr
space .
( 3) Bulk cooking rccciwd from ma in
kitchen-25% of dining and cuu11tcr
space.
(4) Drinking, additional to (3)--.)IJ',
of dining and counter space.
Cafrteria counter and kitchen space for
complete preparatiun-42% of dining
space.
Cafeteria kitchen proper-30% oi combined
dining and sen·ing space.
Banquet kitchens of service type \Yith
cooking from main kitclwn-25Sc of banquet dining space.
Complete preparation for banquet service
-42% of banquet dining space.
Storage

Storeroom and storage refrigerator
>pace cannot he so specifically determined. though. in general. 25 % of
the area of the kitchen mav be taken.
This docs not apply to i~1stallations
\vhere large quantities of food must
he held in storage. Bake shops average in size about 25% of the mam
kitchen area.*
Area Check List

There is no relation, and there
sl10uld not hP. between the size of
the citY hotel and the size of the dining ro~nn facilities. The sizes ot lob*(Above values taken from C. W. Schroeder,
Pick-Barth. and others.)
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bies, lounges. combined lobbies and
lounges, and laundry space arc indicated by the graphs of Figure 3.
l'lw multitude of ,;pace requiremenb f()r the \\or king part of a hotel
arc he~t ('Xplained by specific example. Tlw following represents the
space,; and their ,;izcs for a \\·cllplanned hot('] (1f 350 rnon1,; \\·hicli
will g('n('rate ih <1\1·11 steam and dectricit \'. Con,;iderahk yariaticm ma\'
1\Tll -be exp('cted in different lrntei's
of thi~ Sli'.C.
S11.Ft.

1. !'11/,fic Sf'acc
Lobby (incl.) ..
Front Otlice
.\.uto Club

4,300

P,irtcr's l >c:-.k

2,000
1,500
500
\\~riting T\_00111
.......... .
30li
Ltdic-s' Toilet
............ .
300
Ladie< Parlor .............. .
400
:I.fens' Toilet . . . . .
. ....... .
( r111c1·ssioll Spa,·c
700
Barber's Shop (7 ch.) ........ .
700
Beauty Parlor ( 4 ch.) ........ .
150
Cigar- and Ne11·s Stand ....... .
500
Valet ...................... .
Su{J-rc11ta/s 17 stores I
500
Florist
.............. ·
800
:\!en's Shop
............. .
800
Dress Shop
............. .
800
Tckgraph
............... .
1)()()
A.dditional Store ~ o. 1 ....... .
800
No. 2 ....... .
900
!) Storage Spaces at 150 .... .
Drug Store ................. . 1.500
Storage Space ............. .
300
1,000
Broker's Office ... .
Food Scn•ice Space
2.950
:\fain Dining Room .. .
85
Check Room .............. .
1,370
Pr. Dining Roonio; (2 I.
3.620
Ball Room ..... .
70IJ
Service Pantry ............ .
150
Check Room .............. .
:\Iain Kitchen . . . ......... . 3,500
3,500
Ste\\'arcl's Storerooms
660
H<"lp's Dining Room.
3,.:115
Coffee Shop
Guest R.00111 Space
Rooms (each)

\\"ell Hole ..

Lounge .....

2.

3.

4.

5.

Lobby, Hampshire House, residential hotel, New York City. Dorothy Draper,
Inc., Decorators. A. Rollin Caughey, Architect

200
Paper Hanger and Painter .. .
Refrigeration ............... . 1.2011
Compressors ;
Condensers :
Brine Storage; Ice Freezing
Tank; Ice Storage Room: Ire
Crushing; Brine Pumps
Heating and \' entilating
Fans (as required)
Air \Yashers 8' x 20'
Ducts
Vacuum Pumps ( 2) ..
30
Linen Facilities
200
ReceiYing Room
1,500
Laundrv ........ .
?r
_
..... J
Clean Sorting Room.
180
Housekeeper's on;ce
210
:\[ending Room ............ .
:\fain Linen Storagl'. ........ .
300
Cot and "\Iattress Storai:>;e ... .
260
Blanket Storage ........ .
240
Help's Facilities
Locker Rooms (2) ..
300
\Yash Rooms (2)
210
(2)
Toilets
150
l\Iiscellaneous
12
Paper Chute
Baling .................... .
500

Ele\·ator Shafts, Guest; EleYator Foyer; EleYator Shafts,
Sen,ice ; SerYice
Corridor ;
Stairnays (width 5' -1-)
G. Gc11cra/ Scn·icc Space

Steam Production
Boiler Room
1.500
250
Fncl Storage
Ash Handling ........ .
110
Ash l luist ................ .
25
Doiler StacL ............... .
80
65
F eccl Pumps
Draft Fans .......... .
120
\Vash Room ... .
80
Electrical Supply
Engine

1.200

1\00111

S\1·itch lloarrl
Transformers
Auxiliary Equipment
Roof Tanks ...............
\\'ater Softeners ...........
Salt Storage ...
\Yater Heaters
\Yater Pump:;
Fire Pnrnp ............ .
Sewage Disposal Pumps.
Central \' acnum Clt>aner
Engineer's Office ........ .
Engineer's Storeroom ......
"\fachine ancl Pipe Shop .....
Fkctrician and Locksmith.
C:arp ntcr ancl 1'pholsterer

142
Single ..
170
Double . . ................ .
180
Parlors ..
244
Sample ...
200
I .inen Room (each floor l .... .
9
Linrn Chute (each floor : .... .
25
Slop Sink (each floor) .
Rubhisl1 Chute ............... .
9
1,610
C' orriclors I each fl<" 'r I ..

100
100

.
.

175

120
120
150
100
30

Garbage Storag-c ........ .

so

Package Room .... .
Trunk Room ...... .
Furniture Storage
Offices
Executiv;:Accounting·
Receiving Clerk

35

200
.
.

310

250
300
210

0

200
100

300
510
400

475
140

THOUSAN OS SQ FT

THOUSANDS SQ FT

4

6

0-'

\
4

600

Figure 3

,

I
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I

~-~

I

I

400

500

LOB RY- LOU GE
OOMBINED
300

ROOMS

600

300

400

,.;JO

600

ROOMS
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Area Integration

The correlation of the various areas
indicated is a matter of some concern. The chart presented here, Figure 4, of Adjacency Relations of
Fundamental Functional Areas. attempts to shmv the more important.
These relations exist in all hotels,
though in the larger hotels the clottecl
line connections are more remote,
both in distance and in direct personal contact, direct supervision being delegatecl to subordinates. Double
lines indicate necessity for close
proximity.
In addition. t\\·o main arteries of
travel must be before the architect:
guests with their various aims must
flow without congestion or cross traffic throughout the house, ancl employees must have ready access to
their specific job areas. without interfering with and, in many cases.
without being seen by guests. Although presumably olwious, the importance of this point must not be
overlooked.
In general, the person who is not
a resident guest, but who is using the
hotel's facilities for dining and dancing, likes to reach his destination
rather unobtrusively without having
to parade across a lobby. He prefers a lounge nearby with checkroom
and retiring room facilities in the
immediate neighborhood. To a large
extent. this meets the wishes of the
manager as well, who in turn likes
such gatherings to have no disturbing
effect on the normal course of business and, if possible, to make minimum demands on elevator service.
This indicates the desirability of banquet rooms and evening restaurants
on or below the mezzanine.
\\' riting rooms should be made
somewhat inaccessible to the general
public in order to save stationery.
The front office should be convenientlv located to entrances, and the m1111ber of entrances should be as few as
is feasible, to cut down the number of
doormen and bellmen.

ENTRANCE FOR
EMPLOYEES S. SUPPLIES

RECEIVING

STEWARD'S STORE ROOM

BANQUET
SERVICE KITG-!EN
BANQUET
ROOMS

MANAGERS
OFFICE

KITCHEN

DINING
ROOMS

I

I

I

I

L

GRILL

-

-

FRONT
OFFICE

_L_-=:=.=-.=_

ACCTG
DEPT

ROOM SERVICE
KITCHEN

CHECK RJOMS
FOYER OR LOBBY
PUBLIC TOILE1S

SERVICE

ELEV.

Figure 4. Adjacency relations of fundamental functional areas

should be about the size of the average guest room. Such departmentalization \\·ill not occur in hotels under
250 rooms. and may not go as far as
indicated even in larger hotels.
Front-office planning, in general,
must provide for registration clerks.
information and mail clerks, and
cashiers. In hotels of 100 rooms, all
these functions will be handled by
one clerk ; from 100 to 200 rooms
by two clerks ; above 200 by three
or more. The room clerks' area
must adjoin the cashiers' area. with
provision made for transmitting
documentarv information, lmt with
personal a~cess barred. It is desirable, too, to have the information
clerk adjacent to the room clerk. Provision must be made for location of
information racks and room racks, so
placed that they are completely concealed from the guest, and the clerks
can reach thc111 with their right hand.
In large installations, additional space
may have to be provided for mail
sorting rooms, tube rooms, and telephone information operators.

Office Areas

Executive offices should find a
place in the plan in accordance ·with
the chart shmving relations of functional areas, their sizes conforming
with general business office space. As
the hotel inc1-eases in size, the functions of the manager's office will be
delegated to other departments such
as Maitre d'Hotel, Executive Assistant Manager, Publicity Manager.
Promotion :\Ianager, and so on. Each
of these needs his own office, which

ROOM

Storage Areas

A more complete analysis of storage spaces than that given in the
functional analnis would run somewhat as follow~:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Bulk storage o:t foods : groceries,
canned goods, perishables (meats,
vegetables, dairy products).
Beverage storage, some refrigerated.
Kitchen refrigerators for the day's
use.
China, glass and silver storage.
Tab1e linens.

IJ.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Cleaning supplies, also brooms and
mops in daily use.
Garbage, empty containers. glass
bottles.
Banquet tables and chairs.
Kitchen fuel storage, if required.
Room service storage of service
tables, bed tables, card table>. and
folding chairs.
~faids' cleaning closets.
Storage for outdoor furniture and
recreation supplies.
Housekeepers' supplies;
linens,
blankets, portable lamps, rugs,
soap, toilet paper, glassware. Bed,
mattress and pillow storagC', uniforms.
Record storage, house bank storage-both in form of vaults.
Screens, awnings, storm windows
and doors.
Storage spaces for subrentals.
Storage of printed stationery and
accessories.
Wastebasket rubbish from guest
rooms.
Engineer's storeroom: lamp bulbs,
plumbing supplies, duplicate keys.
Guest property storage: vault space
for money and valuables: trunk
storage, hand baggage checkroom
in charge of porter or bell captain
near lobby, package room for mail
and delivery packages, dogs.
Extra spaces needed for resorts.

The importance of these various
areas depends upon the size of the
hotel.
Hospital Facilities

Hospital facilities will probably
take up the space allotted to two or
three guest rooms. They should be
on the mezzanine or lower floors, and
should be adequately supplied with
plumbing. lighting and ventilation
facilities. and electrical outlets. They
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should be el1ually accessible to guests
and staff and should he very near a
service elevator, which in tttrn runs
the height of the building and is reasonably accessible to the street.

zation of elevators with closer superv1s1011 of intervals and speeds; or
decentralization with less walking on
the part of the guest from a remote
wing to the central elevator.

Mechanical Equipment

Obsolescence

In general. guests in emphasizing
service. demand indirectlv the latest
in mechanical equiprnc1;t. Among
these are modern elevators; refrigerating units placed where needed
throughout the hotc:l rather than centralized ; ice rnbes from individual
pockets rather than broken from large
pieces of ice: central vacuum cleaning systems: accounting machines;
and manv such devices.
Air co;1clitioning is receiving much
attention from hotel men just nm\".
It is practicallv a necessitv in restaurants and h~rs. and in s~me cases
in public meeting rooms. Its use in
cooling guest rooms is at present
largely confined to hotels south of a
line drawn from St. Louis to \Vashington, although some hotels arc now
experimenting with unit room coolers
as far north as Chicago. Relief from
hav fever is one of the values credited
to· an installation of this type. There
is, at present. a compensating return
from air conditioned rooms. which
represents business drawn from establishments which are not air conditioned. \\'hen all competing places
have once installed air conditioning,
this preferential factor \viii disappear.
Installation costs are running from
$200 to $500 per ton of refrigeration
required, the average being somewhere
between $200 and $300. Extensive
duct systems laid throughout a hotel
impose an additional responsibility on
the architect and engineer in eliminating smoke and fire hazards augmented by the presence of these flues.

Style changes and a rapid technical advance determine obsolescence in
hotels to a marked degree. Rates applied to an obsolescence factor may
be as varied as the hotels, though
with moclern construction and developments, recently built hotels should
not suffer greatly. Over the last
twentv vears this factor has been of
decid~d • importance in determining
the practical abandonment or loss of
prestige of many hotels. To attempt
to evaluate it is extremely difficult,
though in general hotels suffer more
quickly than most other building
types. Air conditioning is very
apt to produce the most rapid obsolescence. In the past, the plant as
a whole has become obsolete long
before its physical life has come to
an encl : but the rate at which this
has progressed has, in the past five
years, slowed up considerably.

Services

The guest has become accustomed,
in large hotels, to having his laundry
and valet work clone while he sleeps.
Hence, a valet department must be
includecl, and in many instances a
guest laundry as well. He likes the
"In-a-door'' type of service where he
will not be annoyed by giving or receiving his garments.
To facilitate the delivery of messages, the Hotel Astor in New York
employs an electrical device which
lights a bulb in the guest room when
a message is placed in the mail box.
As the hotel increases in ground
area covered, the problem of vertical
Two
traffic becomes important.
choices are open: complete centrali-

Maintenance

Proper design can do much to cut
operating costs. Proper selection of
\\·earing surfaces is the most common
example. A combination of appearance. safety, wear, sanitation, and
comfort is indeed hard to secure. Slippery and hard floors account for a
large share of physical injury and dish
breakage in the dining room and
kitchen. Easily cleaned floors near
entrances protect expensive rugs in
public rooms ; comfortable floors in
elevators. front offices, and kitchens
cut clown employee fatigue, which is
particularly expensive in terms of
efficiency and morale.
Ceilings and lighting fixtures
should be readily cleaned, from the

standpoint of appearance ancl primary and secondary light output.
From a labor standpoint, walls should
be easily renovated, bathroom corners
should be rounded and wall-hung fixtures employee\. Electric outlets in
guest rooms should be so selected as
not to receive the usual type of attachment. This prevents use of heating elements. with attendant line
overload. expense. and damage to
furniture tops. In this connection, in
residential and resort hotels of the
better class. ironing boards and outlets can well be bmlt into the room.
To facilitate plumbing repair, pipe
lines and conduits should be readih·
accessible: pipe shafts serving gue~t
bathrooms should be large enough to
enter and work in.
In existing structures, no particular fault seems to predominate, though
isolated examples of poor planning
:-;en·e to illustrate several points. The
correlation between builcling and engine rooms has been unfortunate in
some instances. requiring the removal
of the dining room floor to re-flue a
boiler, or the cutting away of foundation walls to dismount an engine part.
Kitchens employing steam for cooking have been installed without steam
boilers of high enough pressure to
supply them. Facilities for supplying
fuel have been so locatecl as to interfere with normal street traffic. Improper traffic routes for employees
have necessitated linen handling
through lobbies or supply handling
through dining- rooms.
Costs

For a quick estimate of the cost of
hotel construction, the per-room basis
may be used. Professor John Courtney of the Department of Hotel Administration at Cornell University
presents Figure 5, showing the relation between rate, volume per room,
and cost per room. To differentiate
for size of the hotel, Table 2 is used.
The volume per room may be secured
by computation from Figure 1.

w
~

•s.oo"""~-...;;;::t~:t:~r=r=~:::::j:::::::J
1,

:i;

•5.oo P~~-f>~+"-±:- '...,,-:!c--=r-+--1

Size oi hotel
(rooms)

$4 .00 k--"~-...-+~~.::-f-E~=+--t-----l

not more than 100
101 - 150

a:
0

li
~

w f3.00 ~-=.;C7-'~-=--q=-=~---t~=,,.........;;1;;;;:::::-1

"'...
~

... •2.00

'1. 002000
'----'"'----"'---"'--'--"-"""---'--~~
4000
sooo
eooo 10000
VOLUME PER ROOM IN CUBIC FT

Figure 5. Normal building cost to the
room for transient hotels according to
the average room rate and volume.

.\1ultiply value obtained
from Figure 1 hy
this figure

151 - 200
201 - 250
251 - 300
301 - 350

351 . 400
401 . 450
450 and OYer

0.94
0.95
0.97

1.00
1.04
1.07

1.10
1.13
1.15

Table 2. Correction factors by which
any value obtained from Figure I may
be multiplied in order to correct for
size of the hotel.
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Sun Valley Lodge

SUN VALLEY
KETCHUM, IDAHO
GILBERT STANLEY UNDERWOOD AND CO.
Architects - Engineers

400

0
Plot Plan
A.

Sun Valley Lodge

D.

Guesthouse

B.

New Challenger Inn

E.

Service Cottages

F.

Skating Rink

C. Theater
G.

Packing Area

New Challenger Inn -

THIS DEVELOP.\TEXT is situated in a little sheltered
valle\· ancl \\·as oriented for maximum winter sunlig·ht: The mountains ,,·hich surround it. ancl which
afford an extraordinary terrain and climate for skiing and other winter sports, determined the location.
Because of Sun Valley's comparative isolation. it
\\·as necessary to include unusually large areas for
storage ancl for employees' loclgings. ".\.!though intended primarily for operation during the three \Yinter months. the resort is open for three months 111
the summer.
The facilities "·hich sport demancls-instruction.
sale and storage of equipment, rest and recuveryare all provided for in the planning. The strenuous
and some\vhat hazarclous character of some sports
makes inclusion of a complete meclical ancl surgical
element a necessity in a hotel group so isola1ed.

Rear of Theater at right
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SUN

VALLEY

LODGE

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

First Floor Plan

6

75

25

First Floor

i66

125

Second Floor Plan

Concrete Loading Platforms
Fireproof Storage
Steward's Office
Store Room
Ice Manufacture
Administrative Employees'
Dining Room
7. Employees' Dining Room
8. Male Employees' Toilet
9. Valet
10. Scullery
11. Porch
12. Game Room
13. Locker Room
14. Bachelor Bed Room
15. Men's Toilet
16. Club Room with Dance Floor
17. Doctor's Office
I 7a. Nurse's Room
I 7b. X-ray Room
18. Soiled Linen Room
19. Manager's Office
20. Bookkeeper
21. Clerk
22. Vault (Cashier's Office Adioins)
23. Ass'+ Manager and Ski Master
24. Lobby
25. Lounge
26. Shop
27. Ski Room
28. Clean Linen
29. Barber Shop
30. Beauty Shop
31. Powder Room
32. Short Order Kitchen
33. Sales Stand
34. Male and Female Emp!oyees'
Bedrooms

Second Floor
I. Bake Shop, Butcher Shop, Re-

Third Floor Plan

_2

The fourth floor of the central element provides an additional 14 guest rooms and a serving pantry located
adjacent to the elevator lobby. On the south, three
rooms give onto a private balcony. The entire lodge
accommodates 250 guests.

frigerators
2. Main Kitchen
2a. Waiters' Pantry
3. Room Service Pantry
4. Main Dining Room
5. Sun Deck
6. Sun Room
7. Guest Rooms
8. Service Pantry
9. Fresh Linen
I 0. Soiled Linen
11. Card Room
12. Foyer
13. Sun Room Lounge
14. Sitting Room
15. Women's Toilet
16. Storage Room
17. Terrace

Third Floor
I. Foyer
2. Upper Part of
Lounge
3. Soiled Linen
4. Guest Room
5. Sun Deck
6. Storage
7. Janitor
8. Fresh Linen
9. Sun Room

Sun

Room
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PLAN OF NEW CHALLENGER INN

Partial Second Floor Plan
5. Linen Closet
I. Sitting Room

2. Bed Rooms
3. Bath
4. Closet

6. Storage
7. Slop Sink
8. Balcony

First Floor Plan

I. Male Employees' Baths
2. Male Employees' Bed Rooms
3. Main Kitchen
3a. Pantry
3b. Cold Meats
3c. Bake Shop
3d. Pastry
3e. Pastry Refrigerator
3f. Bakery Refrigerator
3g. Garbage Refrigerator
3h. Cooked Vegetable Refrigerator
3i. Fruit Refrigerator
3k. Cold Meat Refrigerator
31. Scullery
3m.Room Service Pantry
3n. Dish Pantry
3o. Waiters' Pantry
3p. Checker (Linen Room Adjoins)
4. Loading Platform
5. Truck Area
6. Employees' Cafeteria
6a. Dish Pantry
6b. Service Area
6c. Kitchen
7. Linen Storage
8. U. S. Post Office
9. Shoe Repair Shop
I0. Guest Recreation Room
I I. Weinstube
12. Dining Room
13. Terrace

14. Lobby
15. Bookkeeper
I Sa. Clerk
15b. Vault
15c. Cashier
16. Lounge
17. Guest Bed Rooms
18. Secretary's Office
I 8a. General Manager's Office
I 8b. Assistant Manager's Office
19. Public Space
I9a. Telegraph
I9b. Ticket Office
20. Drug Store
2 I. Storage
22. Photo Shop
22a. Printing Room
22b. Desk Room
22c. Work Room
23. Linen Storage
24. Storage
25. Porch
26. General Store
27. Ski Shop
28. Batchelors' Dormitory
29. Women's Toilet
30. Men's Toilet (Dressing Room
Adjoins)
31. Cigars and News/and
32. Telephone Exchange
33. Checkroom
34. Men's Toilet
35. Women's Toilet

SWIMMING

POOL
7'-6'

......

..;=====---~=-=~

THE l\ e\r Challenger Inn of Sun Valley, Idaho, is an
independent plant furnishing shelter, food, and entertainment to 400 guests. Its major distinction, of course, is
it,; unusual skiing ground, the towlines and other facilities
of \Vhich the guests share \vith those of the Lodge,
located some 200 yards to the southwest.
The Inn quadrangle includes a skating rink, 85' x 180',
a small, detached guesthouse of 20 rooms, and a motionpicture theater seating about 500 persons. The open-air.
glass-enclosed swinuning pool is similar to one adjoining

20

40

60

8CJ

100

the Lodge, and both are furnished with stearnheated
water for winter use. Tennis courts are also available
for summer guests.
The structure devotes a considerable portion of its
first floor to a shopping center, two dining rooms, recreation rooms, etc., and also includes a small night club.
It is distinguished from its neighbor, Sun Valley Lodge,
in that its furnishings and appointments are far les5
costly. This is logical enough, since rates are scaled for
guests of more modest means.
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Swimming Pool

SUN VALLEY LODGE

SCHEDULE

OF

EQUIPMENT

FOUNDATIONS

Concrete

STRUCTURE

Reinforced concrete

AND

MATERIALS
INSULATION
Rock wool and gypsum block
WATERPROOFING Integral and asphaltic
HEATING
Steam, American Radiator & Standard Sani-

EXTERIOR

Wall

Concrete

poured

aqainst

oiled

forms

with

rougri grain molded in concrete; regular hori-

zontal "boards" spaced by horizontal battens;
chemically stained to simulate rough plank

Roof

Wood-shingled roof on mopped two-ply felt,
Colonial "Fit Tig1t"

Sash

Double-hung wood sash; bronze mesh screens

INTERIOR

Floors

Reinforced concrete slabs, joist and pan system
Finishes: cement and carpet; rubber tile in
corridors and play room; tile in bath and
toilet rooms

AIR
CONDITIONING
LIGHTING

HARDWARE
PAINTING
PLUMBING
GLASS

tary Corp.; Erie City boilers
Air circulation and humidification
Designed especially for Sun Valley: direct and
indirect; flush-type in some cases-Schweitzer
Bros., Inc.
Brass, Sargent & Co.
Sherwin-Williams Co.
Kohler Co. colored fixtures
Standard and plate glass, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Co.

Cost of Sun Valley Lodge: 45c per cu. ft.; total, $800,000.
Furnishings and 1andscaping, an addit1onal $37C,OOO.
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SUN VALLEY LODGE

Sun Room Lounge

South Terr ace
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Sun Room Lounge

Dance Floor
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Guest Double Room

Bachelor Double Room

Main Dining Room

SUN

VALLEY

LODGE
Beauty Shop
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E.

the Croydon :\.nns Hotel. it was necessary to
provide for a varied clientele-some preferring hotel rooms
and others apartments suitable for light housekeeping: it was
essential that rooms, bathrooms, and closets should be large.
The proportionate number of apartments to hotel rooms was
important: the plan, as finally worked out, provides 18 thrccroom apartments and 67 hotel rooms-the apartments being
readily convertible into hotel rooms if this should later be
found profitable.
The L-shaped plan was dictated by the direction of the prevailing breezes-from the south and east-and the view; the
ocean is about 300 feet to the east. across Collins Avenue.
PLANNING

PARMELEE

Architect

CROYDON ARMS HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
IK

DEAN

'

+··

:~~

~'

.,~f
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I

-

i

I
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Penthouse Floor Plan

First Floor Plan

Typical Floor Plan
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View of Patio and Lounge Entrance

THE LOBBY i entered on 38th Street and the lounge
open onto a landscaped patio. In the basement, which
is two-thirds above ground, are a coffee shop, beauty
parlor, and barber shop. There is no basement under
the lobby and lounge. The basement under the rear part
of the building contains servants' rooms, storage rooms,
and a boiler room equipped with an oil-burning steamheating plant and an oil-burning hot-water heater.

SCHEDULE

FOUNDATIONS
STRUCTURE
EXTER IOR
Walls
Roof
INTERIOR
Partitio ns
C eilings
Floors

OF

E(j)UIPMENT

AND

Every room in the building is steam-heated for the few
cold days of a Miami winter.
The exterior of the building is done entirely in painted
stucco, except for the front balconies and continuous
flower boxes at the first floor level, which are pre-cast
concrete, also painted. The color scheme is white for
the body, coral pink on the windows and spandrels.
Projecting hoods shield the windows from sun and rain.

MATERIALS

Concrete piles
Reinforced concrete
Concrete blocks: finished with cement stucco;
impregnated stucco
Cement surface for decks; gravel over penthouse-Johns- Manville , 20-year bonded
Gypsum blocks, U. S. Gypsum Co.
Plastered directly on ceilings; no furring
Reinforced concrete slabs
Finishes: ce ment and carpet; terrazzo in lobby
and coffee shop

INSULATION

Celotex on roofs

WATERPROOFING Integral, around boiler room only
HEATING
ELEVATORS
HARDWARE
PLUMBING
SASH
SCREENS
GLASS
GENERAL
CO NTRACTOR

Steam, National boilers and radiators; Williams
Oil-0-Matic oil burner
Otis Elevator Co.
Russwin
U. S. fixtures
Steel (galvanized) casement, Menger
Copper-bronze
Plate glass, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Carl Green
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CROYDON ARMS HOTEL

Lobby

Lounge

Typical Bedroom
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DEMPSEY'S VANDERBILT HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

HENRY HOHAUSER
Architect

Typical Floor Plan

the .-\tlantic Ocean, this
120-room resort hotel affords to guest::.
the maximum of sunlight, with corner
windows. sun decks, and terraces. Room
sizes average 12' x 16' and closets are 3'6" x 6'-6".
Also provided is a bar, described as the
longest in the South : it was designed by
Thomas \Y. T.amb. :-\rchitect.

,,...,,.,_

OVERLOOKIXG
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fil
'9ROKERAG[ Olr'CE

First Floor Plan
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·--Roof Sun Deck

Typical Corner Room
SCHEDULE

OF

E9UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

FOUNDATION

Spread reinforced concrete footings, and
inforced concrete foundation walls

STRUCTURE

Reinforced concrete construction; concrete pan
floors; concrete block exterior curtain walls

EXTERIOR
Roof

Metal Work
Sash

INTERIOR
Floors
Walls

Certain-teed twenty-year tar and grave!

re-

roof

for penthouse; Certain-teed foundation and
Quarry Tile at solarium roof
Copper
Cypress double-hJng windows; copper screens

Terrazzo: quarry tile: cement finish; and car·
peti ng
Sheet rock and galvanized wire lath; scratch
plaster; U. S. Gypsum Red Top finish plaster,
factory-made color

Doors

Exterior:
Cypress
with
bronze
thresholds,
weather-stripping. Interior: Magnolia Louver
doors and Miracle doors

Partitions

Gypsum blocks and clay tile

PAINTING

Du Pont de Nemours Co. Interior plaster walls
not painted. Exterior has a lime wash stucco
paint, with Crystex integral waterproofing;
floors shellacked and waxed

GLASS

"A" quality double-strength, Libbey-Owens-Ford

PLUMBING

Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co. fixtures

HEATING

York Oil Burning Heating Plant

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

O'Neill & Orr.

Total cost, including furnishings, $445,000.
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SCHEDULE
AND

FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE

EXTERIOR
Walls
Roof

Sash

INTERIOR
Floors

MAYFAIR
HENRY

HOTEL,

HOHAUSER,

MIAMI

BEACH ,

Architect

FLORIDA
Walls

DOORS

PAINTING

PLUMBING
HEATING
GLASS

OF

E9UIPMENT

MATERIALS
Reinforced co ncrete
Wall bear ing; wood joist
construction;
rei nforced
conc rete columns and
tie beams around entire
building at each floor for
stiffening only
Hollow concrete blocks,
8" x 8" x 16", furred
Wood rafters and sheathing; I 0-yea r bonded, 3 ply,
built-up asphaltic roofing,
gravel surface, Carey Co.
Truscon Steel Company
steel casement sash and
scree ns
Sealex standard grade linoleum in kitchens; semivitrified t ile floors in
bathrooms;
oak
elsewhere
Sheet rock lath reinforced
in corners with Clinton
cloth; finish plaster U. S.
Gypsum Red Top with
integral color pigment,
slightly textured finish
Cypress with Borland weatherproofing
thresholds
and Weatherstripping
Du Pont Compony. Interior plaster walls not
painted . Exterior has a
lime wash stucco paint,
with
Crystex
integral
waterproofing; floors shellacked and waxed
Standard Sanitary Manufacturiag Co. fixtures
Gar Wood oil burning
heating plant
"B" quality of doublestrength, Libbey-OwensFord.
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HOTEL

P O HJANHOVI

ROVANIE M I, FINLAND
P.

E.

BLOMSTEDT ,

Arch i tec t
Third

commercia"t hotel of about 40
rooms is located on the western shore
of the Kemijoki River. It faces the
town on the south and an open park
on the north.
Considerable a rea is devoted to display space for the use of traveling
salesmen who frequent the hotel.
In addition to the river view, the
spectacle of Ounasvaara Mountain.
the arctic aurora borealis. and, during the summer, the midnight sun,
may be seen from the lounge. The
public room a re oriented to the
north, facing these phenomena. The
fourth floor includes, besides a lounge,
similar to that on the third floor, 17
guest rooms and a large terrace to
the south.

Floor

Plan

THIS

'

Second Floor Plan

D:lmilll-1
I
I

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Entrance Hall
Display Room
Storage Room
Laundry
Employees' Dressing
Room
6. Dining Room

6a.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Private Dining Room
Entrance Hall Balcony
Kitchen Department
Cafeteria
Retail Liquor Store
Garage
Corridor

__ ,I

First Floor Plan
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HOTEL

POHJANHOVI

First Floor Entrance Lobby

Balcony of Entrance Lobby

THE large window o{ the lobby consists of two g lass wall s
abo ut 27" apart. with the intermed iate space being utilized
for planting. Humidity conden ation on the g lass is prevented by the blowing of heated air from radiators sunk
in the floor. The air returns to th e lobby through evenly

spaced openings along the up1 er edge of the inner glass
wal l. The floor of the entrance lobby i of alternate squares
of gray and black rubber ti le. Balcony floor is of china
blue lin oleum . T he cei ling is painted white, columns
beige. Lobby furniture is upholstered in blue leather.
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ROVANI E MI ,

FINLAND

Dining Room

Double Guest Room

9

Section
I.
2.
1.
5.

U TMOST flexibility wa provided by designing the structure, as well a the mechanical installation , to p rmit the
future addition of two storie . The length of the bed wa
u ed a the module for room layout, room depth being

Entrance Hall
Display Ro om
Storage Room
Employee 's Dressing
Room

7. Entrance Holl Balcony
8 . Kitchen Deportment
9. Cafeteria
12 . Corridor

made two bed length . Thus, all ingle rooms can be used
a double rooms, accommodating four beds when necessary. The tructure i of reinforced concrete construction with partitions of ma onry and in ulating materials.
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HOTEL STATLER
CLEVELAND, OHIO

WALKER

AND

WEEKS

RO RIMER-BROOKS

STUDIOS

Architects
Lounge Bar

Decorators

THE STATLER HOTELS in Cleveland
and Detroit have recently opened new
Lounge Bars and Terrace Rooms.
The new rooms occupy areas that
were formerly used for stores and
offices, and in both hotels new entrances have been provided. The
new rooms have their own kitchen
faci lities and other services separate
from the other existing accommodations.
The capacity of the Cleveland
Lounge Bar is estimated to be about
125, while that of the Terrace Room
is 280. The Detroit Lounge Bar (opposite) has a capacity of about 250.

Terrace Room

a ;

'

;

.;i

•

Plan
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HOTEL STATLER
DETROIT, MICHICAH

SMITH, HINCHMAN AND GRYLL
Architects
RORIMER- BR O OKS
Decorators

STUDIOS

Lounge Bar

IN THE Cleveland Lounge Bar ( opposite), Japanese ash has been used
throughout, the walls being fully
paneled with it. The colors of the
Terrace Room are peacock blue,
oyster white, light lacquer red, and
ebony black, wi th all the metalwork
done in gold.
Gray and platinum dominate in the
Promenade of the Detroit Statler.
The bar of the Lounge has a color
scheme of walnut, gold, and ebony
black. The pillars of the Lounge are
all peacock blue with gold vertical
ornament.

Promenade

Plan
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It Pays to Rehabilitate Hotels
By LOUIS TOTH,

c .P.A.

Member of Horwath & Horwath, Specialists In
Hotel Accounting ; Co-author, "Hotel Accounting"

DliRJ NG the worst year
of the de- have seen many striking examples of
pression, most hotel properties were the effect of physical improvements
\\·oefully neg! cted; this was not be- on profits. I shall cite a few of them
cau e hotel owners and managers here, with facts and figures.
were shortsighted, but because, with
income dwindling and only about half Examples
A transient hotel of about a thouthe available rooms needed, a desperate attempt was made to save eq ui- sand rooms had been doing a busities by postponing all repair and ness of about $200,000 a year in food
maintenance work. But experience and beverages-a rather small volproves that a hotel merely kept in ume for its size. It had an oldoperation cannot long maintain its fashioned dining room, with the high
competitive position; business will go ceiling and walnut-paneled walls asto the hotels that are more modern sociated with hotels of some years
back-a slow, sleepy place, in spite of
and up-to-the-minute.
Although it i generally known that the dance music it offered. The vola major rehabilitation or improvement ume of sales being small for the size
program, if judiciously carried out, of the kitchen and dining room, the
pays handsome dividends, its exact hotel could barely eke out a profit of
effect on profits is difficult to meas- $10,000 a year on its food and beverure. Compari on of the profits before age business. Then an aggressive and
a program has been started with those courageous manager took over the
after its completion does not prove property. His first act was to tear
much; it is merely a starting point. out the old dining room and replace
Weight must be given to the trend it with an ultramodern one. This
of bu iness of the hotel in question necessitated further alterations in the
and of competing hotels ; for if the building and the removal of a part of
general trend i upward, it is obvious the kitchen. The total co t was about
that all the increase in this particular $215,000. In the first twelve months
hotel cannot be ascribed to the after the opening of the new dining
physical improvements made. Then room sales jumped to $600,000, and
again, the actual result of operations the profit to $150,000, in spite of a
may be affected by the trends of wage considerable increase in wage rates.
rates and of market prices of the sup- The room wi ll probably repay its cost,
plies the hotel uses, and by such with interest, in less than two years.
Then there is another hotel of
uncontrollable expenses as taxes.
Furthermore, the operating profit about the same size, the bu iness of
may be better merely because the ex- which, because of its neglected
penditure for repairs and maintenance physical condition, had been drifting
is less after the hotel has been com- slowly downward, though the trend
pletely renovated, than before. Brief- in bu iness in other hotels of the city
ly, one must determine as accurately had been decided ly upward. When the
as possible, on the basis of trends and owners finally realized that without
all other avai lable facts, what the re- some investment in rehabilitation, the
sult of operations would have been inevitable end would be the loss of
had the improvements not been made, their equity, they could raise only
and compare the estimate of operating $350,000, Jes than half the amount
profit o arrived ·at with the actual needed to do a thorough job. Howresult. Another factor that com- ever, they made the be t of the availplicates comparison of "before and able funds and, while the hotel is still
after" results is change in manage- far from being prosperous, limited
ment. If an aggressive new manager rehabilitation and improvement made
take over the rehabilitated hotel, it po sible to reverse the trend and to
there i no e timating how much of cut annual losses by 202,000.
The manager of a 1·esidential hotel
the improvement is clue to his more
efficient methods and how much to showed how a program of rehabilitathe better condition of the property. tion can be carried out without raisIn my work of reviewing the op- ing any new funds for the purpose, if
erating statements of many hotels I the owners are will ing to be patient.

This hotel was acquired by a financial
institution through foreclosure. The
income was j ust about sufficient to
pay taxes, occupancy hovering between SO and 60 percent. It was decided to engage a new manager and
when the man considered for the post
inspected the hotel, he immediately
realized that at least $40,000 would be
required to put the property in such
physical condition as would make success possible. He agreed to undertake the management on condition
that for 18 months he would be allowed to use all earnings above taxes
for rehabili tation and improvements.
The work progressed step by step
and the contractor were paid, in acco rdance with a previous understanding, 90 and 120 days after completion
of the contracts. In 18 months the
manager plowed back $60,000 into
the property, and then he had an
occupancy of 90 percent and earnings
just slightly less than 5 percent of
the financial institution's original investment in the mortgage.
The receiver of a transient hotel of
about 500 room took over the management of the property when, in
spite of improving business in other
hotels, its sales were at a standstill
and operating profits on the down
grade.
Building, equipment, and
furniture had been sadly neglected for
years because of a lack of funds. The
receiver asked the court to approve
a program of rehabi litation to be financed out of earnings that would
otherwise be available to pay current
taxes, and after some persuasion approval was given. In the first two years
$277,000 was spent on rehabilitation.
Not only was the downward trend of
operating profits stopped, but the second year howed an increase of $46,000. Encouraged, the receiver modernized the restaurant facilities and
made some other improvements at a
cost of $68,000, with the result that,
despite rising wage rates, the operating profit in the third year showed a
further rise of $53,000. Thus, with a
total inve tment of $345,000, the hotel
was brought back to life and it is now
earning $99,000 a year more than before and till improving.
But perhaps the most interesting
ca e is that of a transient hotel that
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was already m excellent condition
when the air conditioning of about
250 rooms was undertaken. The
hotel was doing fairly good business,
except in the summer months. The
management realized that, because of
the climate, the benefit from the investment in air conditioning would
probably be li mited to three month
of the year. The work was done at
a cost of approximately $75,000.
Busine s at this hotel had been on
the upgrade before this improvement
was made and the trend in this and
in competing hotels indicated that the
gross income from rooms in July,
August, and September would average about $3,500 a month more than
in the preceding year. The actual increa e was $15,500 a month, or $12,000 more than the trend indicated. A
liberal estimate of the cost of operating the air conditioning equipment is
$1.500 a month. The cost of servicing the additional occupied rooms wa
more than covered by the proportionate increase in income from the
restaurant and from other hotel facilities. Thus, there was an increase in
operating profit of $10,500 a month a
a direct result of air conditioning.
Thi increase fo r the three summer
months was sufficient to return interest and more than one-third of the
investment.
The records of this hotel show that
during the summer 72 percent of it
transient guest wanted air conditioned rooms. And the additional
guests incl uded persons, in some cases
whole fami lies, who moved from their
homes into the air conditioned room~
for the hottest days of the summer.
Before the air conditioning, its room
business in July and August went
down to about 63 percent of the average for other months_ of the year.
After air cond itioning ' the drop was
only to 78 percent. This means that
during the summer months the taff
did not have to be reduced to the
ame extent as in former years; there
were fewer changes in personnel as a
result of more stable employment, and
consequently better morale.
The effect on the employees is not
the lea t important result of the
physical rehabilitation of a hotel property. Where the property is permitted to deteriorate and an air of
general stagnation pervades the hou~e,
employees become careless and inattentive; service suffers and, a a consequence, the decline in business i
accelerated. It is not possible to
maintain an alert and efficient staff of
employees in a shabby hotel, and it
is hard to do it in one out of date.

Hotel Belmont Plaza, New York City. Main dining room before modernization.

Glass Hat Restaurant, Hotel Belmont Plaza, after modernization.

Dance floor area of Glass Hat Restaurant. J. C. Lessman , Designer.
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Communication Systems in Modern Hotels
By F. H. RANDOLPH

seven hundred linear feet o{
wires, tubes, and pipes per room are
required for communication systems
of large commercial hotels. This may
serve to indicate the extensive ramifications demanded by present-day
standards of service. For telephone
service alone, the Waldorf Astoria
uses 315 ft. of wire per room .
Yet as recently as fifty years ago,
direct speech and the handwritten
message were still relied upon as the
chief means of communication. The
human element was entrusted with
nine-tenths of work while only onetenth of it was performed by mechanical or electrical means. Today, one
might venture to state that the ratio
is reversed, or what amounts to the
same thing, that modern devices deliver the message in one-tenth the
time required of a bell boy or other
servant. The mechanical links of the
chain carry a surprisingly large portion of the load. Without them, service would be crippled severely.
The successful operation of a
large hotel is appreciably dependent
upon positive yet flexible systems of
intercommunication between the many
and widely separated operating departments. A tremendous organization is required to operate the modern house of several hundred rooms.
The organization must be perfected to
the point of efficient performance of
its functions, accomplishing accurately and quickly the cle ired results in
service to guests and in economy of
operation.
ABOUT

office where it is received and sent
over another !in to it destination.
Some city hotel not having a telegraph office frequently have a magneto signaling device o that by turning a crank the front-office clerk can
signal the telegraph office to send a
messenger to pick up the telegram.
Tele phone: The telephone traffic
in a typical 400-room tran ient hotel
located in a large city requires a twoposition switchboard. A two-position
switchboard accommodates two attendants simultaneously. In such a
hotel, the switchboard equipment
should be located in the front office,
adjacent to the front desk. This arrangement permit the night clerk to
handle the switchboard between the
hours of 11 p.m. and 8 a.m. when
relatively few calls are made. The
hotel i thus saved the expense of a
night telephone attendant. Only if
the hotel is of such a size as to require the full time of one or more attendant at the switchboard after midnight, should the telephone room be
located elsewhere. The tendency in
the larger metropolitan hotels is to
place the switchboard in some more
or less remote quarter where quiet
will be in ured and where floor space
is not especially valuable. Probably
the telephone exchange had best be
located in the larger hotels on the

Forms of Communication

Telegraph: At the present day,
multiplex telegraphy enables eight
messages to be transmitted simultaneously over a single long distance
line. The simplex machine, developed since 1922, is used on the
shorter lines.
In the hotel, the telegraph is generally operated as a concession and
handled on a percentage basis. In
some hotels, the apparatus in the telegraph office consists of the "key and
sounder" to permit the operator to
send the message over the telegraph
lines. However, in the larger cities,
the operator now generally teletypes
the message to the central telegraph

Telephone switchboard at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York.

"service floor" or on the top floor of
the building; or it may be adjacent to
the accounting offices. In any event,
it is advisable to remove the switchboard from noise and confusion that
might impair the service during the
bu iest hours of the day.
Provision for teletype or telautograph machines in the telephone
witchboard is not generally con idered necessary in hotels which have
the telephone exchange in the front
office. Such equipment, however, is
required in the larger hotel where
the switchboard is remotely located.
Dictograph: In a certain 1,000room hotel, a privately owned telephone system, the dictograph, is used
to connect the room clerk and cashier,
private offices and bookkeeping department. The u e of a direct wire
liminates waiting for a connection to
be made by the exchange operator
and thus expedites service.
Quite recently the dictograph has
been finding a place in large hotel kitchens. It uses loud speakers at several stations about the kitchen and
permits the chef or the steward to
carry on a conversation with a cook.
The chef or steward doe not have to
leave his desk and the cook is not
interrupted in his duties by having
to "answer the telephone." The combined loud speaker and sensitive
transmitter at the cook's station permit him to receive the message and
make his reply in as convenient a
manner a if the party were at his
elbow.
Speaking tubes: Restaurants still
use speaking tubes for relaying order to the kitchens, but, for the most
part, other systems of communication have been sub tituted.
\!Vires are run with greater ease
than tubes. Furthermore, a separate
tube line must connect each pair of
tations as switching devices are not
practical. The use of a tin whistle in
disc form at the mouth-piece is objectionable but is quite necessary if
auxiliary signal devices are to be
avoided. Dust collects in time and the
occasional use of compressed air for
cleaning is a nuisance. However,
there is little or nothing of a mechanical nature in speaking tubes to
get out of order, practically no main-
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renance attention is needed. and no
special skill is required in their u e.
For relatively short distances, speaking tubes wi ll probably continue to
be used.
General Departmental Systems

The special message-carrying systems used between departments are
the telautograph, teletype, and pneumatic tubes. They are used chiefly for
the transmission of routine messages
and are superior to the telephone in
promoting accuracy and in fixing responsibility. Accuracy is improved
because misunderstandings of words,
especially room numbers, are practically eliminated. Responsibility becomes definite for there is a record
of the message, generally in duplicate. Unlike the telephone, it is unnecessary for a person to be at the
receiving end as the message is not
verbal but on paper.
Although the arrangement of such
systems differs necessarily with the
type and size of hotel, in a mediumsize house it would be fundamentally
as follows:
Sending Station
Room Clerk
Housekeeper
Housekeeper
Telephone Operator
Receiving Station
Housekeeper
Room Clerk
Engineer
Kitchen
Usual Type of Message
Room "change" and "departure"
Room "O.K." reports
"Repair" orders
"Room service" orders
Telatttograph: Telautographs are
electrically operated instruments that
transmit the handwriting of the sender to one or more receiving stations
simultaneously with the writing of
the original message.
The equipment consists of transmitting or sending stations, receiving
stations, selecting switch keys, a
source of electrical energy, and the
wiring. Every transmitting tation is
combined with a receiver so that all
message , both outgoing and incoming. appear on the roll of paper. Receiving station instruments simply
record messages sent them from the
various transmitting stations. Selecting switch keys are installed only at
the sending stations for the routing
of messages to their desired destinations. The source of electrical energy
is a generator supplying direct current at 120 volts. The generator is
coupled to a motor which is operated

from the avai lable power supply. The
electric wiring carries relatively little
current, a only one ampere is required to operate a machine, so no
special precautions are necessary
when in talling the wiring.
Probably the minimum telautograph equipment that would be installed would con ist of the following:
Room Clerk-Transmitting and
Receiving Instrument
Linen Room-Transmitting and
Receiving Instrument
Engineer-Receiving Instrument
only
This would be considered adequate
for hotels up to 150 rooms in size.
Larger houses would need a more
extensive system.
Telet·ype: One of the most recent
devices to increase in popularity is
the telety1 e or, as it is frequently
called, the teletypewriter. In comparatively recent years business has
felt the actual need of a long-distance
typewriter.
Pnemnatic tubes: Air is the force
which propels the carriers through
pneumatic tubes, and the systems may
be divided into three classes according to the manner of using the air:
namely, one using air pressure only,
one u ing vacuum only, and one combining both pressure and vacuum.
The individual requirements and limitation determine the type which is
best used.
The essential characteristics of each
of the e three ystems are as follows :
( 1) The Vacuum Tube System is
used in two forms, the Twin Line
Vacuum Sy tem and the Combination Line Vacuum System.
The Twin Line Vacuum System is
used between two stations to give
simultaneous and rapid communication in both directions. Two tubes
are obviously required to connect the
two station . This system is used to
meet two common conditions: first,
where service is required between
only two points; and econcl, where
continuou and heavy duty service is
required between various substations
and the central station. It is adapted
to in tallations where it is necessary
to move substations occasionally.
The Twin L ine Vacuum System represent the highest development in
pneumatic tube service for it will handle message carriers in rapid succession. For these reasons it is recommended for large hotels having many
tube stations and a large volume of
message traffic. The open encl arrangement is used and all lines have
air moving through them continu-

ously. The Twin Line Vacuum System is sometimes used to supplement
one of the other forms of tube systems to handle especially heavy traffic between two particular stations.
The Combination Line Vacuum
System is arranged so that three or
four substations send messages to
the central tation through a common tube. Separate tubes convey
messages from the central station to
each sub-station. This method permits economy in installation and in
power for operation in hotels where
traffic is not sufficient to warrant
twin lines for each substation. Floor
station , one above the other, are frequently erved by this Combination
Line Vacuum System.
(2) The Vacuum-Pressure Tube
System is used when several substations can be connected in series
on a single return line to the central
station. Independent lines deliver
carriers from the central station to
each substation. This system is
cheaper to install and operate than
the independent twin vacuum line
type. It is quite similar to the Combination Line Vacuum System as far
as the path of the carriers is concerned, but differs in respect to the
air connections. This system is used in
medium- and small-size installations
requiring up to 6 or 8 stations. The
necessity of connecting the substations in series on t11e return line imposes some limitations on the locations of the stations. If it becomes
necessary to move a substation, difficulties are likely to be encountered.
(3) The Single Tube Automatic
Pressure System is used between two
stations for sending in both directions
through a single tube. Such a system is recommended for light-duty,
intermittent service where not more
than three carriers an hour is the
usual load. Heavy-duty traffic should
be handled by one of the other systems. The Single Tube Automatic
Pressure system finds application in
automobile service stations where
compressed air is available and where
24-hour service is required. In hotels
it is used satisfactorily to reduce installation costs of light-duty lines.
In the various tube systems, the
carrie1- are moved by relatively low
air pressure which is generally from
1 to 5 lbs. per sq. in., depending upon
the length of the lines. Carriers move
with a speed of about 30 feet a second
or approximately 20 miles an hour.
The central tube station in a hotel
is best located in or adjacent to the
front office where it can be properly
supervised. Tube lines connect with
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TABULATED

COMPARATIVE

SUMMARY

OF

GENERAL

A clearly typed message on a
page or on a plain or gummed
tape as 1> desired.

No special
operate.

required to

May be used for distribution of mail
(or other original documents) to
guest floors and departments.

Can ~end to several stations
simultaneuusly.

Can >end to several stations
simultaneously.

Carbon copies may be made for sending to several stations.

Cunnects with subscribers all
01·er the country if desired.

Handwriting may serve to identify the sender.

~lay

Higher wage paid to operators:
about $5 per week extra.

Careless sending res ults in an
unintelligible message.

Causes noise which may be objectionable at certain stations.

Volume of messages must be
large to justify the cost.

May require considerable attent1011 from service man.

Delay may occur if message goes
through a central station.

Message roll is rather bulky
and cumbersome for filing or
for reference purpo es.

Sender may run short of carriers.

TELETYPE

ADVANTAGES

DEPARTMENTAL

COMMUNICATION

TELAUTOGRAPH

skill

SYSTEMS

PNEUMATIC TUBE

carry small articles: room keys,
cash.

DISADVANTAGES

Installation may be difficult in an
existing building.

SERVICE
ARRANGEMENT

{

Subscription rates from Telephone Company which owns
and services the entire equipment.

guest floor stations, telephone room.
re taurant, kitchen, laundry, engineer,
housekeeper, bell captain, porter,
package room, valet, etc. It is advisable to have the billing clerk and
cashier's cage adjacent to the central tube station to expedite the handling of charge slips. If the hotel is
a large one and has several restaurants as well as room ervice pantries,
the food service messages are best
handled through a separate central
tube station in the main kitchen, convenient to the kitchen cashier or food
checker.
For general interdepartmental service, a convenient-size pneumatic tube
is 2l4 inches in diameter. If the hotel
uses the individual floor service system with a clerk on each floor, the
volume of guests' mail make it advisable to have tubes to these stations
3 or 4 inches in diameter. The inside
diameter of these carriers is about an
inch less than that of the tube, so
smaller sizes are not practical. A few
hotels have "newspaper size" pneumatic tubes, 3 inches by 6 inche ·. for
delivery of mail to floor stations. If
all mail for gue ts is kept at the front
desk. and it is de ired to install a
tube system in an existing hotel, ly.4inch tubes are often found satisfactory in providing a compromise between adequate size and lo\\' in tallation cost. When planning a pneumatic tube installation it is well to
consider having all tubes of the same
size so that all carrier in use throughout the house will be interchangeable.
This will mean that the largest car-

Rental and maintenance service
by Telautograph Corporation.

Purchased
turers.

Hotel owns the wiring.

Maintenance by hotel force.

riers required will determine the size
for all lines and increa e both the
cost and space requirements of the
installation.
Obviously pneumatic tubes are not
only communication sy tem
but
transportation systems as well. Room
keys, cash, check , and other mall
articles are readily carried. Tubes
have the distinct advantage of making
it po ible to carry the origi nal document whether it be guests' mail, telegrams, igned checks, or report .
Radio

In large cities, guests expect to be
able to hear radio programs in their
rooms if the hotel i thoroughly mod<'rn. Loud speakers are preferred for
this service instead of ear phones, but
the volume should be such as not to
disturb guests in adjoining rooms.
Many hotels have radio equipment
permanently installed, but others have
a number of instruments avai !able
and rent them to guests.
A large banquet hall requires a
·'public address system" which enable
gue ts in all part of the room to hear
the speaker without difficulty.
Annunciator Call Systems

The annunciator, operated by push
buttons in guest rooms, has generally
been uper eded by the modern tendency to place a telephone in every
room. Annunciators, however, play
an important part for certain special
call systems in modern houses. These
are the elevator signal sy tern, porter
call. bell boy call. burglar alarm, and

outright from

manufac-

fire alarm. In a few instances, a mail
indicator has been placed in guest
rooms. Carriage call systems may be
considered as modified annunciator
systems, for they operate in a similar
manner.
Selection of Communication Systems

In planning the communication systems for a proposed hotel or in checking up on a given installation with
improvements in mind, an analysis of
message traffic is advisable. It is suggested that a large chart be prepared to indicate the several types of
messages and the various stations
concerned. Each type of message can
be indicated by lines of a different
color. For instance the diagram
would show the routing of a departure
notice in a large organization. The
message originates at the cashier's
station and is sent to various points.
Such an analysis, when carefully
made, will show the extent of the services to be performed. Then further
study will indicate the type of system
best used. As a result, the hou e
should be able to plan its communication sy terns to be neither inadequate
nor excessive, but thoroughly satisfactory.
An ideal communication system
fulfills the following requirements:
accuracy. durability, speed, silence,
compactness, simplicity, ease and
rapidity of operation, flexibility of
location, economy in power requirements, economy in supplies used, low
maintenance costs, reasonable initial
installation cost.
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Acoustics
Acoustics and Architecture. P. E.
Sabine. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1932.
Bibliography of the Acoustics of Building. Acoustical Society of America: Vol.
3, pp. 14-43, 1931.

Air Conditioning
Air-Conditioning for Restaurants. M. G.
Harbula. Heating and Ventilating: Vol.
28. pp. 41-4, August; pp. 84-8, September
1931.
Ballroom Air Conditioning System;
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas. F. W. Robe.
Heating and Ventilating: Vol. 33, p.
347. February, 1936.
Bibliography of Information on Air
Conditioning. U. S. Department of Commerce. 29 pp., 1933.
Commercial Air Conditioning. (Bibliography) Refrigerating Engineering: Vol.
26, pp. 301-3, 322, 1933.
Estimating Annual Power and Water
Costs for Air-Conditioning. E. P. Wells.
Heating and Ventilating: Vol. 30, pp.
39-40, February, 1933.
New Brunswick Hotel Has Modern Cold
Water System. E. Deuss. Ice and Refrigeration: Vol. 83, pp. 61-2, 1932.
Restaurant Air Conditioning. P. V.
Simpson. Refrigerating \Vorld: Vol. 68,
pp. 43-4, January, 1933.
Space Cooling With Ice. C. V. Robinson. Refrigerating World: Vol. 65, pp.
10-16, 1930. Heating and Ventilating:
Vol. 26, No. 11, pp. 58-63, November,
1929.
Summarize Cooling Data Now. A. Merle.
Air Conditioning Installation in the Barnum Hotel, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Domestic Engineering: Vol. 142, p.
172, 1933.
Waldorf-Astoria. Proper Operation of
Hotel Heating and Air Conditioning
Equipment Assured by Signal System.
Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning:
Vol. 3, p. 897, 1931.
Wet Air Cooler. Ice and Cold Storage.
(Bibliography) J. H. Dannies. Vol. 34,
No. 401, 402, pp 200-3, August pp. 2248, September, 1931.

Air Conditioning Equipment
Cleaning the Air. Heating and Ventilating: Vol. 30. pp. 13-19, June, 1933.
Data on Hotel Air Conditioning. H. H.
Pease. Refrigerating Engineering: Vol.
26, p. 155, 1933.
Reference List of Air Filters. Heating
and Ventilnting: Vol. 30, pp. 17-21. Octoher, 1933.
Selecting the Cooling Equipment. G. B.
Heimrich. Heating and Ventilating: Vol.
30, pp. 19-26, July, 1933.

Air Conditioning Installation
Air-Conditioning Equipment for the
Chateau Laurier. P. H. Brvce. Heating
"nd Ventilating: Vol. 27 .. No. 10, pp.
93-4, 1930.
Comolete Data on a Large Hotel Air
Conditioning Job. Harrington Hotel.

Washington, D. C. With Cost Data.
J. B. Hewett. Heating-Piping: Vol. 9,
pp. 160-4, March, 1937.
Guest Room Air Conditioning Expected
to Create Hotel Business.
HeatingPiping: Vol. 9, p. 308, May, 1937.
It Pays to Furnish Conditioned Air. W.
Parks. Domestic Engineering: Vol. 133,
No. 1, pp. 46-8, 1930.
Modern Air Conditioning Systems Increase Patronage of Older Hotels. H. L.
Branigan. Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning: Vol. 2, pp. 748-9, 1930.

Baking Ovens
Bakery Ovens. H. Carlton, Food Industries: Vol. 5, pp. 510-2, 1933. Manually
operated, low first cost and wide application: Vol. 6, pp. 12-14, January,
1934. Small mechanical bake ovens for
adaptability and low cost production:
Vol. 6, pp. 110-12, March, 1934. Large
capacity ovens for low unit-cost production.
Handling Machinery Reduces Baking
Costs and Speeds Production. C. N.
Tannel. Materials Handling and Distribution: Vol. 8, pp. 11-14, 1932.
Large Cooking Equipment. Electrical
Review: Vol. 105, pp. 676-8, 1929.
Natural Gas in Modern Bakery. C. R.
Washburn. Natural Gas: Vol. 13, No. 9,
pp. 35-6, 1932.

Boilers
Combustion Control Systems. J. L.
Hodgson and L. L. Robinson. Engineering: Vol 137, pp. 134-6, 162-4, 1934.
Selbstaetige Feuerungsregler in Dampfkraftwerken. A. Heinig. Archiv Fiir
Warmewirtschaft: Vol. 13, pp. 77-8,
1932.
Solving the Problem of Wet Steam.
Power Plant Engineering: Vol. 38, pp.
14-5, January, 1934.

Edison Electric Institute Bulletin: Vol.
2, pp. 59-61, February, 1934.
Commercial Cooking and Baking. (Bibliography) W. Easton. Electrical Review
(London): Vol. 113, pp. 75-7, July 21,
1933.
Commercial Cooking By Electricity. T.
Settle. Institution of Electrical Engineers Journal: Vol. 71, pp. 171-80 (pp.
180-91), 1932.
Die Gasgrosskiiche in Hotel Reichshof
in Hamburg. W. Jantzen. Gas und Wasserfach: Vol. 75, No. 38, September 17,
1932. English Abstract in Gas Journal:
\- ol. 200, No. 3620, p. 97, 1932.
Elektrisches Kochen. F. Moertzach.
Berlin Julius Springer: 178 pp. 1932.
Energy Demand of Large Cooking Installation.
F. Mortzsch.
Association
Suisse des Electricians Bulletin: Vol.
21, p. 136, 1930.
Large Cooking Equipment. Electrical
Review (London): Vol. 72, pp. 39-40,
July 8, 1933.
Large Gas Cooking Stove of Surface
Combustion Company Type. ] ournal des
l Tsines a Gaz: vol. 53, .t\ 0. 13, pp. 333335, 1929.
Large Gas-Heated Kitchen. G. Prud'hon.
Journal des U sines a Gaz: Vol. 53, pp.
158-62, 1929.

Design
California Hotel Offers Novel Housing.
American Builder: Vol. 59, pp. 53-5, November, 1937.
Efficient Planning for Economical Operation. J. 0. Post. Architectural Forum:
Vol. 51, pp. 607-701, 1929.
Hotel Bedrooms and Baths. Jule Robert
von Sternberg.
American Architect:
Vol. 151, pp. 85-95.
The New Hotel. P. M. Hooper. Architectural Forum: Vol. 51, pp. 583-667,
1929.

Conveyors

Electric Power

Mechanical Handling in Cake Bakery.
G. F. Zimmer. Mechanical Handling:
Vol. 19, pp. 183-9, 1932.
Soup to Nuts on Conveyors. E. J. Tournier. Factorv and Industrial Management: Vol. 83, pp. 250-1, 1932.
The Place of Conveyors in Modern Biscuit Manufacture. G. F.
Zimmer.
Mechanical Handling: Vol. 19, pp. 11116, 1932.
Use and Application of Portable Conveyors. J. B. Bray. American Society of
Mechanical Engineers: 6 pp. April 1317, 1931. Sec also Canadian 'l\fachinery
and Manufacturing News: Vol. 42, pp.
164, 166, 1931.

Analysis and Synthesis of Load Curves
as an Aid in Economic Investigation.
R. Schneider. Elektro-technische Zeit:
Vol. SO, pp. 337-41, 383-90, 1929.
Analysis of Power and Heat Supply for
Hotels. L. E. Habben. Power: Vol. 75,
p. 35, June 14 and 21: pp. 885-8, 811-14,
1932.
Electric Service for Hotels and Office
Buildings. National Electric Light Association Proceedings: Vol. 88, meeting
June 8-12, pp. 417-44, 1931. See also Na-

Cooking
Application of Gas to Large Kitchens.
G. Prud'hon. Tournal des Usincs a Gaz:
Vol. 53. pp. 550-58, 573-83, 1929. See also
Genie Civil: Vol. 96, pp. 253-6, 286, 9,
1930.
Bibliography on Commercial Cooking
and Baking Articles, 1925-33 inclusive.

tional Electric Light Association R<>port:

No. 112, January, 1931, 28 pp.
Generated or Purchased Power for The
New Yorker. L. H. Morrison. Power:
Vol. 70. pp. 830-2, 1929.
Heat, Light, and Power Costs in New
York City Hotels. E. C. Romine. Power:
Vol. 73. No. 7, pp. 304-6, Fehrua~y 17,
1931.
How to Determine and Distribute Hotel Power Costs. F. W. Randolph, Hotel Management: Vol. 21, p. 292, Section 1. 1932.
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Power and Heat Supply to Hotels. L. E.
Habben. Power: Vol. 75, pp. 885-911,
1932.

Electrical Equipment
Cumberland Hotel, London. Electr ical
Equipment. Electrician: Vol. lll , pp.
749-51, December 15, 1933.
Electricity at the New Waldorf. Electrical World: Vol. 98, No. 16, p. 700,
October 17, 1931.
Electricity in Restaurants and Cafes.
A. E. G. Progress: Vol. 5, No. 6/7, pp.
180-5, 1929.
Electrical Installation for a Small Commercial Hotel. F. Latzer. Electrical
Specifications: No. 3, pp. 20-6, 1930.
Elevators
Automatic Dispatching Improves Elevator Service. F. A. Annett. Power: Vol.
71, pp. 986-7, 1930.
Chart Shows How Many Years of
Elevator Life. Power: Vol. 77, pp. 130-1,
March, 1933.
E levat or Signal Systems Using Flashlight Annunciators. F. A. Annett. Power:
Vol. 71, pp. 589-91, 1930.
Forty-Three Stories of Vertical Traffic.
E. W. Yearsley. Power: Vol. 70, pp.
850-53, 1929.
Pliotron Tubes Level Elevators in
McGraw-Hill Building. Power: Vol. 74,
No. 18, pp. 632-5, November 3, 1931.
Selecting Apartment Elevators. W. T.
White. Architectural Forum: Vol. 53,
pp. 385-7, 1930.
Fire Protection
Automatic Fire Alarm Systems. W. H.
Rodda. Weekly Underwriter: Vol. 128,
pp. 251-3, 445-7, February 4, March 4,
1933.
Hotel Fire H azards.
G. W. Booth.
Weekly Underwriter: Vol. 137, pp. 494-6,
September 4, 1937.
Test of Theatre Proscenium Curtains.
N. D. Mitchell. U. S. Bureau of Standards. Research Paper 603. Bureau of
Standards Journal of Research: Vol. ll,
p. 491, 1933.
Floors
Dcv k ·n; ng N ew Wood Product Through
Research.
T. D. Perry.
American
Society Mechanical Enginering. Advanced Paper. Meeting, October 15-16,
1931. 7 pp. See al so \ Voocl Indust ries:
\ ' ol. 53, No. 5, pp. 21-30, January-April.
1931. \\'oodworking Industries: Vol. 9,
o. 5, pp. 17-19, 32, May, 193 1.
Developmg New Wood Product through
Research. T. D . Perry. American Society Mechanical Engineering: Vol. 54,
pp. 49-56, 1932.
Linoleum and Cork Composition Flooring Materials. C. S. Taylor. A rchitectural Forum: Vol. 49, pp. 577-582, 1928.
Longer Life for Concrete Floor s.
Chemical Age, London: Vol. 27, p. 435,
November 5, 1932.
Modem Floor Finishing. F. N. Vanderwalker. 85 pp. S. C. Johnson & Son:
Racine, Wisconsin, 1933.
National Lumber Manufacturers Association. N. S. Perkins. Constru ction
Information Series: Vol. 4, No. 15, 1930.
31 pp.
Proposed Recommended Practice for
Heavy Duty Floor Finish. Concrete:
Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. 37-8, 1930.
0

Resilient Flooring Materials. Ame rica n
Architecture: Vol. 143, pp. 89-95, M a rch,
1933.
Rubber Floor Coverings Compared to
other Floor Coverings. F. J . Schops.
Gummi-Zeitun g: Vol. 44, pp. 1044-6,
1930.
Steel Bar Joist Construction in a Garage and Hotel.
Engineering NewsRecord: Vol. 103, pp. 289-90, 1929.
Wear Resistance of Natural Stone Flooring. D. W. Kessler. Uni ted States
Bureau Standards. Research Paper, No.
612. B ureau Standards J ournal of Research: Vol. ll, p. 635, 1933.
What Is a Proper Floor? A Big Question. A. E. Hansen. Food Industries:
Vol. 4, pp. 391-3, 1932.

Fuels
Commercial Standards for Fuel Oil.
Power Plant Engineering: Vol. 35, pp.
404-5, 1931.
Comparative Data on Solid, Liquid and
Gaseous Fuels. Committee of Ten of
the Coal and Heating Industries, Chicago. Educational Bulletin,
o. 6. 25
pp.
Deshler Hotel Changes to Coal Burning.
Power Plant Engineering: Vol. 34, pp.
262-266, 1930.
Oil as a Boiler Fuel. F. W. Ellis,
Southern Power Journal: Vol. 50, No.
8, pp. 10-13, 1932.
Preheating of Fuel Oil. K. Steiner, P.
R.
nger. Heating, Pi ping and Air
Conditioning: Vol. 3, pp. 297-303, 1931.
Pulverized Coal Enters the Hotel Field.
B. H. P isow. Power: Vol. 70, pp. 83639, 1929.
Pulverizer Sizes and Installation Details
from Operation Viewpoint. C. F . Hawley. Power: Vol. 75, pp. 96-7, 1932.
Relative Economy of Pulverized Coal,
Oil, and Gas as Boiler-Plant Fuels. M.
Frisch. Fuel and Steam Power: Vol.
52, pp. 67-77, 1930. See also Paper
Trade Journ al : Vol. 90, pp. 57-66, 1930.
Relative Fuel Economy of Electricity,
Gas, Oil, and Solid Fuel as H eating
Agents. D. H. Barker. Institution of
E lectrical Engineering Journal: Vol. 72,
pp. 269-95, April 1933. Discussion: Vol.
72, pp. 296-3 12, 431-4, April-May. Vol.
73, pp. 452-3.
Furniture
Furniture-Its Selection and Use. National Committee Wood Utilization Depa rtment of Commerce. Report 193 1.
11 3 pp.
Carages
Requirement of Hotel Garage Design.
R. B. Whitman. Architectural Forum:
Vol. 51, pp . 751-4, 1929.
Cas Appliances
Automatic Gas Burners. C. B. Segeler.
Heating, Piping and Air-Conditioning:
Vol. 4, pp. 516-20, 1932.
Gas for Hotels and Restaurants. Gas
Journal (London): Vol. 215, pp. 379-81,
August 12. 1936.
Hotel and Restaurant Symposium Held
at Pittsburgh. Gas Age: Vol. 73, pp.
275-6, March 24, 1934.
New Type of Gas Burners for Broilers
Developed. A. Forward.
Gas AgeRecord : Vol. 63, pp. 901-02, 1929. See
also Gas World: Vol. 91, No. 23-47, pp.
81-2, 1929.

Heating and Ventilation
Automatic Coal Heat with Mechanical
Stokers. ( Bibliography) Committee of
Ten. Coal and Heating Ind us tries. Chicago. E ducational Bulletin No. 5, 43
pp. 25 cents.
Code of Minimum Requirements for the
Heating and Ventilation of Buildings.
American Socie ty of Heating and Ventilating Engineers: 1929, 152 pp.
Degree days in 1000 Cities. Heating and
Ventilating: Vol. 26, No. 10, pp. 79-81,
1929.
Developments in Heating and Ventilation. (Bibliography) Power: Vol. 75,
p. 31, 1932.
Economic Use of Steam in Modem
Buildings. F . A. Gunther. Heating,
Piping_ and Air Conditioning: Vol. 2,
pp. 527-9, 1930.
Emissivity of Paints for Decreasing or
Increasing Heat Radiation from Surfaces. United States Bureau of Standards. Technologic Papers, 254. Bureau
Standards Technologic Papers: Vol. 18,
p. 171, 1924-5.
Factors Affecting the Heating of Rooms
with Steam Radiators. University of
Illinois Engineering Experimental Station. Bu lletin No. 223, March 31, 1931,
104 pp.
Heating and Ventilating of Hotels. H.
J. Cullen. Architectural Forum: Vol. 51,
pp. 755-60, 1929.
H eating and Ventilating Specifications :
H . L. Alt. Heating and Ventilating:
Vol. 25, pp. 3-5, 7-11, March-May, JulyNovember, 1929, pp. 86, 74-5, 80-4, 72-5,
71-3, 66-9, 69-73.
Heat Output of Concealed Radiators.
E. A. Allicutt. Heating, Piping and
Air Conditioning: Vol. 5, pp. 267-74,
May, 1933.
If You Are Heating a Hotel : Study of
40 Hotels. C. I. Sayles. Power: Vol.
81, pp. 681-3, November, 1937.
Modernizing Steam Heating Systems
with Pumps. J. A. Masek. Heating and
Ventilating: Vol. 30, pp. 35-8, February,
1933.
Plumbing, Heating and Ventilating the
Modern Hotel.
T.
. Thomson.
Plumbers Trade Journal: Vol. 48, pp.
696, 698-9, 772, 1928.
Reference Lists of Oil Burning Equip(Bibliography) Heating and
ment.
Ventilating: Vol. 30, pp. 15-26, April,
1933.
Six Years of Degree Day Records. Heating and Ventilating: Vol. 30, pp. 7-9,
September, 1933.
Heating Economy
Conserving Heat Waste for Building
Warming. C. L. Hubbard. Power: Vol.
71, pp. 631-3, 1930.
H eating with Exhaust Steam. P. West.
Power: Vol. 73, pp. 1004-1005, 1931.
Reclamation and Salvage of Flue Heat.
R. Trautschold. Paper Trade Journal:
Vol. 92, No. 6, pp. 58-60, 1931.
Utilization of Waste Heat. P . West.
Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning:
Vol. 2, pp. 947-56, 1930.
Heating Efficiency
Hotel Heating and Ventilating and Interesting Problems. A. Macla ren. Power
House: Vol. 23, No. 10, pp. 37-9, 1929.
New Hotel Waldorf Astoria. C. R.
Place. Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning: Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 275-82,
April. 193 1.
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Kitchen Equipment
Kitchen Equipment.
F. C. Laut.
Domestic Engineering, London: Vol. SO,
pp. 167-71, 1930.
Planung und
Betreib
Elektrischen
Grosckuchen.
F. Mortzsch.
Elektrizitatswirtschaft: Vol. 30, No. 22, pp.
61-1-8, November, 1931.
Selecting and
Operating
Laundry,
Kitchen and Hospital Equipment. H.
C. Russell. Heating and Ventilating:
Vol. 26, pp. 93-97, No. 3, 1929.
3000 Meals an Hour. W. ]. Pampel and
H. E. Wilson. Factory and Industrial
Management: Vol. 81, pp. 977-9, 1931.
Zur Wirtschaftlichheit der Elektrishen
Grosskiiche. (Efficiency of Large Electric Kitchens.) A. W eizert, L. Roesner.
Elcktrizitiitswirtschaft: Vol. 30, No. 22,
pp. 625-30, Kovcmber, 1931.

Methods Used to Select Commercial
Lighting Fixtures. K. Staley. Electrical
World: Vol. 102, pp. 494-6, October 14,
1933.
Modern Art Lighting in Europe. H.
Maisonneuve.
American Illuminating
Engineering
Society.
Transactions:
Vol. 24, p. 456, 1929.
Reflecting
Characteristics
of
Wall
Paints. D. L. Gamble. American Illuminating Engineering Society. Transactions: Vol. 28, p. 345, 1933.
Remarkable Lighting at The Piccadilly
Hotel. Electrical Times: Vol. 7, pp.
833, 834, 1930.

Modernization
Hotel Remodeling Project. Domestic
Engineering, Chicago: Vol. 134, No. 6,
pp. 37-39, March 21, 1931.
How to Make Remodeling Estimates.
Domestic Engineering, Chicago: Vol.
1-13, pp. -17-8 . .\farch, 1934.
Modernization of Facilities in a Cleveland Hotel. Engineering News-Record:
Vol. 110, pp. 552-4, 1933.
Modernizing Methods for Hotels and
Apartments. Architectural Forum: Vol.
57, pp. 29-32, 1933.
Remodeled Hotel Shows 33% Increase:
Carter Hotel. ClcYeland. :\[. -~- Boyd.

Hotel Saranac reduced its coal bill

Laundries
Hotel Laundries.
C. W. Spencer.
Architectural Forum: Vol. SI, pp. 771-3,
1929.
Improving the Laundry Heat Balance.
E. F. Sibley. Power Plant Engineering:
Vol. 34, pp. 1030-2, 1930.

Lighting
Bibliography on Lighting Published in
Monthly Numbers of the Illuminating
Engineer.
Color Lighting. St. George Hotel. F.
]. Cadevas. American Illuminating Engineering Society. Transactions: \. ol.
25, p. 282, 1930.
Electric Lighting of Buildings. A. B.
Read and J. W. T. Walsh. American
Institute El. Engineers: Vol. 72, p. 93,
1933.
Electric Light on Metal in Architecture.
E. Clute. Electrical Specifications: Vol.
3, :.Jo. 5, pp. 14-22, 1931.
Glazes and Facings Used in Architecture in Relation to Lighting. Leblanc
and co-authors. Societe Frarn;aise Elcctrique Bulletin: Vol. 1. pp. 31i-60, 257,
1931.
Hotel Lighting: Installation at The
Grand, Birmingham. Electrician: Vol.
110, p. 10, 1933.
Illumination as an Art.
Illuminating
Engineering, London: Vol. 24, pp. 84,
111, 35, 1931.
Illumination Characteristics of Organic
Plastics. A. Paulus and C. S. \Vorlaide.
American Illuminating Engineering Society. Transactions: Vol. 27, p. 749, 1933.
Light and Architecture. A. I,. PO\Yell.
American Institute Electrical Engineers
Journal: Vol. -18. p . .'i61. 1'>29. Sec also
Illuminating Engineering, London: Vol.
22, pp. 89, 109, 1929. W. Maitlord. Electrician: Vol. 102, p. 375, 1929.
Lighting of the New Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel. L. H. Graves. American Illumina tin.t; Enginering Society.
Transactions: Vol. 26, p. 939, 1931.
Lighting the Modern Inn. R. L. Zahour.
Electrical Journal: Vol. 29, pp. 118-119,
1932.
Light Reflecting Properties of Paint.
Foundry: Vol. 61, p. 38, April. 1933.
Material Vision-Light and Optics as
They Relate To Interior Design. C. B.
Ryder. Architecture: Vol. 67, pp. 93-8,
February, 1933.
Modern Hotel Lighting; Reconstruction
of the Grand Hotel, Sheffield. Light and
Lighting: Vol. 30, p. 206, July, 1937.

per year
(35.7%)

by installing
DETROIT STOKERS
Mr. Wm. H. Scopes, President of The
Hotel Saranac Corporation, Saranac
Lake, N. Y., reports an average annual
coal cost of $6,647.00 for the four years
preceding the installation of two Detroit
Stokers. During the two years since the
Detroit Stokers were placed in service,
the average fuel cost was only $4,276.00
per year. This saving of $2,371.00 per
year amounts fo 35.7f'o.
Quoting from Mr. Scopes' report: "In
addition to the saving in fuel cost, we
have been able to save about $90.00
per month in other costs."
Two Detroit LoStokers installed at Hotel Saranac

There is a Detroit Stoker for every kind
of service in plants both large and small.
Write for Bulletin 364.

DETROIT STOKER CO.
Scopes and Feustmann, Architects,
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Sales and Engineering Offices:

Fifth Floor, General Motors Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.

Tenney and Ohmes,
Consulting Engineers
New York, N. Y.
MODERNIZE

Works at Monroe, Mich.
District Offices in Principal Cities
BUILT IN CANADA AT LONDON. ONTARIO

AND

DETROIT

ECONOMIZE

SIN CE
1898

WITH

STOKERS
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Domestic Engineering, Chicago: Vol.
142, pp. 38-41, September, 1933.
Remodeling Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Architectural Forum: Vol. 67, pp. 213-5,
September, 1937.

Report of A.W.W.A. Committee on
Hotel Sanitation.
American Water
Works Association Journal: Vol. 28, pp.
251-6, February, 1936.
Survey of Potential Health Hazards Due
to Faulty Plumbing in Swimming Pools,
Hotel, Milk Plants and Hospitals. W. S.
Johnson. American \Vater Works Association _I ournal: \! ol. 28, pp. 214-33,
Februarv, 1936.
World's Largest Hote'1 Has Multiple
Drainage: Waldorf-Astoria. Plumbers
Trade Journal: Vol. 91, No. 6, pp. 7-8,
31, September 15, 1931.

Noise Elimination
Elastic Properties of Various Materials
and Their Effect on Transmission of
Vibrations. B. E. Eisenhour. F. G.
Tyzzer.
Franklin Institute Journal:
Vol. 214, pp. 691-707, 1932.
Fan Noise. R. G. Berthold. Siemens
Zeitschrift: Vol. 11, pp. 90, 138, 1931.
Science Abstracts B, Vol. 34, No. 1814,
1931.
How to Smother Vibration.
A. H.
Adams. Power: Vol. 75, pp. 200-3, 1932.
Noise in Heating and Air-Conditioning.
S. H.. Lewis. Heating, Piping and AirConditioning: Vol. 5, pp. 198-9, April,
1933.
Preventing Noise Transmission in Buildings.
(Bibliography) R. C. Allen.
Power: Vol. 73, pp. 692-5, 1931.
Silencing Ventilators. J. Lindner. Zeits
fiir Technische Physik: Vol. 136, pp.
289-91, 1932.
Some Practical Methods of Eliminating
Noise. E. S. Buck. Heating and Ventilating: Vol. 29, No. 8, p. 28, 1932.
Some Studies on Absorption of Noise in
Ventilating Ducts. G. L. Larson, R. F.
~orris.
Heating, Piping and .\ir-Conditioning: Vol. 3, pp. 59-64, 1931.

Power Plants
Diesel PoweI1-With Steam Combination. Power: Vol. 72, pp. 842-5, 1930.
Toint Use of Diesel and Steam Engines
to Balance Heat and Power. E. J.
Kates. Oil and Gas. Power: Vol. 52,
pp. 19-27, 1930. Se~ also Power Plant
Engineering: Vol. 34. pp. 748-50, 1930.
Steam and Diesel. Diesel Engines for
Peak Load. F. H. Schweitzer. Electrical World: Vol. 94, pp. 1269-72, 1929.
See also Mechanical Engineering: Vol.
52, pp. 622, 1930.

Radio Equipment
Apartment House Antenna Distribution
System. Projection Engineering: Vol.
3, No. 5, pp. 17-22, 1931.
Centralized Radio and Public Address
System in a Large Hotel. Radio Engineering: Vol. 11, No. 5, p. 31, 1931.
Radio Equipment. Hotel Radio to Pay
its Way. E. Y. Pone. Radio Engineering: Vol. 11, No. 8, pp. 33-4, August,
1931.
Loudspeakers Added to Existing Public
Address or Radio Installation.. D. B.
Looney. Projection Enginering: Vol. 3,
No. 5, p. 10, 1931.
Radio Prol{ram Distribution Over Lighting Circuits. T. D. MacCoun. Electronics: Vol. 2, pp. 682-693, 706, 1931.

Paint
Physical and Chemical Examination of
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers and Colors.
H. A. Gardner. 5th Edition. \Vashington, D. C., Institute of Paint and Varnish Research, 1930, 952 pp.

Plumbing
Plumbing Don'ts. R. M. Starbuck, Jr.
Domestic Engineering, Chicago: Vol.
130, ~ o. 6, pp. 55-58, 148-50, March 22,
1930. Vol. 131, No. 1, pp. 80, 82, 16971, 173, April 4, 1930.
Proper Water Supply and Drainage
Piping for Hotel. (Bibliography) F. H.
Waring. American Water Works Association Journal: Vol. 28, pp. 242-50,
February, 1936.

Refrigerants
Data on Properties of Refrigerants-Charts and Tables. Refrigerating World:
Vol. 69, pp. 14-17, January, 1934.

Ideal and Practical Refrigerant Requirements. J. E. Starr. ]. B. Churchill.
Power House Management: Vol. 26, No.
4, pp. 28-9, 41, 1932.
Refrigerants. A. H. Nuckolls. 118 pp.
Issued by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Sound Insulation
Control of Sound in Buildings. F. R.
Watson. Heating, Piping and Air-Conditioning: Vol. 2, pp. 992-6, 1930.
Sound Insulating Values of Wall Constructions. Contract Record: Vol. 46,
pp. 479-81, 1932.
Valuation of Paints for Acoustic Treatments. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter:
Extra Edition, Vol. 124, pp. 54-71, November 16, 1933.

Steam Power Plants
Coal and Ash Handling Plant in a Large
Hotel. Cossiers Mechanical Handling:
Vol. 17, pp. 80-81, 1930.
How to Select the Right Oil Burners.
H. S. Klotz. Power: Vol. 77, p. 212,
April, 1933.

Temperature Control
Temperature and Pressure Control
Equipment. Product Engineering: Vol.
3, pp. 334-6, 1932.

Textiles
Comparison of Value in Soft Floor
Coverings. A. G. Ashcroft. Melliand
Textile Monthly: Vol. 4, pp. 447-9, 51113, 573-5, 632-4, 678-80, 721-4, October,
1932-March, 1933.

Vacuum Cleaners
Central Cleaning by Electricity. H. P.
Vowles. World Power: Vol. 18, pp.
107-10, 1932.
Industrial Proper Practices to Observe
for Vacuum Cleaner Piping Systems. L.
C. Smith. Heating, Piping and AirConr!itioning: Vol. 3, No. 10, pp. 852-7,
1931.

Air Conditioning
demands Calked Joints

T

EMPERATURE control is a vital factor in
air conditioning. Such control is materially
aided when calking is provided around all win·
dow and door frames, and when all air duct joints
are sealed. In addition, a weather-tight structure
assures heat conservation (fuel saving). The pre·
£erred calking material is Pecora.
It is impervious to heat, cold and
moisture. Properly applied, it
will not dry out, crack or chip.
Equally applicable to glass, wood,
stone, and metal; or any combination of materials.
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And More Than 300 Other Federal Buildings
Sealed Weather·tight \Vith Pecora Calking- Compound

SECOND STREET & ERIE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
l\Iemher of Producers' Council, Inc.

Established 1862 by Smith Bowen
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